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Seniors housing effort revived 
THERE'S RENEWED optimism a long-sought plan for a crnment in 1991. construction. 
different kind of seniors housing here will actually hap- 
pen. 
Officials of the Terrace and Area Health Council 
have been meeting with provincial housing officials .to 
build 25 units of rental housing on land immediately ad- 
jacent o Terraceview Lodge. 
This type of accommodation is called supportive 
housing in that while people can. live independently, 
they can also have access to a certain level of services. 
I~ this situation, services uch as meals will" be avail- 
able at Terraceview Lodge. 
"We want to have all the paperwork• done by the be- 
ginning .of the [new] fiscal year so we can begin con- 
struction," health council chair Bob Kelly said last 
week. 
Since the ne.xt fiscal year begins April 1, a spring 
construction start is not out of the question. 
Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Oiesbrecht declined to be 
specific about construction plans but did say he expects 
good news very soon. 
The first plans for a Supportive housing project were 
drafted just before the defeat of the Social Credit guy- 
Back then Dave Parker, the Social Credit MLA for 
Skeena, was able to have the land beside Terraceview 
Lodge tui'ned over by the provincial government to the 
Terrace Health Care Society, the predecessor of the 
health council. 
Several attempts to attract government support 
through the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation failed. 
The closest he project got until now was 1999-2000 
~when B.C. Housing, the arm of the provincial govern- 
ment which provides housing assistance, said it would 
subsidize ight of a planned 22 units and use them for 
affordable, low cost housing. 
Over 25 years, that amount would have worked out to 
$746,00O. 
It would also chip in with $58,000 a year to help pay 
the mortgage costs and operating costs of the units over 
the same period of time. 
The other units would be sold to their occupants. 
Backers of the Terrace Mountain Manor project, as it 
was then called, did manage to sell some of the remain. 
ing units but not enough to satisfy the Northern Savings 
Credit Union to have it front enough money to begin 
The project collapsed at that point but did begin a re- 
vival when the health council got involved. 
It already operates Terraceview Lodge so having it 
also be responsible for supportive housing made sense, 
said Kelly. 
This time, all of the units will be rental ones, he 
added. 
"The number of units has been increased to 25 and 
there'll be a connecting walkway to Terraceview 
Lodge," Kelly said. 
Four of the units will have two bedrooms and all will 
be wheelchair accessible. 
Kelly said he and other health council members were 
happy with the involvement and commitment by B.C. 
Housing. 
"B.C. Housing is very supportive" said Kelly. "We're 
quite pleased." 
While B.C. Housing's exact level of financial com- 
mitment is not yet known, it has provided a $50,000 pro- 
ject development budget. 
.Architect Dan Condon, who worked on plans for past 
projects, is the architect on this one. Bob Kelly 
[] Loves the mountain 
FIVE YEARS ago Hector Hayashi, a Rotary exchange student at the 
time, arrived from Mexico for a year's stay and embraced snowboardlng. 
He returned Jan. 1 this year for a three-week-stay and quickly made his 
way back to Shames Mountain. For more on Hector and his visit, see 
Page B1. BETTY BARTON PHOTO 
Bench residents a bit leery 
over plans fc" new housing 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN "We're concerned they are going to become rental 
A CITY-BROKERED compromise may allow a develo- 
per to build ~ore homes at the wesL end of Terrace 
Mountain trail ttr"eXchange fbi.-iff~s~/~fi~-,o,~,-~fr~: 
green space there. 
About 40 neighbours turned out to a meeting Thursday 
night on Rossco Ventures' options for developing the 
hillside above and east of existing houses on Yeo St. 
The R1 zone there now gives the company the ability 
to turn the land into about 10 lots for regular houses. 
But city planner David Trawin said that option would 
eliminate about half the green space near the trail head. 
"Our whole intent is to retain as much of the green 
space as possible," said Trawin. 
He's brokered a deal that would instead allow Rossco 
to build up to 20 townhouse or small condominium units. 
The units would be located within clusters covering a
smaller portion of the Rossco property. 
"The benefit of that is that it retains a lot more of  the 
natural area," Trawin said. "The impact on the area 
drops from 50 per cent o 20 per cent." 
Residents opposed another:option that would have let 
Rossco build 25 units, while company owner Bud Smith 
rejected suggestions just 15 units be built. 
• He said any less than 20 would make the develop- 
ment uneconomical. Each building will have a raax- 
unum of four living units. 
The neighbours fear that should the proposed units not 
sell to permanent owners that they will be rented out. 
units," said June Steele, a Yeo St. resident. 
.... .However, Smith.'s intent is that the buildings will be 
owner-occupled, Said Trawin, who added the Units will 
be designed and priced for mid-to-high-income earners. 
The proposal will involve, the rezoning of the Rossco 
property to a unique zone that will be specially created. 
A strata corporation will be formed absolving the city 
of responsibility for maintenance, snow removal, roads 
and sewers. 
But residents are leery that should the strata not have 
enough money to maintain the property that residents 
down Yeo St. may bear the brunt of any problems. 
The major issue for residents was drainage. Some re- 
sidents already have problems with winter run-off for- 
ming ponds in their yards. They worry additional run-off 
from the 20 proposed units could aggravate the problem. 
Residents want the city to reserve some of the de- 
signated green space and make it park land, and relo- 
cate two of the planned" Rossco lots. 
They also want Munthe Ave. reclassified as a collec- 
tor road, rather than a local road. That would make the 
city take on 100 per cent of any future rebuilding costs. 
Residents also want the natural area designated for 
the property restored. Much of it is cleared and trees 
would need to be planted. 
Another meeting is expected before Rossc0 Ventures 
applies for rezoning. A public hearing will also be re- 
quired when that comes to council. 
Airport greenbelt area wanted 
THE CITY is demanding big greenbelt buffers around the 
top of the airport plateau to keep future industrial deve- 
lopment there from causing large Scars visible for miles. 
The provincial government, through its B.C. Assets 
and Land Corporation, is preparing to sell off chunks of 
the airport lafid to industrial buyers. 
But city and lands corporation officials are at odds 
aver how much green space should be left. 
The lands corporation says its policy is to give up no 
1here than five per cent of a property for park land or 
~cen space. 
City planner David Trawin says he wants Victoria to 
give up 15 to 20 per cent of the land proposed for sale 
southeast of the airport. 
He's insisting on a 60-metre buffer Strip along the 
highway to hide future industry there from motorists. 
And he wants the entire southeastern slope of the air- 
port plateau left undeveloped and unlogged because it 
would be visible from far away. 
"You can see some of those side slopes from Jack- 
City ponders having its own police 
By JEFF NAGEL City council alleges it is paying pensive but I think it's well worth jority of policing costs, threshold in the 2001 census, but more I'HE CITY isupping the ante in itsfi- more than its required share of support while." councillnr Val ~ . . . . . . .  :,4 ^ r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
aancial dispute with the RCMP by in- 
Jicating it just might set up its own 
~olice force. 
Talk of that possibility came last 
ucek as city council approved spend. 
ng more than $2,500 to hire a consul÷ 
ant to hold a workshop for the city on 
tpi 
staff costs and that it shouldn't have to 
pay for as many RCMP officers either. 
The city has scrutinized RCMP billing 
Procedures more" closely since, staff 
~ projected the city's share of RCMP 
costs will leap $310,000 to $2.7 mil- 
lion next year. 
l *  . : • 6 . . . . .  m rang options. ~: : ~: ' . Poltcing costs are now the most ex- 
And.dr comes on the eve of an ira. pensive department consuming ~:the 
mrtant !;Jan!19 meeting where ~tffe clty city's budgit! and local taxpayer,s doi~ 
viii putlts'":firl/moiailqttestionS t o / a r s , ~ i '  ~ ': 
tCMP ace0hniJnglofflc!als.';: : ~ i :i~ )whts ls  going to be a iitile:bit ex~ 
:," councillor Val George said of 
the workshop. 
"It's money well: spent," added 
councillor Rich McDanlel, "We may 
not be able to make any change in the 
near future, but I think we will have to 
look seriously at it down the road," 
George said. ,'This is not the sort of 
pine Flats, Thornhill, even coming up from Lakelse 
Lake," Trawin said. 
He also wants a 200-metre buffer strip south of the, 
airport between the highway and Beam Station Road, 
and a 15-metre leave strip around the top edges of the 
escarpment. 
Trawin said that's intended to reduce how much de- 
velopments there can be seen or heard from Lakelse 
Lake. 
The city demands affect the economics of the sale 
and future use of the land, said lands corporation project 
manager Jim Senka. 
"The city wants half of it for green space," he said. 
"We'd like to do that if we could, but that could render 
the whole project undoable." 
"They only want to let us develop what's fiat," he 
added. 
Trawin expects to meet this week with officials from 
the corporation and the forests ministry in an effort to re- 
solve the issue. 
likely in the next one, five years later. 
It could also happen sooner if 
Thornhill were to merge with Terrace, 
as that would instantly put the city's 
population well over 20,000. 
George said many B.C. towns are 
alarmed about the recent increase in 
policing costs, 
If the population within city limits - 
now estimated to be close to 14,000- 
exceeds 15,000, the city's share of 
RCMP costs will rise from the current 
70 per cent to 90 per cent. 
When that happens, the city's costs 
will leap by another $800,000 or more. 
"CeFtainly a t that time I think and the 
thing you're going to do overnight" rest Of council thi-*- . . . . . . . . .  i , . ,r, w~ nave to look "RCMP services are becoming 
• Terrace s population is approaching at alternative ways of doing things," really expensive and we're really con- 
the level at which provineialand fed, GeOrge said, cerned about these umlateral decisions 
Oral subsidies ate reduced fu t therand  Councillor Olga Power noted the they've been making,,l George said. 
mit- .  population probably won't cross that 
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Smelter layoffs avoided 
by Alcan, B.C. Hydro deal 
ALCAN HAS reached a deal with B.C. Hydro to avoid 
shutting down one of its seven potlines at its Kitimat smelter. Alean wtll not have to dehver any power to B.C, 
Instead Alcan will close individual pots and trim 
electrical usage. 
And although the terms of the agreement mean the 
plant will still produce 40,000 tonnes less aluminum 
over the next 16 months, there will be no layoffs. 
The deal came just six days short of a deadline Alcan 
had set for closing the one line. 
Up to 70 layoffs loomed because Alcan said it didn't 
have enough water in its Nechako reservoir to both 
power its smelter and fulfil the terms of a power sale 
agreement it has with B.C. Hydro. 
That would have thrown about 70 employees out of 
Fallers protest 
,d 
INDEPENDENT falling contractors in the Terrace area 
say they're being unfairly penalized by the Workers' 
Compensation Board. 
The WCI] has increased insurance premiums for 
manual tree falling and bucking, affecting independent 
loggers who have formed limited companies to work as 
contractors, aid Mike McKibbin, a local fuller. 
He said about 200 fullers in the Terrace area are in- 
eluded in the new WCB classification. 
The new rates for contract fullers will climb from an 
average of $7.75 per $100 in wages to more than $20, 
but McKibbin fears it won't end there. 
"The main thing is to try to get the brakes slammed 
on now," he said. 
The rate for integrated forest companies with staff 
railers and buckers, meanwhile, will remain at $7.75. 
"We're being discriminated against," McKibbin said. 
Loggers affected by the changes were invited to an 
informational meeting in Terrace Jan. 13, two weeks be- 
fore the WCB holds its own meeting at its Richmond 
headquarters about he changes. 
Oppositi6n to the WCB's rate changes is mounting, 
McKibbin said. "No other industry in B.C. got touched," 
he said. 
He's also angry because he believes the large forest 
companies forced loggers into becoming contractors to 
begin with. 
Conflict advice sought 
THE COAST Mountains School District is seeking legal 
advice to determine if Terrace trustee Hal Stedham is in 
conflict of interest. 
School trustees have also decided to check with edu- 
cation ministry guidelines to see if Stedham can conti- 
nue holding public office while working in another 
school district. 
Elected in ]999, Stedham has since taken a job in the 
Stikine school district as principal of the school in 
Lower Post, a community in northern B;C. near the 
Yukon border - a 12-hour drive from Terrace, some 860 
kms away. 
$tedham., participates., at-school--.,board ': -meetings 
through teleconference. "The only thing I have not been 
able to dois make physicatcontact..with schoolst,,.Sted. 
hath said~via'speakerphone. ~ ', : : 
The board's Jan. 10 decision was prbmpted byi a ques-. 
tion from Terrace District Teachers' Union president ~ 
Frank Rowe. 
"I enjoy being a trustee and Lfeel I can make~a valua 
able contribution," Stedham said, adding he has only 
missed one board meeting. "I am proud of the job I have 
done." 
Stedham t01d school board officials the B.C.. School 
Trustees Association says he's not in conflict. 
He defended:his job in Lower Post, saying he had no 
choice .but t6 take employment there. 
In raising the motion to seek a legal opinion On Sted- 
ham's employment, Kitimat trustee Peter King said he 
was net questioning Stedham's abilities as trustee, nor 
was he calling for his removal. King said he just wants 
assurance that there is no conflict. 
(,lllMh  
IM m qk ,% 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your 
assistance in solving a theft that occurred just off 
Cypress Rd. in Terrace, Be. 
Sometirne late afternoon or early evening on 
December 22, 2000, unknown culprit(s) attended 
to an area behind Cypress St., to a 40 acre lot 
where a 1979 snowmachine had been temporarily 
parked. 
The vehicle owner last saw the snowmachine 
there in the earl er half of the day, and upon 
returning for ;t found it to have been stolen. 
The snowmachine is described as: a black and 
green 1979 Arctic Cat Eltegra 440., short track, 
with an aftermarket paint job including a tiger on 
each side of the hood, and neon green paddles 
on the track. : 
If you have any information about this or any 
other similar incidents, or if you know the identity 
of the person or persons responsible for this, (or 
any ether), crime, Crime Stoppers would like to 
hear from you. 
i c---o--r-re o--or i Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid 
against an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you 
have any Informalloil Call Crime Stoppers st 63S-TIPS that's 
635.8477, esl lem will not be required to reveal their identity 
nor iestity In c0ud, Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call 
display. 
Call  635,TIPS Raisin 
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,-eleven Is a proud Supporter of Crlmesto,p,e,• [
Hydro until May, the time of year when the spring run- 
off begins to refill the reservoir. 
Alcan official Kathy Bourchier said the reason the 
shutdown was for 16 months was to ensure the company 
could resume, and maintain full power generation at Ks- 
mane. 
"We're very pleased with the result,," Alcan union 
president Rick Belmont said of the deal, adding the 
union had had to take a hard line when it came to 
Alcan's original proposal to meet power sales contract 
obligations to B.C. Hydro at the expense of jobs. 
He added that a solution, wouldn't have happened if
the two sides hadn't been prepared to sit down and 
hammer out a deal. 
Belmont said credit was also due to people and orga- 
nizations in Kitimat who had joined together to oppose 
the shut down. 
  HOW DO YOUR WINDOWS MEASURE UP? 
High energy costs bringing you down! ! ' i~  
A FREE ESTIMATE, lower costs,and improved 
state of the art high performance window systems, area i l 
combination aimed to meet your budget andsatisfy , ,. ~ 
your need for a warm comfortable home. 
The All-West Glass Professionals are able to i 
supply and install sealed units, storm windows, and 
complete new windows, at your convenience-call us 
today for your free estimate. 
"SERVING NORTHWESTERN CANADA'" 
~ NORTHERN ASSOCIATE 
i ,, w , " " " ! " I : I 
Chicken Chicken  afeway Breasts Legs SELECT Pop 
Boneless, Skinless, Back attached. J ~  i~  lix355mL.Assorted 
Valu Pack. Valu Pack, I ~ ~  i~ ~'~ varieties. FInS T FOUR- 
o99, 99 i 0~9 ISAVE~ ¢/Ib O ' /Ib ~ SAVE at 2,18/kg , ~t : least $1.98 
3afeway Club Price Safeway Club Prlc , , on two Safeway Club Price 
Green 
Seedless Colgate Toothpaste Grapes 
,rope,ted. No., Grade. I ~'eCrntL~arieties' 
SAVEat least ~1 ~ , 5 9  $I.00/Ib. I UQ SAVE at least 40¢ 
JZo_ , 
SCI shuts 
mill here 
next week 
LOW PRICES for lumber 
and pulp have driven 
Skeena Cellulose to tem- 
porarily shut its Terrace 
sawmill and part of its 
Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
The sawmill here will 
shut down for two weeks, 
from Jan, 22 to Feb. 5. 
The pulp mill's B line 
will close until at least the 
end of February, putting 
100 employees out of 
work .  
The A line, which is 
responsible for 75 per cent 
of production and employs 
600, continues to run. 
'/Company president Bill 
Steele said SCI and other 
Producers have been pla- 
gued by a combination of 
falling product prices and 
soaring energy costs. 
..... The cost of natural gas 
is three to four times what 
it was last year," Steele 
said. 
Low demand from Asia 
and high inventories have 
pushed prices for pulp 
down 'from their recent 
peak of around US $710 to 
in some eases below $600, 
he said, 
Lumber prices are also 
dismal, he said, adding 
they're at; their lowest 
1 Crunch! 
Firef ighters inspect  the damage to this t ruck that  ambulance attendants but re leased with a minor in- 
was involved in a col l is ion with a van last Thursday  jury to his knuckles.  Dr iver error on the part of the 
at the intersect ion of Keith Ave.  and Kalum St. The  van's  operator is b lamed for the accident.  Nei ther  
point since 1991. driver of the truck (far right) was  checked ove'r "by speed nor alcohol were factors in the crash. 
Student losses mounting up 
THE COAST MOUNTAINS School District is 
losing hundreds of students each year and with 
no sign of the decline in enrolments abating, 
administrators are bracing for a budget crunch 
next year. 
get shortfail for the current year because of de- 
clining enrolments. 
Secretary treasurer Marcel Georges said 
146 students represents a drop of more than $1 
million from next year's budget. 
Another 35 students left the district in De- ~. "The question is, are we going to  be on 
camber, leaving the overall head count at just : budget? Are we going to be on surplus or deft- 
7,162 students, or 146 fewer students ince 
September. 
The exodus could spell a trend, assistant 
superintendent Randy Smallbrugge warned 
board officials Jan. 10. 
"'There's been no change in the trend from 
last year that illustrates we were losing stu- 
dents in the hundreds," Smallbmgge said. "It's 
a downward slide." 
The district already faces a $,~85,000 bud- 
cit?" Oeorges aid. 
If the declining enrolment trend continues, 
staff layoffs may be inevitable. 
hike went into effect, doubling the district's 
already hefty annual heating bill to as much as 
$650,000, Georges aid. 
"We planned for an increase, but not that 
much." 
Meanwhile, the district is still waiting for 
its final 2000-2001 budget. Georges hopes the 
province will kick in money to assist B.C.'s 
.school districts with rising natural gas bills. 
Financial relief may also be available in 
"We'll have no choice," he said. the form of a special grant from the education 
In addition to a potential $1 million gap due ministry for declining enmlment, or even al- 
to fewer students, the district will also face lowing an incremental drop in the district's 
rising costs for wages, WCB premiums, bene- $54 million annual budget over several years 
fits, and heating bills, so the hit doesn't come all at once, Georges 
The price of natural gas has jumped by 18 added. 
per cent since October, when a 10 per cent 
 SE THE Ju DGE;;' .... 
pitali i!h Sh I A Ca st w a ove
Oh Mother, won t you reconsider? Jeanne 
p ended Sell the'house and re,ave into a seniors 
residence. Youre .91 years ota .ana wnee,cnair BASED ON 
bound. Your friends are all gone and I live out of ACTUAL COURT I l l ~  
town, You have no one." CASES [ J  
E eanor almost had apophxy. "Neverl I will die 
n th s house. I'm still able to take care of my "Maybe you should cash in some bonds in 
beautifu ~arden. I)1 be just fine." ord.er t~ pa~ our bills." 
But a F~w months later, Eleanor had become to The monthly bill stated only the total amount 
weak to garden, awed. Eleanor wrote out a check in her shaky 
So she hired Jordan Landscaping. : .... hand, without knowing any of the specific 
Two,, jovial workers, showed Ul~ on her: door s!ep. charges~ 
My name ~s Ben. My buddys name is Albert. Eleanor was happier than shed been in years. 
Well take care of aft the gardening." "You boys are like family. I trust you with my 
Eleanor eyed them care(u v as they mowed the I fe." 
grass, They were good. She knew she could Four years later, Eleanor died peacefully in 
relax~ , her sleep. , 
"Genllemen, have some of my lemon sponge Jeanne put her mother s affairs in order. 
cake." ' She let out a scream. *'Four hundred thousand 
"Delicious. Mrs. J," dollars to take care o~: my mothers home and 
"Could I be a terrible bother and ask you to garden for four yea.rs~ Highway !obboryl 
repo r my leaky faucelr:." Jeanne su~l. Jordan Land~a,p,ng., ,.. 
"Ha trouble, moore." In court, Joqnne. was sdu seem.t.ng,_ your 
"And if its not too much Irouble...my doorbell Honour, they took•advantage at an old and trust- 
isn't working. And another thing,.." ing woman by charginggrossly inflated ~rlces; 
Aloert_a, nclBengladyddthehomerepars Make them return the excess profit or 
' Eleanor s life was Iransfarmed. She was relieved $140,000. : " 
of the burden of maintaining the properly: Jordan Landscaping defended itself vigor- 
Eleanor started taking Better care of herself, ously. "Your Honor, Mrs. James was indeed old, 
Even putting on a bit of lipstick, and unable to take care of herself. Thole why we 
As she grew more ~eble, Albert and Ben took performed ~ many..,extra s,ervice,s ~r her. We 
over the running at the house, gave her quality at lite anti cleserve to be pala. 
~H~re are tile aroceries, Mrs J Your favorite . . . . .  . 
teo biscultswere0n speciali" * ,, " Should Jordan Landscaping be torced re 
• "Haw do you like my beef stew, Mrs. J~ return money? YOUI Be The Juclge. Then, look 
"Ld me carry you to th e washroom.." ~ ! below for the decision. 
NSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
SPewing the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
c r imina l  and Fami ly  Law C iv i l L i t igat ion  Abor ig ina l  Law 
Free  In i t ia l  In terv iew ~or I .C .B .C .  and  
Persona l  In ju ry  C la ims  
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1T2 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: '635-2919 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE - DECISION[ "Return ~140~0001~ Judge Mond'( ruled: ~he company kn¢~, 
• that Mrs. Ja~es was old end hail a.nd ~o! she didn t want Iq lose Ihe on~, peaple she naa Lep. inls wqs not merely 
O busln .ess rdOllonshlp: Ben and ~ber|.became odvi~rs,and, com.ponl.ons ~ eve~,ospe~.. ,of her tile, .She was com- 
pletely dependent on them. I~eretore, me company n~ o auty ~o ac~' In ,-teanors ~t mmresn, not its own. me 
excessive pricm charged ~e unaccep~l~leY ' ~ 
Ted ,s  ¢xJlumn s bated ~ a ca=e [Tom OnMrio. If you have a ,sim[lar p ,r~lern, pf~se contact (.sRonsor) or another 
lawyer in your province. To provlde.cg, mpelllng enterla[nment, wahoo  fidional~zecl.~ th.enames,, ~e...ch~rajctetrs an¢ 
the scen~tlot in the ca~. Any resemblance to r~ l  leap. pm.~s pur~,. ~mc!~en~m. mme mmr~ o, uu,m/u . . . . . .  'r, 
the lega_ 'issues In the case have. been g ma, dy r~uc~ed on.d fimplmea. ; . . . . . . .  " 
C a re Bems~ln is o Iow)~r end na~ionaIly synaicatea columnist, Copyright 20OU Haixa ,-n:eqonses. ca:~.3 
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Methanex says 'no' 
METHANEX HAS rejected a provincial offer to 
help re-open its closed Kitimat methanol plant. 
After months of negotiation involving Methanex, 
Pacific Northern Gas, which supplies natural gas to 
the plant, and the provincial Job Protection Com- 
missioner, a plan was submitted to the government. 
It called for the province to give Methanex $18 
million over three years. The province replied with 
a three-year offer of zero in the first year and $4.5 
million in each of the second and third years. 
That was rejected by Methanex as being insuffi- 
cient for it lower costs enough to justify re-opening 
the plant which closed for at least a year last June. 
The province also made its offer conditional on 
restarting the plant right away. 
Methanex official Brad Boyd said it is open to 
further talks with the province. "The door is not 
closed," he said, adding, "We're planning for 
SUCCESS." 
Even if the JPC's rescue plan had been approved 
by the government, i  would still take changes in 
natural gas and methanol prices to persuade Me- 
thanex to restart he Kitimat plant. 
With the plant having been "winterized", Boyd 
pointed out the earliest the plant could recom- 
mence operations would be April/May. 
And whether it did so would "depend on the 
economics at that point of time", he said. 
Boyd confirmed Methanex is exposed" at its ~,. 
,K]tlmat plant when it comes to natural gas prices. 
Money orders doctored 
TWO ATTEMPTS to circulate forged money or- 
ders were made at local banks, Jan. 2 and again 
Jan. 8, say RCMP. 
A 27-year-old man and a 19-year-old female 
have been charged with uttering forged documents 
and another man is under investigation, said po- 
lice. The suspects allegedly purchased Canada 
Post money orders for small denominations and 
then modified them for a greater amount. 
The woman was arrested at a bank while the 
man fled from another bank and was arrested two 
days later. 
Attempting to pass a doctored ocument off as  
authentic is punishable by up to ten years impri- 
sonment. 
Bus hits moose 
SEVEN passengers were hurt when a Greyhound 
bus struck a moose then hit the ditch Jan. 10. 
The bus, heading for Prince Rupert, hit the 
moose 40kin west of Terrace. The driver lost con- 
trol, crossed the oncoming traffic lane and came to 
a stop in the ditch next to the eastbound lane. Two 
of the seven passengers were taken to Mills Mem- 
orial Hospital and later released. 
No charges arc expected to be laid against the 
driver, say RCMP. Icy road conditions were also 
partially to blame for the accident. 
~:"~'!~'~'~  i ........ ~' " .... ~:" ~ '" ' ' ..... ' '~ .... ~ . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
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GOOD news about natural gas in B.C, is !1 ! 
that the provincial government is reaping a wind- 
fall of royalties. Badly needed r venues ar flow- t~~X t / .~., /.] ~ ~ ~~ Ii]l , ~l IL~t/.~~~ 
are being spent in areas such as health care, 
A goodly portion of the royalties come from 
our neighbours to the south, hungry astheyare I '._' I_~ ~ V ~  h-L--..,~.., -2_~) . -~-  'l/Ti/F/if 'lqB'l,f :~rffi-,I. ~ 1 I ~'~'.-( ~ /y" l  [ - |  
for a cleanaltemative to coal and nuclear energy. ~ '~"--:~ fl - -  ~ il~--.~"~-~- . " '~ .~ '~~p~."  
The bad news is that because of free trade and : "~-~ ~" .,,'~"x 
deregulation, the price is being set by the Amen- - - "  '~-~"  - -~  ''" -- ~ ~  I' ~l~OI- ~ "~ .......... " ] 
cans and it is one we also have to pay. With a MEANWH It&, gACK K'r THE WHITe HOUSe, THe BU ;H eRA 
strong American dollar relative to our Canadian 
version, we're staring at zooming prices and 
" dg  ' g 
holes in our wallets. ! bye  : 
While we can make an argument for a two- :~ O O tJ y S ys h Is 3,:) d 
tiered pricing structure - one  for British Colum- t Paul has planned a canoe trip in the The mass exodus o f  sea-  V CTORIA - When 
bians as it is our resource in the first place and Ramsay, the finance minister Yukon. soned NDP politicians will hurt 
one for the United States, it is too late. Deregula- 
tion and free trade won't let us. 
It's a good lesson when we think about the 
other abundant natural resource we have - water. 
Our water is turned into electricity courtesy of 
B.C. Hydro, a provincial crown corporation. 
For the moment, we're safe. We do have a 
two-tiered pricing structure. We enjoy low rates 
relative to other places in North America and 
B.C. Hydro is making a staggering premium by 
selling power into the United States. 
That's not the case in Alberta where Premier 
Ralph Klein deregulated the provincial electricity 
market. The result was a rapid increase in prices. 
While that brought about extra millions in reve- 
nues to the Alberta government, i  hit residents of 
that province very hard. Mr. Klein, in a contradic- 
tS'on of his free market,philosophy, .has nowTro, : 
zen rates. He's also turning back's0me of the ~'rd-' ':
venues in the form of rebates. 
B.C. Hydro has spent the past couple of years 
preparing for deregulation and a freeing up of the 
electricity industry. Given the massive American 
appetite for power, such freedom is tempting. 
But we should be very clear in our message to 
the powers that be. This is our water. B.C. Hydro 
is our corporation. We should have the benefit of 
low rates and the stability which flows from 
them. Don't mess with it. 
Our turn 
LAST YEAR the federal government gave VIA 
Rail, a federal crown corporation, $450 million to 
spend over five years on capital improvements. 
Last month VIA announced it is spending $125 
million on new rolling stock for its eastern routes, 
leaving $325 million in the kitty. 
Our tiny VIA station here could use some 
sprucing up. Surely there must be some money 
available for this task within that $325 million 
VIA has left. 
/ 
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announced that he would .not 
seek re-election, Mike de 
Jong, the Liberal deputy house 
leader gave this response: 
"He follows in the footsteps 
of .virtually every senior mem- 
ber of caucus and cabinet. 
These are people who .don't 
want the public to review their 
performance." 
I realize that the cut and 
thrust of politics demands a 
certain adversarial stance from 
its practitioners, but why can,t 
de long, who is an otherwise 
nice fellow, keep the nastiness 
out of virtually every public 
pronouncement? 
Since Ramsay, the NDP 
MLA for Prince George North, 
was first elected in 1991, he 
has shown himself to be a very 
'apable and honourable'politi. 
,, ,'.' ":r i~,:~ ~i; , ~'~'; '. "v','J' "; 
mn, lwho doesnt ~ave:ti5 fear 
uo!lc s_crutmy o I  ms pertor- 
mflnce. 
The 56-year-old Ramsey 
has served well in several 
portfolios, including educa- 
tion, health and environment. 
As finance minister, he pre- 
sided over the first balanced, 
make that surplus budget, in 
10 years. And it's a safe guess 
that the last one he will intro- 
duce this spring will also have 
a surplus. That's not a bad re- 
l | r i l |  g ] l i  i :  i | i ; | - J  i | i |  i 
HUBERT BEYER 
cord with which to leave poli- 
tics behind. 
Ramsey says he would like 
to spend more time with his 
family. 
"I want a life for the next 
few years where I have more 
I can't argue with those 
sentiments. I have said time 
and gain that our politicians 
are overworked and underpaid 
for the privilege of being verb- 
ally abused at every turn by an 
unappreciative public. 
It may well be that Ramsey 
doesn't want to run again be- 
cause he isn't sure whether he 
could win. It may also be true 
that he doesn't want to spend 
another four years on the oppo- 
sition benches. 
The same may hold true for 
the other senior members of- 
the NDP caucus who have de- 
cided to leave politics behind. 
They include Dan Miller, Lois 
Boone, Andrew Petter, Dale 
the party's already slim 
chances in the next election, 
although Ujjal Dosanjh, the 
premier, puts a good face on it. 
"We are building a new 
team of New Democrats with 
some veterans like me, some 
new ministers and some new 
faces to provincial politics to 
offer B.C. a progressive choice 
in the upcoming elections," 
Dosanjh said. 
Well, I wish him luck. The 
elections, which will probably 
be called in March or April, 
are going to be tough sledding 
for the NDP. 
But that alone should not be 
a reason for Ramsey and others, 
like him to feel obliged to run 
. . . .  Lovick, John Cashore, Penny aRain. Ramsay has spend 10 
~7~:tn~°am.~:?eae~ .~h~: Priddy, Jan Pullinger, Dennis~ years serving the province. 
, . . . .  ~ " , , ' "  .:'~ ~'Streif~Jvand'Oretche~'Brew'n ........ And'h¢'hasa¢ uitted im- you re not on calt:24.~hoursra.:l.t.~:rvo,td~.~.~.,~-; t xos.~t .i,: :.'~-~l :~,L . . . . . . . . . . . .  q....... :~ ,.. 
day." uut so wharf ", '~r-~ ........ ~,~ e],~ wel.~ ifi that e'ndeavouf: /,
Ramsey, a former En~ligh .... ,. When Bill Ben/~ett, ih~ for- ' 'MeanWhile; de Joiig'::v;h0 is 
- . mer Social Credit premier, always eager to belittle his op  composi.tion and communica- 
tions instructor at the College 
of New Caledonia, also wants 
to write poetry. 
"Strangely enough, I've ac- 
tually been playing around 
with 'ideas for poems and I 
haven't written any poetry for 
20 years. It's sort of like re- 
turning to a previous life." 
And finally, he wants to go  
fly-fishing and camping and 
was first elected, he said he 
would stay 10 years. When he 
announced his surprise retire- 
ment, it was closer tO 11. 
Ten years is about one-fifth 
of the average working life. 
Wish that all those who have 
nothing better to do that call 
all politicians crooks devoted 
that much time to serving their 
fellow Canadians. 
ponents, achievements still has 
to prove that his capabilities 
exceed those of a professional 
heckler. 
Maybe they do, but we 
won't know until he gets a 
chance to prove it. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
 ^/hat's u p , / i th  th(: s(, F)eople? 
Since CBC 'IV showed usit~: I bet their windows, small How do they decide wh~ first update in November, 
will be the first up to start the' worried about the welfare of 
the two pioneering couples 
"homesteading" on 40 acres 
near Argyle, Manitoba so a 
moviemaker can produce a 
documentary of their exper- 
iences. 
When we had below zero 
temperatures recently, Man- 
itoba had mc • so. 
Were the jure, or freezing 
fingers and toes dressed in 
their 1890's clothing? 
Manitoba is known for bliz- 
zards and whiteouts. Did they 
have the good sense - and the 
rope - to string a lifeline from 
their log cabin to the barn they 
built last summer for their li- 
vestock? 
And what of insulation to 
chink their log cabin? Even if 
the neighbour was able to 
teach them how to mix clay 
and straw, would the mixture 
keep out the cold anywhere 
near as well as R30 pink insu- 
I 
t. " P : '  
V:/; 
S::(;:L 
m 
l I :  n ' iO l l l e l "  i i : !  i |01~.l ':|  i[.-~ 
CLAUDE'FIE SANDECK 
lation? 
Then there's the struggle to 
keep feet warm on a bare 
wood floor. They might have 
had the time and know-how to 
braid rugs. 
Nonetheless I can picture 
cold air curling across the 
cabin floor like fog whenever 
the door is opened. Porch or no 
porch. 
and few, aren't double glazed. 
Can they see out on a 30 
below day, or are the windows 
furry with half an inch of frost. 
Entertainment I expect isn't 
much on their minds. Lacking 
electricity, running water and 
anything invented after 1890, 
every chore takes longer. By 
the time supper dishes are 
done, they're happy to ease 
their tired shivering bodies on 
to a feather mattress. 
A feather mattress is my 
notion of luxury in their situa- 
tion. Though cold as an ice 
slab at first, once body tem- 
perature warms the feathers, it
can be toasty. 
Toilet facilities figure in my 
thoughts. They built an out- 
house way off in the distance. 
Every drop in temperature 
must make them see the error 
of their ways. 
The movie maker's rules 
outlawed toilet tissue. Too 
modem. 
stove, chip the ice in the water 
pail, and start breakfast? 
One family vacationing for 
two weeks in a cottage is 
cramped. Two couples sharing 
one small room over six winter 
months ..... Not easy. 
Worse, one couple is young; 
inexperienced in wilderness 
living. The older couple are 
more savvy but the wife is 
there mainly to support the 
back-to-the.land dream of her 
husband, a man annoyingly up- 
beat and funny. He also plays 
guitar and sings, 
In mid-February, CBC Will 
show us the pioneers' progress, 
I hope my worries are unfoun- 
ded. 
Based on the first report, 
though, I worry. In June they 
were planting potatoes in run- 
ning water and bulldogging a 
pregnant sow through the bush. 
What troubles have they had 
since? 
A~6~eSSlU~I • ~PlWDUAL J~J~I?I~L~ ~hT NAPP. rrso you CoULP ~ l~E:SS l~  I " ~RIur= poRIN"[HA'['NIC6.6RAUE.L ~ ~,~o,rueP~ Ol~y,.'f.~.L ~ollO vou  l ¥ouRCmWAss.  
,tJ,r ts NtC  w qH  ufLp  c / 
I~l'allS NC~ UTfLF-'ro~JN ~ / "  
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pride was tr ickiest 
issue for council in 2000 
Terrace Standard reporter Jeff Nagel takes his 
annual subjective and irreverent look back at Ter- 
race city council's performance over the last year. 
Jack Talstra B 
Where arc you, Jack? 
The mayor's dramatic 1999 election promises 
to take the multiplex project and make it work, 
warts and all, are glacially slow in being real- 
ized. 
A year later it appears little has been accom- 
plished other than to set up a trust fund for dona- 
tions and to ask the feds for money - which was 
the main strategy all along. 
In a few months we'll see whether federal 
Liberal party bosses think Talstra's election sup- 
port of Liberal candidate 
Rhoda Witherly was worth 
enough to be rewarded with a 
few million for themultiplex. 
Talstra has also seen Braun's 
Islanders rebuff his suggestion 
_ - - - _ _ 
Report card 
CITY CoUNCiL IN 2000 
AccESSIBILITY 
FISCAL-PRUDENCE 
TEAMWORK 
they merge with the city as 
part of a convoluted plan to pLANNING 
tap into restructuring rants 
for a water system, and pos- 
sibly the multiplex. 
And for a lawyer and a sea- 
Jack Talstra soned politician, it's particu- 
larly surprising Taistra was 
unable to recognize the mess that was coming 
when council rejected a gfiy pride day proclama- 
tion. A creative solution to get everyone off the > 
hook would have been to allow councillor Hull, 
the lone supporter of the pride proclamation, to
proclaim it in the month he was acting mayor. 
On health care, Talstra got ridiculed by the .. 
likes of Health Watch attack dog Tom Sager, 
who accused the mayor and council, in essence, 
of not jumping up and down enough at the height 
of the doctors' strike. He said the city's main 
priority should be health, not the multiplex. 
Talstra has tried to be cautious about immer- I 
sing council in the Health Watch rallies, peti- I | 
tions and high-temperature rh toric. 
His style is to leave an opening for reconcil- " .... " 
liation, even with enemies, in case there are 
oPENNESS 
GOOD 
oVERALL 
sATiSFACTORY 
David Hull A- est plan, and pushed with other mayors for a 
gains to be made that way. "----- - 
Likewise, the mayor does not tend to leap Joely Viveiros and Frank Hamilton. 
from side to side of the ship of state, repelling Vanderlee initifilly hadn't planned to run 
boarders. That's the job of his councillors, again, but then decided to enter the race as the 
Instead he, S~eS, hin3sel~,as the steady.hgnd ~;n,,.~ql¢c[ionqc~paign started. Perhaps he should 
th6 tiildi:witl(an ey'i t~ ~,1.~' g.;ternihofi~bt/~ ........ ha~,~fpll~v~e~his;first.inStincts .... ;
Th~fyear Talstra lobbxe~ 0~r key government ... . . . . . .  ~: . . . . . . .  
ili'iti:itives iikh ihe Kern6ss 10ad, a northwest 'for L' ..... 
David D. Hull once used to liken himself to 
Ralph Klein and invoke the Alberta premier's 
budget-slashing, tax-cutting rhetoric. 
But really, if there's an alter ego out there for 
Hull, it's more likely Minnesota governor and ex- 
wrestler Jesse Ventura. 
Like Ventura, Hull's head has taken a few hits 
playing rugby but seems none the worse for wear. 
And like Ventura, Hull is a fiscal conservative 
and a social liberal: fighting to control taxes and 
expenses while insisting the state has no busi- 
ness in the bedrooms of the nation. 
Therefore it was no surprise that Hull emerged 
as the lone councillor to champion the local 
homosexual community and 
their requests for proclama- 
tion of a gay pride day. 
To him it was simply the 
right thing to do, plus he 
could see the pointless fire- 
storm of trouble brewing if 
council rejected it• (A human 
rights complaint seems likely 
to end with the city being hit 
with fines, legal expenses, 
and an order to send council 
to sensitivity training.) David Hull 
Hull stands on his princi- 
ples and doesn't shy away from a fight or a clear- 
eyed open look at difficult opics. 
Entire debates would never take place without 
Hull on council. 
Hull continued the work of Linda Hawes on 
the city's Social Planning Commission and 
pushed successfully for composting pickup here. 
But he also drew the ire of unionized workers 
and supporters when he voted with Vanderlee in 
the spring to contract out city garbage collection 
to Canadian Waste Management tosave close to 
$60,000. The rest of council defeated the idea 
and city staff have since reorganized the in- 
house service to achieve major cost savings 
equal to what privatization would have delivered. 
Hull proved to be a bit too radical for the B.C. 
Liberal party, which refused to approve his nomi- 
nation papers to run in Skeena fter he criticized 
leader Gordon Campbell's virulent opposition to 
the Nisga'a treaty. 
Chalk that one up as the city's gain and the 
Liberals' loss. 
Rich McDaniel C 
counterattack against environmentalists target- 
ring coastal logging. 
Voters made it clear in the 1999 election they 
, didn't want razzle-dazzle when they picked Tal- 
stra by a nearly 2-1 margin over challenger Linda 
Hawcs. So keep that hand on the tiller, Jack. Just 
don't fall asleep at the wheel• 
7 
Ron Vanderlee C- 
Two years ago he was the invisible man. Now 
he materializes out of the fog from time to time 
before fading from view again. 
Ran Vanderlee's first term was marked by ab- 
sences he attributed to his employer's work on 
Y2K preparedness• With the once-a-millennium 
event over, city hall has seen more of Vanderlee. 
When he's at his best, Vanderlee is passio- 
nate in putting the spotlight on crime control and 
law and order. 
Ron 
Vanderlee 
But what has really hap- 
pened? 
His pet project, Drug Free 
Zones with increased drug 
penalties in areas close to 
schools, saw much activity 
late in 1999, around election 
time, but very little since. 
Vanderlee tends to go with 
the flow in debate, rarely in- 
fluencing the outcome of a 
decision. 
Theoretically council's spe- 
cialist in dealing with the 
RCMP, he's had as little luck as anyone else in 
sorting out the massive cost increases from the 
detachment that threaten to force city property 
tax increases. 
On the issue of gay pride proclamations, 
councillor Vanderlee didn't take a real stand and 
tell both the delegations and voters what he 
thought. He first dodged the issue by saying the 
original request from Rainbow B.C. wasn't a 
local group. When a local group emerged two 
weeks later to carry the bail, Vanderlee was 
quiet as a churchmouse in voting down the idea. 
Vanderlee has periodically had to leave the 
council table to avoid a possible conflict-of-in- 
terest when debate has turned to issues regarding 
his employer, Pacific Northern Gas. 
He sat out the vote in the summer when coun- 
cil decided not to take sides during PNG's public 
relations firefight with Methanex, its biggest gas 
customer. 
Vandedee dld, however, remain at the table 
and vbted with council at a Nov. 27 in-camera 
meeting to not .file an intervention challenging 
PNG's natural gas rate increases at hearings 
The Year 2000 presented a mix of triumph and 
disappointment for councillor Rich McDaniel. 
The triumph came in the long-awaited com- 
pletion of the largely volunteer-built skateboard 
park - his longtime pet project - albeit with see- 
coming up in March. In fairness, this is probably eral thousand ollars more from city coffers to 
a minor oops, because the council decision was finish the job. (Note to Rich: we're still waiting 
in ;lin~ Witl~ advice it received that there were no to see you ride ~i board.) 
grounds=f0i a,challefige, and that lobbying Vic' The disappointment came in his inability to 
toria for inhales is abetter strategy' ':.climb much higher up the political adder, 
:Vanderlee helped organize the flint,ever cele-: ~ McDaniel sought he B.C. Liberal nomination 
bvifibnSl in T&iace in June to mark National ,~eena,  but lost by a huge margin to Roger 
AbpdginaiDay, ' ~ " i , - ' 
V0lers~nartowly chose Vandorlee in 1999 for Hemanaged to narrowly hang on to one o f  
the final council seat ahead of contenders like two city's seats on the regional district hoard 
FAiL 
bratory day might conflict with Riverboat Days. 
When local gays then said they'd take any 
day in the summer, Power said she opposes the 
proclamation anyway- because it might some- 
how lead to a gay pride parade, which could in 
turn somehow lead to violence in the streets. 
Sounds like it would be a good TV script. 
(half of council backed Hull instead). 
That leaves his other claim to fame the presi- 
Val George A- 
If there's one councillor who has sharpened 
his personal performance in recent years it has 
been Val George. 
More than ever before, George does his home- 
work - reading reports, looking at proposed eve- 
lopments and the like prior to council debates. 
George has been city rep at the Community 
Facilities Society and at the often-heated Kalum 
Land and Resource Management Plan talks. 
He insisted the land-use plan must include es- 
timates of how many jobs could be lost, arguing 
without those stats it won't be supported by the 
public. It was also there he fought efforts of other 
table members to exclude the media so the talks 
could be conducted in secrecy. 
He likewise has been an advocate of greater 
openness on council and insisted the city refuse 
to meet behind closed doors with the Terrace and 
Area Health Council. 
George has been a vocal critic of health care 
regionalization efforts. 
He was the only councillor to 
openly base his opposition to 
a gay pride proclamation on 
his moral convictions. He 
alone had the guts to say how 
he felt. Others hid behind var- 
ious veils and excuses for 
their opposition. 
Councillor George pushed for 
aid for airport businesses that 
saw huge property tax hikes 
after the city extended its 
Va|  George  border to take in the airport. 
George was the councillor most strongly in fa- 
vour of increasing the city's subsidies for paving 
residential streets under Local Improvement Pro- 
jects. Council did boost the city's portion of pav- 
.ing a non-arterial street from 40 to 60 per cent 
this year, while homeowners are expected to 
come up with the remaining 40 per cent. George 
said the city should go even further and gradually 
dency of the Yellowhead Highway Association. eliminate LIPs - even if it forces higher taxes 
Even that proved troublesome in November at overall - adding locals shouldn't have to pay 
a ,iesty budget 'mget!ng W~th TFrra¢9~'£Tqprjs~n>:" extra~ if or~some~ qf,the :asphalt.,ifi frhfit ~o~f 11101~ 
Cou~cii' ~"regeniativcsp . The'y hadn t realized.,, the house  When, thev . . . . .  already nay taxes ' . . . . "  ,.i.;,¢r'"'~ 
tourism group could get benefits and cost sawngs A voice of stability and reason, council coma 
attending conferences through the city's Yellow- get into considerably more trouble without coun- 
head membership. Councillor 
Power pointed out the appar- 
ent communication break- 
down between the tourism 
body and McDaniel, who as 
president should have been 
able to tell them.' 
McDaniel is a compassio- 
nate man, who presents an 
image as a community buil- 
der and Charity mover-and- 
shaker whose network extends 
to the aboriginal community. Rich 
Some locals thought the McDaniel 
fact McDaniel's garden 
centre supplied trees for the city's linear park 
amounted to a conflict of interest• This is non- 
sense - his simply happened to be the low bid 
and the contractor building the park was in 
charge of purchases anyway, not council. 
For a multi-term veteran, McDaniel remains a 
bit of a stumbler in public - particularly when he 
takes the mayor's chair in Talstra's absence. 
Olga Power C 
LIVE BROADCASTS from Olga TV have been 
truncated of late, after other councillors effect- 
ively pulled the plug. 
Councillor Olga Power developed a habit in 
her first year of using the new business portion of 
televised council meetings as her own little 
community announcements channel. 
The rest of council even went so far as to pass 
a new policy at its spring think-tank banning any 
item that wasn't absolutely new and emergent 
from the items raised under new business at the 
end of council meetings, 
That was the Olga policy, in effect aimed at 
curbing Power (and McDaniel) from lengthy re- 
ports about he last seniors' tea she attended. 
Seniors issues are Power's forte. 
Power was reluctant to support he idea of a 
city task force on health care expectations, fear- 
ing it would cut into interest 
among locals to serve on the 
community health council, 
which is supposed to be 
charge of the hospital. 
As a former hospital board 
chair, Power knows some of 
the complexities and chal- 
lenges of health care.admin- 
istration - particularly the 
fact that it's easier to be on 
the outside thrbwing rocks 
than inside trying to fix the Olga Power 
damage. 
Power sometimes has a mischievous treak 
that prompts her to set the cat among the pi- 
geons. 
Take the gay pride proclamation issue. 
The motion by Hull to proclaim a gay pride 
day was met with silence and appeared certain 
to die a quiet death without a seconder. Then 
Power seconded it "for discussion purposes". 
For her part, she opposed the proclamation on 
the most spurious grounds - initially that a ceie- 
cillor George's presence. 
Lynne Christiansen B- 
Council's newest member launched her run for 
office in 1999 just weeks after her lengthy battle 
with city council over its idea that the farmer's 
market relocate. 
As the underdog who beat city hall, Lynne 
Christiansen tapped support that ranged from 
market supporters, to anyone who's ever felt 
wronged by council, to fellow Catholics. 
Christiansen smartly took her time absorbing 
council procedures before saying much at all. 
Since then she has brought a new perspective 
to debates and actually comes back from confer- 
ences with a written report summarizing ideas 
that might be useful here. This has shamed some 
other council members into doing likewise. 
Still there is room for considerable improve- 
ment. PreciSion isn't Christiansen's strong suit as 
she sometimes shows a filzzy grasp of details. 
Councillor Christiansen opposed requests for a 
gay pride proclamation, but unlike her Catholic 
parish colleague councillor George, she didn't 
give a very cogent reason, other than she dis- 
liked being threatened by legal action. 
She also irritated feminists by being the only 
councillor to oppose bumper stickers for city ve- 
hicles opposing violence against women. 
Christiansen went further than most others in 
opposing spending increases. 
She was the only councillor to oppose a grant 
to the airport society to subsidize a sharp in- 
crease in property taxes for businesses there. 
She was also alone in op- 
posing the final injection of 
$10,000 to finish the skate- 
board park, saying she dis- 
liked the position in which 
organizers had placed the 
city. 
Christiansen practically 
worships the energy that 
comes from big groups of ci- 
tizens massing together to 
protest something. Hence she 
revelled in her battle against Lynne 
council to stop city plans to Christlansen 
move the Farmer's Market - 
her springboard to a council seat. And she has 
been the most enthusiastic councillor to embrace 
and even organize the rallies and petitions of the 
Health Watch group, while others favour more 
separation. 
This suggests councillor Christiansen still has 
much to learn. There's a time and place for going 
to all-out nuclear war on an issue. But most ve- 
terans prefer to keep some of their political ar- 
senal in reserve for later stages of battle. 
Wily politicians (think mayor Talstra) are 
also reluctant o jump aboard a moving train 
when they don't have control of the destination. 
There will be times in her political career 
when councillor Christiansen will have to go 
against he tide of a crowd and tell them they're 
wrong. And that's the,moment of truth.for any po- 
pulist politician. 
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~i Our plane overnights in Terrace, 
so it's ready  to  oo  when vnu  are .  
. ,% 
Let the experts at the Terrace & District ~ ~ 
Credit Union guide you through it! i 
• Self Directed RRSP's 
• Instant Tax Receipts 
• Mutual Funds ,d~ 
• Segregated.Funds ~ 
• Term Depos,ts ~ . ~ 
• Financ,al Plann,na :~,~:~':~ ~, 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
i • 
Your One S~top Financial ~StOre. 
meet me at . ,  
~ . . . :  
! ~ i  i ~, ! i~/; 
TERRACE HEARING CLINI(  
, The Hear ing 
~ Profess ionals  ~ i 
63S-HEAR 635-4327 1-800.811-1533 
4731 Lazelle Ave. (Behind Mr. Mike's) 
Visits to $mithers and Hqzelton ~. 
t 
~r;] for 
di P, goubl6 CII66sBbufO{ 
l~ i  ~, a l i f ted time at participating Dairy Queen' Brozie# stores. ® reglstere~ 
I i~ i ' Pdnted in Canada. Proud sponsor o 
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All gun article did was raise 
concern about a non-=ssue 
An open letter to: 
John Holdstock, 
Past President, 
B.C. Wildlife Federation 
Dear Sir: 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
It is with interest and disap- 
pointment that I read a recent "By making this statement you are  
article your organization sup- asking the public to believe that all levels 
plied to various newspapers of the just ice system wil l  not or cannot 
around the province concern, use their judgment and/or common 
ing the unsafe storage of fire- 
arms. sense." 
The article concerned the " 
scenario of a licensed (under the Firearms Act) house- 
holder having firearms locked in a steel safe in his 
house, leaving the house after giving his wife the combi- 
nation to the safe and her then coming to the attention of 
the police and being charged with unsafe storage of the 
firearms. 
While this scenario undoubtedly does occur it is 
alarmist and unrealistic to the point of being absurd 
cannot use their judgment 
and/or common sense. 
I work within the system. I 
was a police officer for 
more than 25 )'ears and 
am now involved in the 
administration of the Fire- 
arms Act as a local fire- 
arms officer in the com- 
munity in which I live. 
I have constant contact 
with all levels of agencies 
that enforce and administer 
the Firearms Act and can, 
I feel, safely say that there 
is the use of good judgment and common sense in these 
agencies at all levels. They are not out the get the pub- 
lie but are trying their best to act within the spirit and 
intent of the law. 
Your federation does provide a good service for the 
public by providing information on topics such as the 
F!rearms Act but there should be some tempering of the 
interpretation f specific topics. 
ii 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. IS: 
Eileen 
635-7468 
ff you are new to 
Terrace please 
coil Your 
Welcome 
Wagon hostess 
for your free gifts 
and information. 
o?t£ 
Thank You.' 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society wishes to thank the 
following for their help with our Christmas Tree 
Campaign: 
Zellers e Canadian Tire • Bargain Shop • SpeeDee 
Printers • CUPE • Caledonia Collection Agency • 
Valleyvlew Medical Clinic • Ruins • HRDC , 
Northwest Community Health Services * Dairy Queen 
• SalvaUon Army • Thornhlll Junior Secondary 
Leadership Class ,, Kltl K'Shan • Rosle's Dellver,~ • 
Val Gauvln • Roy & Audrey Alarlc • Amanda & Tanls 
Mandzuk • Charlotte Crompton • Marta, Frances, 
Usa, Tanya, Tom, and all the peopla who purchased 
gifts for the children, andof course Mr. & Mrs. Claus 
and the elves, who spent a considerable amount of 
time making sure that Santa was able to 
deliver gifts In time for Christmas. i 
Without your help, this program would not =!~ 
have been possible. You continued i i~$~ 
participation In our Annual Children's ~ I  
Christmas Campaign has once again +,:" " ! i~  
put smiles on the faces of many: f~ 
children this past Christmas ~.~.. p~!~ 
Morning. :~+~1 
We wish all of you a Happy New Yea ~.,V " ~!~,~ 
and extend to you our heartfelt ~ i! . . . . .  
today that based on the circumstances you provide that In my opinion all the article succeeded in doing was 
anyone would be charged with unsafe storage. 
raising a non issue and causing unwarranted concern 
By making this statement you are asking the public to about his aspect of the legislation. 
believe that all levels of the justice system will not or Ray Grifflth, Terrace, B.C. 
Say goodbye to these workers 
Dear Sir: would have been fired, and the store reopened under a 
I am writing in response to the latest agreement be- 
tween Overwaitea nd its employees. None of the arti- 
cles that have appeared in the paper, state the whole 
truth, but an illusion of truth, to make the company look 
fairer than it really is. 
What the general public doesn't realize, is that well 
over ten longtimers do, in fact, lose their jobs. Added up, 
they are losing approximately 109 years of service and 
experience. 
The articles mention the seniority scale but not the 
fact that there are two levels of seniority, the longtimers 
and the junior clerks. The difference in wages between 
the two, is less than half, with minor benefits. 
Very few longtimers had the option to stay and work 
at half their normal rates, with less than full time hours. 
We can't blame the parttime workers for voting in fa- 
vour of this agreement, and we can also understand why 
the longtimers voted against it. 
Being.as junior clerks out number the longtimers, it
was settled in their favour as per the agreement. 
What does this mean to you, the general public? 
Probably nothing, seeing as the store remains open under 
the existing banner. 
Had the agreement been turned down, everyone 
Store 
will be 
missed . :  
Dear Sir: 
With the coming of the 
new year, Terrace faces a 
future with one of its cor- 
nerstones gone forever. 
The Co-op feed and garden 
store has closed. 
Just another market ad- 
justment, you probably 
think. But no . the Co-op 
feed and garden store was 
the infrastructure support- 
ing local agriculture. 
While other stores will 
pick up feed business or 
the plant sales, no other 
store will ever be the 
place where people go to 
buy a few seeds and look- 
ing around the store begin 
to dream about raising 
chickens, horses, or cows. 
No other store will ever 
maintain the kind of 
eclectic inventory neces- 
sary to support a thriving 
farm community. 
The electrolytes, de- 
wormers, cow thermo- 
meters, buckets, fencing 
tools and equipment, the : 
hay seed, baler twine, '  
fence posts, hay forks, 
beet molasses, bulk onion 
sets, grow trays, kelpmeal, "
chicks and chick starter, 
peat moss, vermiculite, 
black gold, seeds and see- 
ders can all be found there 
among a thousand other 
unique .products. 
Terrace possesses a rich 
agricultural heritage, map. 
nificent soils in the valley 
and the ability to supply 
much of our own food. 
So please take a mo- 
ment to reflect on what we 
have all lost in the closing 
of this store. 
Maureen Bostock, 
Terrace, B.C. 
About the 
Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters, Our 
address is 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace, B.C. VaG 
5R2. You can fax us at 
250-638-8432 or e-mall 
standard@kermode, net. 
No attachments, please. 
We need your name, 
address and phone 
number for verification. 
new name. 
How many employee unions do you know that 
wouldn't come and support he unfairness of such an 
agreement and offer aid to its members? 
If that is an example of what people get for paying 
union dues, perhaps uch an organization should also be 
investigated for a lack of loyalty to their members. 
The termination of those long term employees has 
beentotally ignored by the media. Maybe the same 
company also owns the local papers and the TVnews? 
This agreement will spread throughout B.C. and other 
major food chains will follow by example. We are head- 
ing into a minimum wage society without a drop in ex- 
penses. 
Do we think that a drop in half the wages, will reflect 
on the prices within that store or any other? If you do, 
think again. I for one, will not support a grocery outlet 
that is so unfair to its long term employees. 
Within the next few weeks, you will no longer see the 
old faces that have given you so many years of service. 
Instead of congratulating them on their settlement, say 
goodbye and thanks for a job well done. 
Sharlene Lindstrom, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Downtown Vancouver 
Pender Street at Richar~s-~:::: 
435 West Pender Street, Vancouvbr, B(~+ :~6~i!:~2.~.~: . 
Tel: (604) 488-1088 Fax: (604) 488: '10961: ;~ i~:  
www.ramadalimited.org . re,ervations@teiju~i~!!~}.+o. 
Only. .... $6 £+/night when you i:.:- 
Locat~ 
of the 
enterta, 
W alkir, 
;q e :GM 
:~ :. 
;HAWK+AIR F " ' ::~!!~;~f~ : or  inforrnati6n;:~!:! : : and reservatlons~, ,. + 
ca l l  Hawka i r  a t - : i -  
635-4295 
:~"+ or  To l l  F ree  
:Orcall your local travel agent, 1-8E 6~HAWK A! 
,valid only until Ap,130; +2001.. S+ct  !+ + +:'"::':~ ...... 
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Medical Briefs 
Nurses coming 
BARRING ANY unforeseen paperwork problems, 
five nurses from the Phillipines now working in 
Libya should be here and working at Mills Memor- 
ial Hospital by spring. 
They were found through a Toronto recruiting 
company and interviewed last month by telephone, 
says Dieter Kuntz, chief executive officer of the 
Terrace Area Health Council which runs Mills. 
"We desperately need them," said Kuntz of the 
nurses. Mills has suffered through several years of 
occasional admittance restrictions because it 
didn't have enough nurses to staff the number of 
beds it has. 
Attempts to recruit locally, provincially and na- 
tionally failed to produce results. That's not unus- 
ual as nurses are in a short supply across the coun- 
try and in North America. 
The hospital so far has underspent its wage bud- 
get by more than $350,000, a sign of the shortage. 
The nurses will be put to work in critical care 
areas such as emergency, labour delivery and in- 
tensive care. 
Five fulltime nurses alone represent more than 
$500,000 in wages and benefits, said Kuntz. 
Recruiting costs soar 
FINDING SPECIALISTS AND and nurses has put 
the health council's recruiting budget in the red to 
the tune of $180,000. 
"We've had to spend money on locums 
(specialists here on temporary duty) and we're 
paying to advertise in various medical publications 
and that gets expensive," noted Kuntz. 
The city is short three psychiatrists and one 
obstetrician/gynecologist. An internal medicine 
specialist will also be needed with the pending de- 
parture Of Dr. Michael Kenyon. Also needed are 
two general practitioners. 
Psych help promised 
HELP IS also coming from out of town to re-open 
Mills Memorial's now-closed 10-bed psychiatric 
ward. 
An overseas psychiatrist recruited for Prince Ru- 
pert has agreed to come to Terrace until a perma- 
nent clinical director is found. 
The ward's permanent clinical director left last 
fall and the last temporary one left the end of 2000 
at which time the ward was closed. 
Terrace and Area Health Council chief exec- 
utive officer Dieter Kuntz welcomed the assis- 
tance. 
"Psychiatry is a regional service and we ap- 
preciate having another health authority involved," 
he said. 
He did caution that the pyschiatrist must still 
i~ pass immigration and certification requirements. 
People requiring ~psychiatric help have ,either 
~been admitted to t  l~ mam~medie~lj sen,Jces ,W~ 
~:"at Mills or have t~ ~ ~n~- ent o~tside ~ ~z~gi~n. '  "
.... ;~ The psychiatrist could be in Terrace as early as 
next month. 
. . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ~u,~ ~ju , j : l~ -  ~.,,~ 
~TIJ..C[I. OrI, c 
~l ,o,.,~ .... 5033 Graham Ave.. Terrace 
Ph: 638-7697' Fax: 638-7671 
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I groughttoyou by 
North West Community Health Service 
MLA irritated 
at health delay 
SKEENA NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht says he's frus- 
trated in his attempts to find $400,000 to free up acute 
care beds at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
The plan is to create an 
eight-bed alternate care bed 
ward at the hospital for el- 
derly patients now in acute 
care beds. 
These patients are 
awaiting rooms at long term 
residential care facilities 
and don't require acute 
care. But because they are 
in acute care beds, there's 
a lack of space at the hos- 
pital for people who do re- 
quire acute care. It's also 
expensive because they are 
being taken care of by 
nurses who are in a short 
supply. 
An alternative care ward 
would have lesser-paid care Helmut Giesbrecht 
aides taking care of the el- 
derly patients. 
Giesbrecht was initially heartened last month with an 
announcement that 2000 multi level care beds would be 
• made available over the next three years. 
Even though just 17 of those beds were assigned to 
the northwest, Giesbrccht began pursuing health ministry 
officials to obtain some of the money for those beds for 
the eight-bed alternate care ward at Mills. 
His idea is to at least get the eight-bed care ward up 
and running while planning begins to put those 17 multi- 
level care beds at existing northwestern long term resi- 
dential facilities. 
"But I 'm getting mixed signals about this - about 
when the operating money is supposed to flow," Gins- 
brecht said last week. 
• "I 'm being told the operating money might not start to 
flow this year andthat's trap. I've told the ministry 
that's not acceptable." 
"The idea is to get some relief now and that's the 
push," Giesbrecht added. 
~,~:~ ~ ~s  ~.~ ..... : ~ ":* ~; '~ ....... - ~i 
: .  . . ~. ,: 
~omr~ni~:r~eaders,~ WP~ters p?'ogrdm 
WINTER TUTOR 
TRAINING 
When: Monday evenings for 6 weeks 
February 5, a2, ~9, 26 & 
March 5, ~ 
6:oo p.m., 9:oo p.m. 
Where: Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
For more information, call Sue at 
638-~33o 
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The biggest 
contribution to any 
RRSP is good advice 
Frank Donahue' 
Fred Undsay' 
Successful RRSP planning depends 
on making choices that match 
your long term goals.As a Clarica 
Agent, I'll talk about your 
retirement goals, and then help 
you put together an RRSP strategy 
that helps you achieve them. 
Skeena Mail, Terrace BC, 
Tel 635-2387 Fax 635-6532 
I CLARICA" 
Investment and insurance solutions-Since 1870 
*,ATm~nelk ofCIorko UFel~ron(eCo~ 
~ep~ng~0m ~el~e C0~a~ un~'Cl~ri¢ In~01~ 
---.. _-3"- o .~  
nu l l  ,,,m ~ 
"" '~-': I ~ ~ I ~ Hear t  ,I 
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il 
/ ~ i ; I  
To place your business, call one of our Sales Reps at the Terrace Standard 635-7283 
' III III I II II I '1 I 
( 
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Survey to aid existing business $69 .007  Take a break on us and enjoy this preferred 
weekend ra te  unt i l  February  15 ,  2001.  ATrRACTING investment spects and problems along once a problem grows," he Futures have signed up to Valid Thursday-Sunday t participating hotels. 
added, mana~,e tho. rtrni .rt  ,~.,;th 
"Right Here, Right 
Now" was unveiled at a 
joint Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce 
and Terrace Rotary club 
session Monday. 
The survey starts this 
month and should take two 
to three weeks to finish. 
Results will be pub- 
lished and those interested 
can check out the deve- 
lopment authority's web- 
site at www.investinter. 
race.corn for more informa. 
tion. 
The city, chamber of 
commerce, Kitimat-Sti- 
kine regional district, 
Northwest Community 
College, the Business De- 
velopment Bank of Cana- 
da and 16/37 Community 
is one way for a com un. 
ity to grow. 
But keeping existing 
businesses in the same 
community and finding out 
what they need to expand 
and what challenges they 
face is just as important. 
Doing this is the task of 
a new project called 
"Right Here, Right Now" 
and managed by the Ter- 
race Economic I~evelop- 
ment Authority with a 
number of community 
partners. 
It begins this month 
with a 15-minute, confi- 
dential telephone survey of 
up to 200 greater Terrace 
businesses. 
Each will be asked a 
general series of questions 
about its activities, pro- 
with specific questions 
tied to its sector, says au- 
thority executive director 
Ken Veldman. 
"This is fairly basic in- 
formation but it's not been 
done here before in an ob- 
jective sort of way," said 
Veldman recently. 
.... In the short term, Veld- 
man says the survey could 
point out immediate pro- 
blems requiring solutions. 
In the long term, it'll 
provide a foundation upon 
which to lay plans to assist 
local businesses to prosper. 
"This could act as an 
early warning system if 
there are companies or 
sectors in trouble," said 
Veldman. 
"It's better to get in 
early instead of reacting 
o,v,~., ~=, store manager Pebble Holland got the news this month that the 
store will close Jan. 31. She has been manager there for more than 11 yeats. 
Clothing 
store to 
close 
i H V 
anage the project with 
the authority. 
It's based on a model 
used by B.C.Hydro to chart 
customer presents and fu- 
tare power needs. 
Dawson Creek, Lady- 
smith, Kamloops, Kelowna 
and Chilliwack have either 
undertaken such aproject 
or are doing one 
AFTER 37 years of busi- 
ness in Terrace, Smart Set 
is closing its doors for 
good Jan. 31; . . . .  •., 
Reitmad'~';:'[n'~ ']S r~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  the 
parent company that owns 
the Smart Set, Dalmy's, 
R.W. and Co. and Reit- 
man's chains across Cana- 
da. 
The Terrace Smart Set 
store has "outlived its pro- 
fitability" Said Reitman's. 
spokesperson Jeremy Reit-' 
man. 
It is amongst several 
outlets in smaller markets 
that are being closed in fa- 
vour of opening stores in 
larger, more profitable 
markets, said Reitman. 
"We've been forced to 
close it, but we still have 
a presence in the market 
place with our Reitmau's 
store," said Reitman. 
The closure means that 
three full time employees 
and two part time employ. 
ees in Terrace will lose 
their jobs. 
Debbie Holland, Smart 
Set's manager is one of 
those employees. 
"It's given me a good 
living over the past 11 and 
a half years," said Hol- 
land. "It's been challen. 
ging but fun." 
The young women's 
clothing store was origin, 
ally culled Sweet Sixteen 
when it opened for busi- 
ness here. 
Construction 
stats edge up 
IT WAS A miniscule im- 
provement over 1999's low 
construction season, but it 
was an improvement. 
The year 2000 ended 
with the city issuing 
$6.673, million worth of 
building permits, 
That's up by $31,000, or 
less than 0.5 per cent from 
1999, when just $6.642 
million in permits were is- 
sued, in what has been the 
slowest year of the past 
decade, 
The numbers got a last. 
minute boost in December 
-~ :,When ,a ::largei%than-usual 
i ,  ~$571i000~rfii;,'df imrmits 
were issued. Most of the 
month's total came be- 
cause Muks Kum Ol Hous- 
ing Society is renovating a 
dozen of its hduses in Ter. 
race. ~ 
Call for details. 
Sandman 
~,t o ' t~ .  I.."~. I ,N~ N .~ .$U; I ' FES  
1-800-Sandman 
1.800.726.3626 www.sandmanhotels.com 
The Government Agents Off ice located at 
#i01 - 3220 Eby Street in Terrace will be closed for renovations 
on Monday, January  29 ~ and Tuesday, January  30 ~, 2 001 
To contact the government dur ing this period, 
please call EnquirY BC at 1-800-663-7867 
ICHC services:during the closure are available at First Heritage 
i Insurance in Kit imat (250) 632-7165 , 
~ t  Agent services are available at the 
Government Agent  of f ice in K i t imat  (250) 632-6188 • 
Romcu 
(-' - .  r 
• " C 
$7,99 ,< < 
The Super Bird" 
This one really flies out 
of our kitchen! Thinly 
sliced turkey breast 
with melted Swiss, 
bacon and tomato on 
grilled sourdough. 
Th, C,.b 
A triple-decker 
monument to just 
plain good eatingl 
You've come to know us for our world-famous breakfasts, now we want to introduce you to Lunch and Dinned 
Both prepared with the same flare that made our Grand Slam the greatest breakfast known to mankind. 
Famous sandwiches, garden salads, juicy steaks and mouth watering skillets round out our new menu. 
" 
• t - " :  
And yes, if you ask nicely at dinner, you can have a side of pancakes with your skillet. 
" :  J t  
. . . .  ~ ~ L~ ~ ~h ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~h W~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Wh~ 1 ~i L ~ ~ ~ W ~W ~W~ h W ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ W 
Open 24 hours / Licensed 
. . . .  4~ 41tW' - . . . . . . . .  I %- 
/ ,  
: g"48=8Hwy 16 West Terrace, B.C," 6352?,95 
~,'<!_ 
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~ l l l l ~ ~ ~ Y ~ f ~  • I I [  2004619 Park Ave be,', ~ Office Hours Yerroce, B.C, VSG 1V5 Job losses ..==n to h=t ~-~k3Opm,  (250)635q611 , 
Overwa~tea workers ~L  
SENIOR OVERWAITEA has stopped plans to close ficials were reluctant to 
employees affected by a six of its stores, including talk about his as well. 
plan here to cut labour the one in Prince Rupert, The agreement to stop 
costs have yet to receive and has removed Terrace the closure of the six 
their official layoff notices, and another store from a stores and to remove the 
But as :many as 15 'watch list' of financially two stores from the 'watch 
aren't on the store's new troubled ones. list' lasts until 2002, the 
work schedule, a first step Company and union of- life of the current collec- "~]rl ~ air'[ran--in1" 
to them being officially ficials were reluctant to five agreement. Vacation 
told they don't have jobs talk about details Of job In Terrace, the majority W1 : 
anymore, losses pending a final re -o f  the senior employees \~ \  ha, H 
The plan, approved last solution of how many se- slated to lose their jobs are ~[~, ,~ I I  | ~r11¢1 qs 
month United Food and nlor positions will be cut. cashiers and that will hap- 
Commerc ia l  Workers Overwaitea did commit p enbyreverseseniority, , ' , . . ,  . 
i Union Local 1518 mere- itself to spending up to $1 Specialty workers were 
bets, establishes a system million on its Terrace store unaffected by the plan. Omega ~ r , 
whereby half of the store's 
labour hours are worked by 
senior employees and half 
by junior ones. 
In .return, Overwaitea 
More people 
finding jobs ~ PUERTO PLATA: kNA 
THE NUMBER of people 
with jobs in the northwest 
increased substantially in 
December even though un- 
employment remains high. 
The jobless rate actual- 
ly rose slightly from 11.6 
per cent in November to 
11.7 per cent in December,. 
according to Statistics Ca- 
nada's latest labour force 
survey. 
But the survey found 
there were nearly 1,400 
more people with full time 
jobs in December than the 
previous month. That 
brings the number of full- 
time employed in the re- 
and at one other location 
to improve their competi- 
tive position if the union 
agreed to the job loss plan. 
Union and company of- 
The lay off plan does 
provide for enhanced so-: 
verance of three weeks of 
pay for each completed 
year of full-time service. 
% 
I~orthwest unemployme,,t j 
13 
12 
11 
io 
9 
8 
7 
6 
Dec. 1998 to Dec. 2000 
cumber job numbers may wards because of the 
have skewed slightly up- Christmas retail season. 
Embarcadero ; 
Slondord room ~ ]  
Deporfure: JanuaN 26 ~ J 
,wd1279 ] 
Allegro Nuevo 
Vallarta 
Slondord rOom ( ~  
Depa~re: F~ruon/3 
, ~d1499 
Hotel 
Copocabana 
Sfondard room 
Departure: Januon/21 
,w, d1649 
CaraveUe 
Beach Club 
Standard room 
Departure: Februan/2 
, wd919 
Occidental Playa 
Dorada R 
Standard room . j~  
Depodure: Februa~/22 
, ~,J1499 
e" '~ 
Bavaro 
Village 
Standard room 
Deporlure: Januae/25 
, w~d1499 
-D 
Iberoslar Club 
Tainos ~ Maeva 
Stond0rd room 1 bedroom 
Deparlure: Januory 29 Deporlure: Febtuaq/6 
,w~d1629 ,w~d1479 
For new booldngs only, Prices are adult per person based on double occupancy. Space Is limited and subject Io availability attime of baoklng, 
Taxes and Irovel related fees extra. Some condillons/J'eslrlcflons may apply, Ask tar details. 
OPEN SATURDAY 
R# 3504-4 
,rlson~ 
glen nearly back up to the 
38,000 level of a year ago. 
Meanwhile, the number 
of part-time jobs continued . 
its steady climb from " 
10,400 a year ago to 
12,600 in December. 
The  increased jobs .. 
should have resulted in a 
lower unemployment rate 
except that the participa- 
tion rate also rose. 
It shows the number of 
people either with jobs or 
unemployed but looking 
for work has climbed, says 
federal employment ann- . 
lyst Karen Wienberg. 
That can be a signal 
that people who had pre- 
viously given up looking 
for work are back in the 
job market because they 
are more optimistic about 
the prospects now. 
"People appear to be 
finding work here," Wien- 
berg said. "It looks good, 
but there's no holding our 
breath on this one." 
She noted the future re- 
mains uncertain for major 
industries in Kitimat as 
well as the overall forest 
industry. 
And dramatic natural 
gas price increases could 
force businesses to trim 
their workforces to save 
money while at the same 
time reducing the amount 
of money consumers have 
to spend. 
Plus, she added, De- 
/ 
BLUE RIDGE PEARL PAINT, 15"ALLOY WHEELS. 2.5 LITRE 
165 HP ENGINE, FRONT BRUSH GUARD, KEYLESS ENTRY. 
• REAR CARGO TRAY. 3.8% FIIUAHCIN6 RATE. COMPASS. 
TITAHIUM PEARL BUMPi ff DING. 4-WHEEL ABS. 
AIR CONDBOlaliOG. CRUfl TROL. DUAL AIRBAGS, 
4-SPEAKER STER[ • : POWER WlHDOWS 
• AND DOOR LOCK~ I FOG LAMPS. ROOF 
RAILS W/CROSS B~~ L~ iEATED FROHT SEATS. 
~ (Have we got your attention yet?) 
Our Special Edition Foresteris packed with f _ ~ l ~  
features. It's also priced to be a very unique C ~  
value. It starts with a unique Blue Pearl 
cotour' But you'll also appreciate the Titanium Pearl bumpers 
I ,I°an~,S Sta,tlngA~ I and cladding. As well as ~S" a,oy 
:3 '8%'  } wheels, a front brush guard, keyless 
. entry, heated front seatsand compress. 
BRIT ISH 
~ And all that's In addition to the standard features 
such as air conditiorilng, 4-wheel ABS, cruise 
control, dual alrbags and a 4-speaker stereo. 
As well as power windows and door locks. 
So stop by your Subaru retailer today and see the 
3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace 
DLR #7041, 
new Special Edition Forester, You'll get a lot of attention on 
the way home. 
COL UIt/I  B IA  I$  SU BAR IJ Co  UN 7"R Y 
~orm~Kf Mowrs 
TERRACE,  B .C .  
OFFICIAL VEHICLE 0[ CYPRESS MOUHLtlN 
Visit us at www, subaru.ca 
1-800-559-7288 . 635-7286 
i 
i 
t 
t 
I I 
Helping save Yves. 
Captain Bruno Castonguay coordinates air rescue for the 
Canadian Forces. He and his colleagues and partners help 
Canadians in danger. They respond around the clock to 
emergencies on land or at sea and help save lives. This 
is just one of the hundreds of services provided by the 
Government of Canada. i ~ 
For more information on government services: 
• Visit the Service Canada Access Centre nearest yo~ 
• Visit www.canada.gc.ca ~ ~ 
• Cult 1 800 O-Canada (1 800 622-6232) :i< ~, ~ 
TTY/TDD: 1 800 465-7735, C ,~ I  n :~~ ,, 
III I I i I I I i l l  III I 
J~ 
I 
1% 
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Health group hopes to use election 
to press for better health care here 
LOCAL DOCTORS are ur- 
ging a group charged with 
defining medical service 
goals for Terrace to hire a 
consultant. 
The Kootenay commun- 
ity of Cranbmok commis- 
sioned a $30,000 study by 
a consultant on health 
needs that were then used 
to lobby government, Dr. 
Michael Kenyon said Jan. 
10 at the group's first ses- 
sion. 
"He determines what 
you need rather than what 
you want," said Kenyon, 
one of the 15 members of 
the city-sponsored Terrace 
Health Care Expectations 
Committee. 
"I think the city could 
find the $30,000 if they 
had to," said Dave War- 
ner, the chair of the com- 
mittee. 
The idea hiring a con- 
sultant o prepare a report 
was queried by a commun- 
ity health council obser- 
ver, who noted northwest 
health councils have al- 
ready prepared a similar 
study and been criticized 
for the cost of it. 
Kenyon replied that the 
report was edited and wa- 
tered down, while a new 
one could provide better 
information. 
"I don't want a report 
that the CHC alters before 
it comes through," Kenyon 
said. 
Mayor Jack Talstra 
gave the group its mission 
at the session. 
"We hope to separate 
the realistic goals from 
fantasy," he told commit- 
tee members. "What is 
realistic, what goals are 
achievable if we continue 
to lobby for them?" 
He stressed the group 
isn't designed to take over 
the role of the Health 
Watch citizens group. "It's 
not designed to lobby or 
confront anyone," Talstra 
said. "The role of this 
group is not to pick up 
picket •signs and walk 
around the hospital - noth- 
ing like that." 
Instead, he said, it's 
.simply supposed to assess 
• and write a report outlining 
the achievable health care 
provision goals for Terrace. 
"We know there's going to 
be a new government in 
i Michael Kenyon 
the province by June," 
Talstra added of the ex- 
pected win by the provin- 
cial Liberal party. 
The goal is to have the 
report completed and be 
among the first hospitals in 
line seeking money from 
the new government, he 
said. 
The group also discus- 
sed the idea of putting to- 
gether an interim report 
that could be used to press 
election candidates for 
commitments when the 
campaign does begin. 
Talstra said a similar 
report prepared by a simi- 
lar committee in Prince 
George did a good job in 
defining health care goals • 
for that city. 
But, he said, the "scary 
part" is the report openly 
states one of its goals is  to 
make Prince George the 
regional medical centre for 
all of northern B.C. 
"They want to serve 
and we have to watch 
what Prince George is up 
to." 
Talstra also broached 
the subject of inviting the 
Terrace and Area Health 
Council- which runs Mills 
Memorial Hospital and 
Terraceview Lodge and 
which is frequently been 
under attack from Terrace 
Health Watch members-  
to place a representative 
on the committee. • 
"Do you want some- 
body here from the CHC 
(community health coun- 
cil) who maybe can give 
you some information or 
do you want to remain in- 
dependent?" he asked. 
The idea met at best a 
lukewarm response. 
Health Watch's Ida 
Mohler, who sits on the 
city group, said the CHC 
. should be offered the same 
level of access it gives the 
rest of the community to 
its meetings - CHC mem- 
bers could attend the corn- 
everything north of Kam- mitteers open meetings to 
loops or 100 Mile House," observe, but not be full 
Talstra said. "We feel we participants. 
should be the regional "I think we have a real- 
centre for the northwest ly good group of people 
here," she said of the city 
group. 
Kenyon, Dr. Bill Red- 
path and Dr. Greg Linton, 
who also sit on the city 
group, pushed for the addi- 
tion of an extra member to 
represent local numes. 
Dog has been impounded 
after a local teen was bitten 
dog. 
The teen's friends were not hurt in the incident; 
Police were notified immediately after the incident. 
The dog, a male who is believed to be just over a ) 
year old, was taken from its owner a couple of days later 
and has been at the city's animal shelter ever since. 
"He was seized under the authority o f  the criminal 
coder" said McKenna. 
Therers been no decision yet as to what might happen 
to the dog. 
City bylaw enforcement officer Frank Bowsher, who 
is responsible for the shelter, said it costs $12.50 a day 
to board an animal there. 
He said the dog has shown no ill effects from his 
A PITBULL cross has been kept at the city's animal 
shelter for more than two months now while its owner is 
being investigated in connection with an attack by a dog 
on a young teenager. 
Assault with a weapon charges are being contempla- 
ted in connection w}th the attack in mid-November of 
last year, indicate ROME 
In this case, the weapon would be the dog. 
The teen's skin was broken by a dog but he was 
otherwise not seriously harmed, said RCMP Constable 
Brendan McKenna. 
Local crown prosecutors want police to do more work 
on the case before deciding to approve criminal charges. 
The teen and .several friends were in the vicinity of 
being at the shelter but that any long term impoundment the corner of Lazelle and Kalum in the early evening 
hours of Nov. 10 when they encountered a man and a is notg0od for ~ima!..s ,, 
=-- ' : -~  = C c 
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Bridal Boutique HI 
J J~~!y  announce this years  Winter Bridal Fair will not be ,~  
p eviom o.Super Bowl SunU   Oanua  
~ e  rescheduled to a later date In t h ~  
r Start Counting Your 
Paycheques 
~ EPILEPSY 
CANADA 
• ~ m~ mmm ~ ~,om~m 
Have you ever thought about the funds have outperformed other sawng more or working longer 
number of paychoques you'l l  types ef investments over the long aren't options for you, you'll have 
receive before you retire? If you term. In addition, there are a to make your savings work harder. 
haven't, here's a sobering thought: That means starting early with a 
a 25-year-old who plans to retire regular investment program so 
at age 65 has 960 paydays left. A your money has a longer time to 
45-year-old has only 480. grow. It also means looking at 
Asnuming thst you will receive 24 financial vehicles like equities and 
paycheques a year for the rest of equity mutual funds because they 
your working life, how many do offer the best opportunity for 
you have foR? growth over time." 
Now consider how much you save By taking the time now to find the 
from each payehequo towards best long-term, consistent return, 
your retirement. For many you can improve your financial 
Canadians, a paychoque barely future nignificant]y. Even one 
stretches over the two-week pay percentage point can make a 
period, The fact i0, most of us dramatic difference over time. If, 
have limited time and resources at the beginning ef each year, you 
before we retire. But it'e place $5,000 in an investment that 
important to remember that we 
earns eight per cent over 30 years, 
may live another 30 years after rather than one that earns nine 
retirement." The challenge is to 
per cent, you lose out on over bridge the gap between how much $131,000, 
we ean put aside for retirement 
and how much we'll actually need. There are three things you can do 
with your payeheque: spend it, 
There are three ways you can variety of mutual funds available, lend it or invest it. Before you 
bridge the gap: by saving more, by which give you an opportunity to spend another paychcquo, think 
working longer or by choosing choose funds that match your risk about how many you haveleft. 
growth investments, Saving more tolerance and time horizon. 
is a good idea, but it's not always 
Please feel free to COntact me with 
possible, especially if  you're In most casq~ people earn a finite anyquestiono orcomments at: 
paying n mortgage o.~ raising number of paychequos, So, if  
children, Depending on your job, 
working after sge 65 may not be HOW many paycheques do you have left! possible. In any event, It's dimcult 
to tell now how you'll fee] about AGE YEARS BEFORE RETIREMENT NUMBEROFcHEQUE$. 
working when you're 66. And even 
, /5 40 960 i f  you do work longer, ire better to .3@ 25 840 
work by choice than because of 35 30 7/0 
financial need. 40 25 - 600 
" 45 20  450 
That leaves "growth investments: 50 15 360 
putt ing at , least  s0me of your • $5 " I0 240 
monpy in the stock market, where 
tho'r~ id + potential for, greater ~ .em~. t*~m~n~m*~m 
'returns, returns that can outpace 
inflation: - 
+ 'PRIMERICA PFSL 
Many people are intimidated by AmemberofcdRtoup Invesmtents Canada Lid. 
the: ¢omplexitie~ Of the stock ~m*~m~wn~a~ 
eF~ M~llll~lla OMi4111 LM~ Mlltla $11~1 ~14Ul~, 
:~ eonfl'drtable with another, easier, 
way to ' ! tnvest :eqdtty mutua l :+ 635-7800 
t~uizdef'which offer professional 
money~i! ;man,agement and  or  1-800-295-7676 
diversification, i , : • - a~ad|p fs@kermode,net  
" • .To~mdt ~lmland Itl~ltment teur~ wig fl.cluste. Impo:tmat Intormtlon Ibeul in r mutwd 
+ Histodcal~,well.n~anagvd equity ~ts~ud~ 1~ ItothnpUllodprmpeetu.ll~dpuepm~peglulelnRull/IMomi~,mflua. 
1 800 860-,5.499 
-Retail Smarts Workshops- 
Building a Winn ing Retail Strategy 
February 5, 2001 $199.00 
P lann ing for Prof it  
February 12, 2001 $199.00 
Achieving Customer  Loyalty 
February 19, 2001 $199.00 
Deve lop ing  High Per forming Staff 
February 26, 2001 $199.00 
Max imiz ing  Store Impact  
Mai'ch 5, 2001 $199.00 
Registration of all 5 workshops $899.00 with payment 
before January 22, 2001 ($999.00 after January 22, 2001). 
All courses held at the University of Northern BC Campus h~ 
Prince George, 9:00 am - 6:00 pm 
For more info: Rob Bryce 
UNBC Continuing Education 
universitY of Northern BC 
3333 University Way : 
Prince George, B,C. V2N 4Z9 
Ph0ne:250/960-5982 + 
Fax: 250/960-5984 
Email: brycer@unbc.ca 
Web: www, unbc.ca/conted / 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "i:~!~i:i!'iii:i 
~ne >a~vat~on Army Would like to thank the following 
organizations that gave of themselves this Christmas to 
help make this season special for hundreds of families: 
Bargain Shop Terrace Totem Ford 
City of Terrace Clarence Michiel School 
Effective Fitness Valhalla Pure Outfitters 
M. Vanderberg ~inistry of Highways 
Elks Royal Purple Royal Canadian Legion 
Warehouse One Shoppers Drug Mart 
Terrace Rovers Sonny's Collectables 
Terrace Rotary Terrace Little Theatre 
And the numerous others who gave their time, money 
and resources in order to make Christmas a success! Also 
a thank you for their volunteer time: Lions Club, Skeena 
Valley Rotary, Ladies Auxilary of Royal Canadian Legion 
and Kinsmen Club. 
BPOE 
CFTK 
F. Philpot 
BC Asse55ment 
5afeway 
Northern Drugs 
Skeena Sawmills 
Zellers 
+~+,+~ v ,{ i l I  I I  ! .t.sE F~o,'1" xqb l  qb~ 
n~.o,i, L J "  ~ '  
FOR 48HbNTHS / ~ r  ~1 '  
• Highest rating ( ***** )  
side impoctcrosh test* ~ 
• 3rd row tumble- 
under® seats and 
tailgate position 
• RH / FH stereo with 
CO player 
• ~oll-down rear side 
windows 
,,+. •., .,...,- 
+. 
2001 Hazda B3000 SX --+ 2001 Hazda Tribute 
++°++299 --9 $23,410 , $J6,9S5 ~ r l  ~r l  OR UASE FROI4 ' ORLtflSE fgoH T ~11' II • PER HONTH PER HONTH ~ ~ FOR 48 HONTHS FOR 48HONTHS I ~  
l 
• 2.0L 26 valve 4-cylinder engine • Standard 3.0Lengine B 
:~o~!.o.~t,onsm,s,,oe • 4,4 ood Ouo,Spo,t vo+,ab~e R ~n~oal  
trm/cu stereo system • Rvoiloble with 4 doors [ ]  
Get in. le moved. 
~ GRRDuRTEsGETRN flDDITIONRI $750 OFF 
IPROIIIIH B 'Offersaveilablemlrelaillmrchaseslleacasofanynew200t MnzOa'sfromJamJnw2,20Ot fotnlimitedfimaoflly.Le~eandFinance 
O.A,C, fec augllfied customers oo[y. MAZDA PERSONAL LEASE t~IATE: Offers available go raloll leases gall. Lnnsa$ ere based on 48 montlle. Othec lensa THORNHILL  HRZDR 
teems available, Tolal leese oO;IgMions: 20(}1 M zsda M PV (mo0el o UADV71CAO0)In $18,602, wh]~ k3dudes aect~ity desalt of $350 nnO down Payment 
of $3,900 (includes frelghl end RD,E. of $940); 2001 Mazda Trtbuta [model ¢ WSDS51AH00) Is $17,602, which Includes ecurity aeposil of $350 and :3040 Hwy 16 E 
down payment of $2,900(Includes freight sad P.D.E, of $1,095); gool Mazda B-Serial Truck (model gXBBG51AO00) la St 2,882, whCh includes 
aecuri[y deposit of $250 and down payment of $2,600 (includes frelghlandP.O.E.of $1.095); 20,000 km per year nllleage roeffictioca Opply: Phone 635-7286 
nddltl~nl 8¢ per km applies. Purchase price and lense rats offers Inclutfo $940 for MPV, $1095 for truck n~td Trifle, P.D,E. Liter;as, insurance. 
taxes lind other dealer charge~ extra. Dealer may sell/lense for less. See your dealer for derails. Offers cannot be combined. +Hlghesl rating PasSible D7041 
fo' aide Impact Proteoflon In U.S. government Nafioual Hiohwoy Traffic nnd Safely Admlnlslratlon. 
i... ::. ::: :" ./. ",. +::-":~ ',+ :i i .~ ::]:-:,+3.026"'H'ighway i:6 :.Eas:t; :Terrace :"::!:.:' :~.: ": "::'": :i.. i: ::: ".+ . 
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
That reminds me 
D ID YOU HEAR about the Saltspring Women Preserve & Protect every tree 
except he ones we needed to produce 
this particular Calendar? I understand it sold 
quite well. 
And why do all clerks say "There you go" 
when they hand me my change2 I feel like 
they might pat me on the head next. Whatever 
happened to "Thank you" I wonder. When I 
was a girl (sorry) and worked in the family 
store, I was trained to say "Please" whenever 
demanding payment and "Thank you" after 
successfully completing a transaction. 
Some drivers think it's none of anybody's 
business but their own which way they're 
going to turn next. They don't care how curious 
the person in the car at the Stop sign is, they 
are not telling. "That's for me to know and for 
you to find out," they say tO those nosey mot- 
orists. "Wait and see," they sneer. "Just watch 
me." 
Prince Charles was trying to be kind by 
waiting until his forties to procreate. Look at 
the Queen Mum. This way, handsome William 
will only have to wait til his 60s, not his 80s, 
to gain the crown. We do what we can. 
The other day there was a clear cold night. 
Finally[ After all that misty foggy wet dark- 
nessI I was looking at the moon. The lovely 
moon, a vision of which is the birthright of 
anyone with sense enough not to live in this 
thick wet wool blanket we call a rainforest. 
Yes, "Skeena" means River of Mists and all, 
but this is ridiculous. We must be the centre of 
SAD, the Seasonal Mfective Disorder caused 
by  ha,,i~ g no S~hshine ever, And no moon. The 
mists takeaway the sun and the mo0n! I am 
upset about this, even if no one else is. 
I have also been resenting the mountains. 
Ever since I moved here from the flat regular 
normal middle part of the country, these 
mountains have been aggravating me. They 
block the view, they stop my viewing of the 
vista, A person can't see anything out here! I 
blame the mountains: they hide the sunset and 
constantly get in the way of seeing past your 
own nose. I have wished them away like freck- 
les. 
'The mists take away the sun 
and the moon/ I  am upset about 
this, even f ine one else is." 
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But that clear evening recently, I looked up 
Terrace Mountain to see the small cold moon 
perched just above some branches. I yelled for 
my family to "Come see the moonl Look up[ 
Look up to the moon[ And all the starst Look 
up!" 
Then I saw the view, the view people 
around here rave about. You can't look across, 
at eye level, to see the view because the 
mountains thwart that strategy. You have to 
look up. And so, at that moment, I stopped re- 
senting the mountains. They are not blocking 
the view: they are pointing the way to it. Look 
up. Look way up. 
Oh, now I see. 
Something funny in "Psychology Today" 
magazine. There's this study of laughing. It 
says that people do not laugh when they are 
alone. Excluding "the social effects of media" 
(I guess laughing at the radio" and whatever) 
we don't laugh that much solo. We are 30 
times more likely to laugh in a social situation 
than in a solitary one, these American resear- 
chers say. 
This reminded me of an earlier cat-based 
study I read wherein it was determined that 
cats do not purr when they are alone. It must 
be a form of communication. Must be, 
Next - this is good - a professor and his 
grad Students "observed 1,200 people laughing 
spontaneously in their natural environments." 
They found out that the person speaking laughs 
way more than the person listening. To get a 
listener to laugh, the best lines are "Where 
have you been?" or "It was nice meeting you, 
too." That's when people laugh[ Weird, eh? 
The report states, "Only 10 per cent to 20 
per cent of the laughter episodes we witnessed 
followed anything joke-like." Then they report 
two of the jokes responded to by laughter in 
their study. One is "You don't have to drink, 
just buy us drinksV' People laugh like mad for 
that one. Or the other one is "Was that before 
t • • i ¸ 
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l City loses a lifelong 
com m u n ity activist 
Walter McConnell remembered as 'a quiet 
man with a raging passion for social justice'. 
life he spent in the logging 
industry based in Terrace. 
Walter was married to 
Blackie (Kenny) and he 
quickly became a cher- 
ished member of her fami- 
ly. During their years toge- 
ther Walter and Blackie 
shared many happy hours 
fishing, watching baseball 
games and enjoying their 
annual trips to Reno. 
Walter also spent much of 
his spare time gardening. 
Blackie passed away in 
August 1995. 
It was during his time in 
logging while rubbing 
shoulders with political 
activists that Walter be- 
came aware of unions and 
politics. He was a strong 
supporter of the trade 
union movement. He 
learned the hard way that 
you had to get involved. 
He was for years a quiet 
strength, working behind 
the scenes for a cause he 
believed in passionately. 
When elections were 
called you could always 
count on him to be there 
rice, pulled a portable tape 
recorder out and punched 
the play button. The recor- 
der belted out the Johnny 
Paycheck tune, "Take 
This Job And Shove It". 
He then pulled out a bottle 
of rye and the two of them 
polished it off and remi- 
nisced. 
Walter was a commun- 
ity activist all his life. He 
helped lobby for Terrace- 
view Lodge and the Happy 
Gang Centre. He remained 
a supporter of both, along 
with the R.E.M. Lee Foun- 
dation and the work of the 
Salvation Army. 
Years ago he presented 
his "worn in" old boxing 
gloves to former MP Jim 
Fulton. Jim was to be well 
equipped for the sparring 
required when he got to 
Ottawa, His old hardhat, 
bruised from many years in 
the bush, rests at the 
Skeena Constituency Of- 
rice. 
I can't remember xact- 
ly when I first met Walter. 
It was through politics 
By HELMUT 
GIESBRECHT 
MOST PEOPLE would 
have seen him when they 
walked in for pancake 
breakfast at the Happy 
Gang Centre. 
He was always there at 
the entrance to take your 
money and give you your 
ticket, just one of the 
many volunteers giving 
something back to the 
community he loved. Wal- 
ter McConnell passed 
away the morning of Jan. 
6, 2001. 
Walter McConnell was 
born Jan. 15, 1915, in Ro- 
setown, Saskatchewan, 
and came to Terrace when 
he was six years old. The 
family lived on West Mc- 
ConneU Avenue. He went 
to school here and got his 
first experience in logging 
at the age of eight when 
he and his older brother, 
Elmer, got the job of cut- 
ting the family firewood. 
He also became a fairly 
good amateur boxer and 
rode a motorcycle in his 
and he would do whatever sometime in the early '70s. 
he could to help. 
One of his favourite 
~tg ries Was alJ0dt the- day fhJs  retirement. It was 
just after the IWA had ne- 
gotiated a perle[on. Walter 
walked into the beSs's of- 
Every federal, provincial 
and municipa! campaign I 
was involved in he was 
there as well. He was a 
quiet man with a raging 
passion for social justice. 
Since October 1991, 
younger years, long before 
paved roads arrived. 
Walter worked in the 
mines around Mayo:in the 
YUkoti and in Wingdam 
near Quesnel. He worked 
for the CNR for a while 
but most of his working 
LAST BUT NOT LEAST: Dale McFadden signs a page in the BC Book, 
A part of B.C. history 
Nearly 2,000 
Terracites 
sign BC Book 
ceremony. 
The oversized book 
handcrafted from a variety 
of wood from B.C. was re- 
turned to Victoria where it 
will remain at the Royal 
B.C. Museum. 
The project was suppor- 
ted by the provincial gov- 
ernment and B.C. credit 
unions. 
Several pages of the 
book were left at the Ter- 
race and District Credit 
Union to allow anyone 
who didn't have the 
chance to sign in the sum- 
mer to get their name in 
the book prior to the Dec. 
29 deadline. 
Terrace and District 
Credit Union chairperson 
Dale McFadden was the 
last Terracite to sign. 
He has been on the 
board of directors at the 
credit union for 25 years. 
Approximately 2,000 
Terracites recorded their 
signatures in the book. 
TERRACITES had their 
last chance to sign the 
B.C. Book on Dec. 29. 
The book travelled the 
province recording signa- 
tures of B.C residents for a 
millenium project, 
It first came to Terrace 
in August 2000 when there 
was an official signing 
Boarder lured back to slopes 
love winterI" 
It's been five years 
since he's been on a snow- 
board. 
The Celaya, Mexico, 
native was just 15 when he 
first came to Terrace in 
1995 as a Rotary Club ex- 
troduced to the sport by his 
host families. 
He's now a 21-year-old 
student in his third year of 
his tourism degree. 
Besides heading up to 
Shames Mountain during 
his return trip to Terrace, 
WALTER McConnell, 85, passed away Jan. 6. 
Walter had made daily 
stops to the Skeena Pro- 
vincial Constituency Of. 
rice. We enjoyed his visits. 
Walter would often let you 
know what he thought on 
political issues. Even if he 
disagreed with :you he re- 
spected your position. He 
did not expect perfection. 
He was 10yal..a~d he was 
dearl~ loved for that. 
So when Walter ended 
up in the hospital just be- 
fore Christmas it finally 
made us realize that age 
was catching up to him. 
We visited him and en- 
couraged him in his strug- 
gle and he gave it a good 
round. He will be missed 
by a lifetime of friends and 
Terrace won't be the same 
without him. 
Walter McConnell is 
survived by his sister Ger- 
trude of Kelowna, his bro- 
ther Elmer Of Ndnaimo, his 
adopted family, and his 
special friend, Jo Dobson 
of Terrace. 
Around Town 
Lose your locks 
for a local charity 
NEED A HAIRCUT? Why not wait until Jan. 28, 
when you can have your locks chopped for charity? 
Terrace's hairdressers are holding a day-long 
CubA-Then at the Skeena Mall, where they'll be 
out in force cutting hair and providing mini man- 
icures in support of a local charity. 
Last year, hairdressers in Terrace, Kit[mat and 
Prince Rupert participating in the Cosmetology 
Association of B.C.'s Cut-A-Then raised more 
money than any other egion in the province. 
The proceeds from here, $1,700, were donated to 
the annual Timmy's Telethon. This time around, 
money raised will be donated to a local charity in- 
stead, says Debbie Taphouse, the association's re- 
gional chairman. 
The Cut-A-Then takes place between oon and 5 
p.m. Haircuts will cost $10, manicures $6. The 
hairdressers will be set up inside the mall near 
Northern Drugs. 
Hairdressers from a number of different salons 
are participating. For more information, call Deb- 
bie at 635-0030. 
Babies born this week 
take home a message 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital and the British Co- 
lumbia Lung Association have teamed up to re- 
mind people of a message for National Non-Smok- 
ing Week, Jan. 15 to 19. 
Every newborn who arrives this week will be 
given a bib printed with the slogan, "I'm a born 
non-smoker". 
The bibs are a reminder that no one is born with 
an addiction to tobacco products, They also point 
out that everyone has a chance to live a smoke- 
free life. 
Diabetes association 
grateful for support 
Our campaign is over. 
Thank you to all who have worked so hard, and 
to all who have donated so faithfully. 
The total amount raised is $13,000. Some of that 
money will stay in our local fund, and the rest will 
be sent away to support research and other pro- 
grams. 
Thank you to Clarlca's Management and staff, 
A MEXICAN snowboar- 
der's thirst for powder 
brought him all the way 
back to Terrace New 
Year's Day. 
Upon his arrival Hector 
Hayashi vowed to spend as 
much time as possible at 
orafterl took off my clothes?" Shames Mountain during 
The study calls these things we laugh at so his three-week visit. 
much' hardly knee-slappers and not neces= Driving in from the air- 
sanly" ' howlers," . . . . .  " ~ . . . . ,  . . . . .  :~ port he insisted his friend 
What abunch of goofs..~'~: :~+ .~;: ~. 'stop the car so he could ~_.~:ii~i~iii:: )i::: ' : LIII ~i ; i " :  = : ~ :jUmPsnowbankintOandtheexclaim:nearest, l 
change student, 
He'd never been snow- 
boarding or skiing before. 
But he logged 54 days 
of snowboarding while he 
was billeted in Terrace 
that year, having been in- 
Hayashi hopes to try 
something else he can't do 
back home, 
"I wanna go ice fishing, 
another new experience," 
he says. 
who have again helped so faithfully. 
From the Canadian Diabetes Association, t 
Jane Braam 
Campa!gn Manager 
l I l l  l I I  I 
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+,BAR SCi=NE THEATRE MUSIC t 
tGATOR'S PUB: Wipe away the January blahs with The Terrace Little Theatre presents dinner Every Friday & Saturday 
!TRIXXX. Catch this zany band six nights a weekl theatre at the Terrace Golf and Country Club. Norm 
:Check out our brand new 2001 weekly events: If you Foster's Foursome is a farcical romp through a golf rt ,t ~w,r  .z-~ ~,, , ,  m r ~ t ,^,. ,  ,.,.,..,. . . . . . . .  
!love Tina Turner, don't miss TINY TINA, a tribute to course as four college graduates reunite after 15 
:Tina Turned One night only, Thursday, Jan. 25. 
! Every Wednesday is games night and Thursday is still 
:the best ladies night in Terrace. 
:BEASLEY'S MIX: Check out our new food and drink 
,menus! 
:GEORGE'S PUB: Music. Dance every Friday and Sa- 
iturday to you favourite tunes. And Thursday is kar. 
',poke night. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your weekend party destina- 
tion, the northwest's largest dance night club. No 
cover. Join us Friday and Saturday nights for great 
times. Karaoke on Sunday and Monday nights. 
JvlUSIC 
Trio Accord, the fine string trio that performed in 
:Terrace in the fall, retums with the Terrace Symph. 
!ony Orchestra In concerL Sunday, Jan. 28, atthe 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Featuring pianist/accompanist 
;Allen Stiles. Concert starts at 8 p.m. Tickets at 
:;~ight and Sound or at the door. Trio Accord members 
~e also offedng violin, viola, cello, bass and piano les- 
~ons on Monday and Tuesday dudng the day. Call Ben. 
hie at 635-9649 if you're interested, 
:~I,P. Cormler is a multi-faceted singer-songwriter (he 
~zlso plays 10 instruments) who hails from Cape Bre- 
ton. His music Incorporates his Celtic roots, as well as 
classic blue grass, while his passionate lydcs are de- 
scribed as subtle, but expressively poetic. Cormier 
has toured England, Scotland and North Amedca, and 
has released six albums. He's also won awards for gui- 
tar, banjo and the fiddle. J.P. Cormier appears at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Feb. 1 at 8 p.m. Presented by the 
Terrace Concert Society. 
Vex Polaris Community Choir is beginning anew 
season of song. If you sing soprano, alto, tenor or bass, 
the choir wants youl For more information call Kelly 
Kline at 798-2535 or Henry Stiksma at 638-1404. 
years. Directed by Gordon Oates, the play will run 
Feb. 2, 3, 9, 10, 15, 16 and 17. Doors open at 6 p.m., 
dinner is at 7 p.m. and the play begins at 8:15 p.m. 
Tickets are available at Uniglobe Travel. 
Skeena River Players presents a celebration of 
Rrst Nations Talent Fundraiser for "The Rez Sis- 
ters Project" at the Kitsumkalum Community Hall, 
Jan. 20. Doors open at 4:30 p.m., dinner at 5:30 p.m 
and welcome at 6 p.m. Don't miss this community in- 
itiative to launch the first aboriginal theatre company 
in northwest B.C. Enjoy the talents of dancers, drum- 
mers, singers, actors and musicians from this region. 
Everyone welcomel Door prizes, 50-50 draw, raffle. 
Call Geraldine at 638-6394 for details. 
VISUAL ARTS 
Northwest Jurled Art Show, Jan. 12 to Feb. 25. 
Artwork displayed is from Terrace, Prince Rupert, 
Smithers, KiUmat, Greenville and New Alyansh. 
Make the SCENE: Call 638-7263 or fax to 638-8432 
to add your event to the Standard's free entertain- 
ment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for 
the following week's paper. Events will run two 
weeks in advance, space perm~ng. 
Ir You Like Tina Turner, 
/ + .  
+,+ +.+.+:++ 
One Night Only! Thur, Jan 25 
Tix:$5.0Oadv. $7.00@door 
available at the Best Weslern Terrat~ Inn 250-635-0083 
also appearing ,,. TRIXXX 
r 
:: i Ov++rb  ing+i+t e S oking H bit 
-A  smoker whos trying to quit has many Choices of he pl 
not easy, so take advantage of every tool, trickand Supp 
available to ensure your chances of success. : : !:: 
i: A cleansing diet will help rid the body of n cotine and:~ 
help overcome cravings. Drink lots of water and fluids,.InClt 
ing herbal teas and citrus juices. Fruits and vegetablesl gra~ 
and  beans will cleanse and maintain the body through:tl 
time, with the added benefit of being relatively low in ca o1:i(~$ 
offset a poss b e weight ga n. Foods with nutrients to supp, 
the nerves include kelp, almonds, sesame and sunflok 
;seeds, wheat germ, sprouts, oatmeal and fish. ?::.::: 
Antioxldants are strongly suggested to reduce damage fr<~:i 
cigarettes. 
Y Concentrate on vitamins A, C, and E, and the mlnerai~ili 
i selenium and zinc. 
: Coenzyme Q10 and germanium are free radical scaven~ 
:::gem and improve cell oxygenation. 
Minerals help protect our Immune system, and calcluni 
assists the nerves. 
B-complex also supports the nerves. Pro.blotlcs may hal6 
;:~vlth digestive upsets and the immune system, 'Chlorophyll anct 
~lue green algae help to clean the blood and boost the Immune 
ilsystem. Chitosan binds with heavy metals and promotes; 
excretion, 
Useful herbs Include ephedra, Iobelia, mullein, ginkgo, gin! 
ilseng, andsuma. + ' i  
?!i + :Support the nervous system with choices such as pass lon~:~;~: 
.i:flower, valerian orSt JohnsWort ~ ;:~;i~i 
|?:::. : Get p enty of sleep Few peep e smoke while sleepin ::and +:~ 
' ? v ' r  '+ g ..... !! |k.an o erti ed body taxes us w th extra stress. Try soaking In:~,i~ii 
I!:]ragraqt, he1 bath with a handful of epsom salts added;i ! ii;; ii!~  
|!:~i:il :Take it one day at a time. If the thought of neve~ ha~'ng::!ii 
|iiii;tin0the~' C!garette is daunting, what about not stuck r!g for e+:Sll!~i~: 
r ii:gl6:;daY?:i;Aserles of sma goals Is usually easleC~:td:~chle~!~: 
J::i:.lhah an ~i~0~rh6us task, and thoresu t can be ~e~e; i i !  ii~!ii!i!ii~i! 
I!il;~!!i:.;i!i:iif ~Li Ve tried to quit before and dldn t Succbedi::]'i~n~em~'~ii::: 
J::iii~t ba~!attempt l~reases your chance Of su~es~;~A sm~e~ 
li~:;i;Ulor I n fo rmat ion ,  a consultation~!Or ' ili;;;I 
I!iiii/ ~ipurchase herba l  nut r i t ion  products~i.iiiii~l 
a t  who lesa le  prices contact: 
i:Y! Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Darcie Annesley, Shelly 
;ii: + Coxen, Maureen ,Gent, W~ne Gray, Joon Hough (IGlln;ot) 
uruno uelonger & Kl'isfa Boltyan (Terrace). ~;i 
~ ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORSII!i 
. Phons: (250) 638-15al - Terrace!~i/ 
E N R I H (250) 632-2740 - Kilimal~iil/ 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ^  • ~ W+ ^  ~ Fax: (250) 635.1565!i~1 
+:!;:, ,! ~..+,[,! ~ ,,,m!=, ~ .,,.., www.enrich .net /6~i  I 
i !::;:+:;::il +;::.:,~m y'/~,CanadiansHea[tfi One ~er~on a~r~ ":::+~:iJ~!li?:i!+!;P+'.? 
"+'+:' :' ':" : " : " :  . . . . . .  +('i' "1]; '+ " q q "m~ "~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  " "+~" L  ]in "" + #:' 'n ":'nr; qk'' P :'~:~n?t::n;~ln : V ' : ~ 
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 17 
Northwest B.C. Metls Association's regular 
meeting 7 p.m. at Interconnect, Room 205, For 
more information call Shelley at 635-0772. 
SUNDAY• JAN. 21 
Women and Development, a group of local 
women who raise funds to support women's pro- 
jects around the world, is holding its annual 
meeting at 10:30 a.m. For more information call 
Esther at 638-0488. 
++~the~qbod~~g~ Program 
~,~rrers++:a~ffee~oix'week par nting ;~ourse for 
parefits'of~l+lldren aged 0Io 5 yea~. Starting 
Jan. 23 and continuing Tuesday evenings to Feb. 
27. From 7-9 p.m. Babysitting and transporta. 
tion available. Register by calling Margaret at 
635-1830. 
THURSDAY. JAN. 2~ 
and Safeway.Or you by mail c/o 4012 Anderson 
St. Terrace, B,C. VSG 2T2. Safeway and Over. 
waitea also participate with the B.C. Sharing 
coupon program. 
Honour Your Health Challenge. An eight to 
10 session smoking cessation and/or reduction 
program sponsored by the Kermode Friendship 
Society in conjunction with Aboriginal Tobacco 
Strategy. Support and education about quit- 
ting smoking or chewing tobacco from an abori. 
glnal perspective. Starting Thursday, Jan. 18 
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship 
Centre, 3313 I~lum St., and continuing Tuesday 
evenings. CeSsation aids Wi)i,'be'made a,~ailable 
to participants. Partlciparff+ Will'be'eligible to +: 
enter a draw for a mystery prize. Interested?+ 
Call Lisa at 635.4906. 
Registration for children's programs at the 
Terrace Public Library Is now taking place. 
Winter programs include: Tickles & Tales, Ted- 
Terrace Anti.Racism Committee meets at 6 dler Time, Tales for Two's, and Preschool 
p.m. at the Family Place, 4553 Park Ave. Had Storytlme. Programs are free, but registration 
experiences? Want change? Challenging atti. is required, Call the Library to register or for 
tudes. Planning for International Day to Elimi. 
nats Racism March 21. Call 638-1863 for info. 
SATURDAY. JAN. 27 
All are welcome to the Knox United Chumh and 
Terrace Scottish Country Dancers' Eighth An. 
nual Burns' Potluck Supper and Entertsln. 
ment, at 6 p.m. Wholesome food and entertain. 
ment for the entire family, in celebration of Ro- 
bert Burns (1759. 1796). Admission is by do- 
nation plus your favoudte dish. Please bring 
your own plates and cutlery. For info call 635- 
7763. 
SUNDAY. JAN. ~a 
Lakelse Community Association General 
Meeting, At 2 p.m, at Mount Lsyton Hot 
Springs Resort, For information call Shirley at 
635-7134, ext. 250. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Volunteers needed to help our senlorsl The 
Volunteer for Seniors Program at the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau assists those needing help 
shopping, keeping medical appointments, or so- 
cial outings, or friendly visits. You must be able 
to volunteer a couple of hours a week on a regu- 
lar basis. Call 638-1330. 
Seniors and persons with disabilities: do you 
need help? For minor home repairs and mainte. 
nance to shovelling snow from your walk, call the 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 636-1330, 
Residential School Outreach Program spon- 
sored by the Northwest Band Social Workers 
Association group/support circle every Tuesday 
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at 1581 Kulspal in Tar. 
race (Kitselas reserve.) For Info phone 638. 
0744, ask for Louisa. 
Parent-Child Mother Goose Program start. 
ing Feb. 7 for 10 weeks at the Northwest 
Health Unit from 1-2 p,m, Simple rhymes and 
action songs for babies and toddlers (newborn 
to 2 and a half years.) Freel but please register 
by calling Pat at 638.2233, 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank opens its 
doors for the January 2001 distribution Jan, 
15 to 19. The distribution centrals located at 
more information at 638.8177. 
Emergency Shelter Winter Drop.In. Get out 
of the cold and come for a snack- daily from 2-4 
p.m. at 2814 Hall St. (the big white house be- 
hind Totem Ford). Men and couples are invited, 
but we are not set up for children. Drop in for 
coffee, conversation, card games, the odd video 
or plain old conversation. Call 635.5890, 
The Kermode Friendship Society invites you 
to come in for a cup of coffee and see what's 
happening at the centre. We will offer a strong 
correspondence program with a tutor available 
m the new year. A computer oom (computers 
will have Internet access in January 2001) is 
available to the public. You must schedule hours. 
Pregnancy and parenting programs available. 
Call today at 635-4906. 
Free tutoring available for all grades at the 
Kermode Friendship Society from 2-5 p.m. Mon- 
day, from 4:30-6 p.m. Tuesdays and Wednes- 
days and from 2-6 p,m. on Thursdays. For Info 
contact Corinna at 635.4906. 
Can you spare some time to help others? 
Why not join the Revenue Canada volunteer 
team? Revenue Canada offers training sessions 
on how to prepare straightforward income tax 
returns to community organizations and people 
interested in helping others. For details, contact 
the Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330. 
All mothers are welcome to attend Mother's 
Time Off at Knox United Church Monday, Wed. 
nesday, Thursday or Friday for coffee and con- 
versation, Guest speakers. Learn about he joys 
of parenting. Sponsored by TCDSS. Phone 
635-4147. 
Alateen, a program for young people affected 
by someone lse's drinking, meets every Thum- 
ay night at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Women s 
Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Open to all ages, For 
Info, call Wanda st 635-1449. 
The Terrace Standard offers the community 
calendar as a public service to its readers and 
community organizations. 
)~ls column is intended for non-profit orga. 
nlzations and events without an admission 
charge, Space permitting, items will run two 4647 Lazelle, rear entrance. Look for the Food weeks beforeeech event, 
Bank of the Churches ign; Please bring ID for Submlss/on deadline is 5 p.m. on the 
you and your dependents, The hours of operation' Thursday before the issue in wh/ch an item is 
are 1 to 3 p,m, Jan. !5, A.H, Jan, 16: I.R, Jan 
to appear, Submissions should be typed or 17: S-z Jan. 18: Anyone missed, Donations of printed neatly. : i 
food and money can be made through your local E.maitsubmlssions hould not contain at. 
church or at drop.off bins at the Bargain Shop tachments. 
. . i v  l ~ l l ~  ~. , I t¢ l l  lU r l l  U 
I~..~" 1~1. [~ L ~ D  standardOkermode.net 
Your Website/emaii address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
Baby's Name: 
Jade.Sue Blen Keck 
Date & lime of Birth: 
Dec. 25, 2000 at 7:17 a.m.. 
Weight: 6lbs. 7 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Mindy & Eric 
Baby's Name: 
Matthew Tavis Wentzeil 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 28, 2000 at 5:41 p.m, 
Weight: 7 lbs. 14 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jonathan & 
Cecilia Wentzell 
Baby's Name: 
Oaig Uard Wilson Corlick 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 30, 2000 at 7:47 p.m, 
Weight: 81bs. 12 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Pare & Roy Corlick 
Baby's Name: 
Tanisha Marie 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dc'c. 31, 2000 at 5:45 a,m, 
Weight: l0 lbs. I oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Laura &Jim 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Dominic Joe Barbosa 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan, 2, 2001 at 10:37 a.m, 
Weight: 10 lbs. 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Paul Barbosa &
Amanda Focker 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Nathan Allan England 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan, 3,2001 at 7:09 a.m. 
Weighs 5 lbs. 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Derek ~nnig & 
Jennifer Engl,'md 
Get A 
Free 
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwaltea 
II 
A PERFORMANCE by the Many Nations Dancers capped off a special wel- 
come to Terrace party hostedby the Kermode Friendship Centre for Katlmavik, 
a federal program for young people from across Canada. The first of three 
groups coming to Terrace over the next seven months arrived last week. 
Former Terrace couple 
celebrates 50 years 
CONTRIBUTED 
FRED AND LAVERN His- 
lop; who were residents of 
Terrace for 44 years, cele- 
brated their 50th wedding 
anniversary in Vernon Dec. 
28. All their children and 
grandchildren were there, 
as well as many family 
and friends, 
The couple met in Ft. 
St. John, B.C., in 1945, 
then Lavern with her par- 
ents .moved to the Okana- 
gan. She was sure she'd 
neverl see F.redagain. 
Then, nn 1948, Fed 
came to tlie. Okanagan to 
visit' his folks, or so he 
said. They were married 
two years later, on Dec. 28 
at the Winfield Free Me- 
thodist Church. 
Work was scarce in the 
'50s but there were ru- 
mours of opportunity in the 
north. The fall of '51 found 
Fred and Lavern following 
a dream and travelling to 
Terrace. Their plan: land a 
job, establish a home, 
make some money and re- 
turn to the Okanagan in a 
COUl61e of years. 
The Terrace years were 
filled with blessings, re- 
wards and challenges. Fred 
and Lavern celebrated the 
births of each of their five 
children: Stanley, Sharon, 
Joan, Donna and David. 
They saw three of those 
children married, buried 
daughter Sharon; and 
shared the excitement of 
welcoming seven grand- 
children into the world. 
Fred and Lavern estab- 
lished themselves in Ter- 
race as leaders and be- 
came an integral part of 
the moral backbone of 
their community. Ambi- 
tious and not afraid of hard 
work, they each served on 
church, school and hospi- 
tal boards. 
'Fred worked at a num- 
ber of occupations: hospi- 
tal orderly, personnel and 
first aid offices in the Ter- 
race logging industry, con- 
struction, life insurance 
agent, program developer 
and college instructor. 
Terrace was good to 
them and they have many 
special memories of fami- 
ly and friends and their 
times in Terrace. 
By 1995, all their child- 
ren had i left Terrace. In 
order to he closer to their 
aging parents, Frod and 
Lavern returned to the 
Okanagan to take up resi- 
dence in Vernon where 
they've been enjoying re- 
tit:ed life. 
Their days are filled 
with projects, travel, in- 
volvement in church, 
meals on wheels, frequent 
games of golf, visiting 
with friends and family 
who've enriched their lives 
over the past 70 years. 
Directed by Gordon Gates 
February 2,3,9,10 &15,116,17, 2001 
At The Skeena V.511ey Golf and Country Club l 
Doors open at 6:30 pro, Dinner at 7:00 tom, Show at 8:15 Dm 
Dinner Theatre 
Tickets • 
s30 
Available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
LUr  - BINGO CKY DOLLAR PALACE 
L I' I Terrace Minor 
I :='''oo I 
]1' iI I £1erence Terrace Minor 
I I ~l¢~lol~=..t I I Hockey I 
II cuont,, II '~°'litl*" I 
2 leno~let~t 
~rotectlve 
~er of Elks 
#425 
C~dedonla 
/ Senior I Terrace Minor 
| Secondu~/ I I H~key | O~er of Royal 
ISchuolP.,,nt[ I ~oclatlon I Purple 
[ Council I 
3 
Te~lr&¢e 
Bluebook 
$~vlm Club 
Terra¢o Pipe, 
lind Orumo 
Society 
lO  Tel" . . . .  
Community 
Volunteer 
Bureau 
Rolil Canadian 
Lqlon Branch 
f it) 
17 ,,;.,: 
Communltr 
Volunteer , 
Bureau 
Shames 
Mouot~ln Ski 
Club 
4 
Terrace 
AntI-Povor ty 
Group Society 
Terruce-Kltlmit 
Alrlhow Society j 
I s Big Brothert Tetrtte Nk3tr 
I . ,d  gig • t ~t~odta~ 
I SI,ters of l I I(em~o~0 hlm#~Np Terrace I / 
[ Terrace Curling It,.~.~.h~,-, 
I .~so¢lotlon I A=~Jallen 
!1.. . . ;  13 I 
Anti .Poverty Rotar r ClUb O{ Terra¢* Ommlown 
Group Society I Terrace - I 
Skcena Yilley 
Snowmobile 
|M~loclatlon 
I 18 T...c. 20  Ant l -~r ty  Tewate tur~ ~d 
Group Society 
Terrace 
S=tmon}d Terruce His|o's I Enhancement t I t.....,~, I 
Society Society I 
keohtJunl=r fl5149 I Torero ?47 A4r [ I I "  Secondary Terrace Minor Terrace UKll I I Sch°ul Parent I Hockey I Terrace Peaks gltsumkdum I Theatre Society Ix'~*~' ~'k~U~l 
| Klnette Club of It,--. to.~,~l . . , . . . . ,  o,-o-,-, . . .o. . . ,  . - ,  . I C.b i siet,~o.., , T . r r .  I /  ,.uo,, ,,d..,oc,.~ . . * . ,  
=s 11~9 .... I ~o 11 I 
Thorohll, I I  I ,,..,~,,.t I / ,=t~%%"b I I I  I I  I 
Junior I I lerm:tHinor I . • .t I - -  I I I I I I 
bill rmcec,,~l Soeund..y I I  =" I OrderulBke I Ihr¢ot•,lnltott. I I I I I I Sc,oo,~nt I I ~,.c,.tlo. I ~ts I I ~.,..i,,o. I I I I I I I 
Count* I I I I I i I I I 1 
....'-o~ &fter'noon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. , Games 1:00 p.m.' 
Evenlna Games Doors 4'30 p m Games 6'15 p.m. 
I Wed,Thurs,, FrL, Sat. Late Night Games Doors g:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. n 
I BingoEvery Saturday Afternoon , " . I 
T,V. MONITORS AISLE CONCESSION I 
4410 LegiOn, Terrace i . . . . .  635.2411 I 
. . . . . . .  Jarn'ei lw. Radeief. " . . . . .  
RADELET & COMPANY Bo.is,e,s & solici,oys 
Ill Tax Law • Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
I11 1330- 107.5 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Ill :Ph°ne: 604-689-0878 . . . . .  Fax: 604-689-1386 
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RRACE 
UNTEER 
F BUREAU 
Volunteers needed to help our seniorsl Can you 
give a couple hours a week on a regular basis? 
Help those who need help to go shopping, to 
medical appointments, or for social outings. 
You could also be a friendly visitor. 
• For more information on the 
VOLUNTEERS 
HEEDED! 
Volunteers for Seniors Program 
call 
638-1330 
~I I i II 
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WELCOME 
• "WAGON / 
~* • SINC!~ 1930 / 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. IS: 
Eileen 
635-7468 
If you are new to 
Terrace please 
call Your 
We/come 
Wagon hostess 
for your free gifts 
and information. 
~ s  ALCOME~ 
GON 
tric~ t930 J 
"A new way to lose w~ 
Eat what satisfies yo~ 
Sarah, 
With new Wi'nning Points, you can eat th 
foods you love -- every food has a POINT. 
value. Just stay within your daily POINTS 
range. It's that easy. What's more, you'll 
discover the best wa.yto use N E W  
f.d!~lM 9QO1N those POINTS so you stay 
satisfied and lose weight. I 
Join Weight Watchers and get free registration with 
a minimum purchase of a 12 week Commitment Plan. 
Call 1-800-682-8011 for more information. 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 
4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 pm . . . .  " 
www.weightwatchers.com " 1 :~ ' "  : l 
Va d n British Columbia for a tim;ted time only. Subsequent weekly fees apply. GST included.' 
©2001 Weight Watchers International, Inc. Owner of'the WEIGHT WATCHERS trademark.All rights eeserved. 
"% J . 
/ 
EDTA C he la t iO f i  :Th~!gpy:,; 
Intravenous Chelation Treatments • AcupUncture 
Food Allergy Testing • Vitamin/Herbal Medicine 
Preventative Medicine * Homeopathic Medicine 
Nutritional & Lifestyle Consultation 
Ozone Therapy .Vega Testing 
~ ! i ~  )i~:! Te l  :!?{, 2 5 0 l) ::',8417:0"l'441::~::~:" I 
www.chelat ionnorth.com 
h Ma$$agel: :l: l 
Hart, Masseuse l " 
ii: {S40/ bour~ $20 1/2 hour  .:.:.: 
i!i:At Angelica's By Appointment:  
~!~621 Lakelse 615:0092 
IT ALL BEG.T.N5 WETH WATER! 
It Is a critical component of human ,fell ~ I 
Tap water that Is healthy and great tasting t~b =lh I 
Is Increasingly rare these days. Since ~ 1  
1933, EVERPURE has been turning ;~1111~1 
ordlnar.y tap water Into sparking, great ~ . I 
tasting, healthy water. Your authorized ~ 
EVERPURE dealer Is 
SURETECH SYSTEMS l SOLUTIONS 
Call 25o-635-7410 now'for more informationl 
Y ur Ad could 
Ic,,obe here! 
I Call CI r at 63 -7283 for more into 
I STANDAR=-~~ 
• Kermodei Denture Clinic 
RUDI PETERSt BRSt Di 
' Recover~iour health in: ai~:i~:~ !i !: I 
, ~  ::~: natural integrated Way. Y .... 
ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Detoxily using herbs & natural methods ~::,~ : : i.~::;~ :;;
AROMATHERAP¥ MASSAGE,REFLEXOLOGY, EAR~CANDLiN~i 
Frances Birdsell, Natural Health Practitioner :~:~ .,: 
: . .:::; Call 635-2194 for an appointment ' 
,:: ,~;: 4506 Lakelse (acroSs from Totem Furniture) 
YOUR DENTURE 
#206-4650 Lazelle b.~, 
Terrace, BC 
V8G $$6 
www.de  
B4 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 17, 2001 
E SENIORS & 
u rr R PERSONS WITH 
u D ISABIL IT IES  
DO YOU NEED HELP? Some of the areas 
we can help you with... 
*Minor Plumbing "Changing out-o~-reach ceiling Lights 
"Minor Carpentry .Instal/arSon of grabs bars, etc. 
*Consultations on ramps (clients pay for materials only) 
*Minor Home Repairs 
Also snow shoveling of walk and steps 
depending on availability oF volunteers. 
Cal l  TER I~CE VOLUI~ITEER 
BUREAU at:  • 
638-  1330,  . 
#2-3215 Eby St., Terrace, B.C. 
(lower level City Hall) 
rGymnastics is a fabulous way to improve overall 
body fitness and muscular coordination. Classes 
are available for boys and ~irls, at all le"vels, a~es 
two and up. Sessions be~in February 3 and run 
for 16 weeks. Weekend and weekday classes 
available. Registrants are required to pay in fulPat 
time of registration (cash or post-d,ated cheques 
please.) For more information, phone 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics at 638-0447. 
You Don't Need A Lot Of Money To 
Dine Out In Januar  
SPECIALS HELD OVER BY REQUEST 
For the month of January, enjoy any 
of the following steak Combos... 
Your Choice 
• Steak & Battered Shrooms 
• Steak & Fantail Shrimp 
• Steak & Calamari 
• Steak & Chicken Breast 
• Steak & Pasta Alfredo 
• Steak & Halibut _ ~ .  
ALL SERVED with ~c~_~+ 
p.sto caes.r s. IM, ~ ~ ~  
tod, y'$ v.eg~,e ~ + J  
C O ~ ~  I~_~ Where EoocZ [oocZ 
4702 T,akelse Ave Terrace brines the family 
635-6302 together! 
. ..,.+•,, 
: : / : "  " 1 
: - L  " 
PAM TAIT (LEFT) helps Liza Haldane mix paint in the basemem at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre. Their co-workers Samena Hart and Jessica Hogg, 
along with Youth Options workers Eden and Diandra Oliver, turned dingy grey 
walls into inviting green and blue base coats for future wild designs. Next 
month this space will become a young women's centre, a Terrace first. 
: ..... ,: ....... ,..,It s that lime;:: th . . . . . . .  ' L e year . . . ,  
INVENTORY SAILE 
Apparel/Gift Shop- 50%. 011 
Tack & All Else 30% O11 
E ~  4628 GreigAvenue, Terrace, Ph: 638-7252, Fmc 638.7253 Mail Orders Welcome 
" ~ ~ .  Bus, Hours: Mort.Sat 10 a,m, to 6 p,m. ~ http'J/www.hiway16,eom/nhs/ 
::Cats & Dogs ~ 1 ~  
::: Welcome ~ .  
:: Ca[[for an appoinJment 
250"635-5040 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
Servin~ the Northtye~t since 1980 
Piano Tuning: 
Complete Rebuilding 
Reguh~ing & Sa]~ 
Cen(fied Picum Tuner. Technician 
J0s~ C0osemans 
(250) 635-g275 
~ ~  .~ .~ '~ *lhe ~ble~y 
,prafe~nal CA~ & 
SKWinst£htiom 
'23rear~o~exFerie~ 
~009 ' Lan/'ear Dr. : ~'~ 
~a~.  B.C. r ~l~dy Dozz i  
Canada : £S0.835-3714 
V8G 8H8 : randy,do~[gtelus,net 
:P/ ECISELY: RIGHT?i] 
:::!/+ I: N G!?il 
I Z~_ Your Moving Pr0l~S~i0nals+Sincb ~19~7 '"~/ 
~ Track& New32& 28 ft Trailes at Your Sen~e/ I 
* Across town or the country I 
~I~LI~ * Will assist or load for you 
a Reasonab/e Rates I 
1"866-615-0002 I 
~•~6115.0002~ii'638:6969/ 
. . - - -  Jenning's 
OUTDOOR SPORTS 
For all your Firearms Work 
26 HOURS A DAY, 8 DAYS A WEEI~ 
• Snow Removal 
• Excavatln~ 
• Septic Systems 
Phone 615-2800 ,Water Systems 
• Lot Clearing 
Cell 615-2248 • Landscapin~ ,j 
P.O. Box 29, Pritchard, B.C. VOE 2P0 
Ph: 250-577-3244 Fax: 250-577-3249 
FIRST RESPONSE 
FiRSTAID SERViC  
Complete Level 1 & 
Level 3 Instruction 
[] :ll£/'J,1=llq :i'l'.,llJ:J I [*~:I1[~11[0] ~ [
I Auction pdces move In one dir0ctl0n...UPI 
I ,TAKING CONSIGNMENTS N0W! J 
i *o~msgeclu.oo~*l-Llmilure ,~son~Qe~0uu I 
/ *An~q.es ,Tools *Discontinued ~ock I 
r *Repossessions ,Equipment *EIc, I 
LET US REMOVE THE HASSLES OF SELI.ING YOUR MERCHANDISE I ~: 
~~~;~ ~ Ph. (250) 635.9452 • Fax. (250) 635.4000 /: 
#10 Mol~ Plaz~ 71,rrnce, BC ',::; 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in behveen. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Te/race Depot:. 635-7676 
+ ~BRJTISH 
L01.L IMBI~ TREE PLANTING PROJECT ~ ¢ 
Sealed Tenders for the planting of 104,000 tfecs on 98 hectares brushing of approxi. 
mately 8 hectares at various lOCations throughout the North Coast Forest Disldct will 
be received by this District Manager, North Coast Forest DlstliCh 125 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, BC V8J IB9 until 3:00 p.m. local time, February 19, 2001 at which 
time arl (enders will be opened in public. 
Site viewing is optional at the conlractor's discretion. It will be the responsibility of the 
successful bidder to become familiar wife ell conditions of the project area that would 
affect this implemenlaflon of the contract works. A f~inlstry-hosted site viewing will 
not take place. 
Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and conditions specified in 
the tender package. This lowest priced or any tender will  nol necessarily be 
accepted. The treatment units under this contract are isolated In nalure End sra 
accessible by aircraft or boat only• The successful bidder will have successfully com- 
pleted et least two Iree planting contracts in isolaled coaslal locations, and musl 
Include a proposal Io provide employment Io local First Nations, Affected local First 
Nations under this eonlract are Kitlmaat Village, Hartley Bay, and Lax Kw'Alaams 
This soUcitatlon is subject to Chapter 5 on lhis Agreement on Internal Trade. 
To obtain further informalion or a lender package, please contact Glenn Ptggol, Zone 
Forester, at 250-624-7460 or facsimffe 250-624-7479. 
'lhe Prince Rupert 'C;olf Club is requesting 611 
interested parties to submit a proposal fc;r operating 
the Golf Club's Kitchen. 
All applicants must have the appropriate 
*Serving It Right and FoodSafe Certificates 
*previous experience in a short order cook and 
catering environment 
"preference will be given to applicants with 
previous experience in running their own business. 
The successful applicant will be required to: 
"provide catering to all golf course functions 
"operate a short order kitchen, providing quality 
foc;d services to the members 
sthe contract period will be from April 1,2001 to 
December 31, 2001. 
Submit all applications to: 
Prince Rupert Golf Club 
523 9th Aven ue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 2S9 
Attention: House Committee 
• . . . . . . .  i "  , , - . r ,+ .  , . , * :  
~ L: :" ' : ~ ;+ ' "II~IFO~TK)N'$i:ssION : i 
.BRITISH Proposed Kalum Lond and Resource 
.OLUMBI~ Management,Plan (LRMP) 
~te~e~bnee~n?~:hoe n KaalU~kal.~eaP amF!oas.ed to announce that hoyhave 
Kalum area. Ix] g ot the land use recommendations [orthe 
.The ~ area encompq.sses the southern portion of the Kalum Forest District 
mcludlng this K;tsumkalum, Kitimat, and Copper River watersheds and 
reaches soulh including the Kit ope Heritable Conservancy protected area. 
The commun ties oF Terroce, Kitimat, and Kihmaist Village lie within the LRMP. 
Information and Tab e members will be available for discussion at Ihe 
following locations and times: 
Kitlmat Mall, January 26, 2001 • 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Skeeaa Mall, January 27, 2001 • 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Minis t~  of Forests, l'errace, January 29, 200) * 3 p m - 8 p m 
~rk~ge Communffy Cenlre, Kifimot, January 30, 2~)1o 3 p'.m. - 8 p.m. 
Kitlmaat Village, January 31, 2001 * 4 p.m. - 8 p.m:'o Communily School 
Gitanyow, Fel~ruary 1, 2001 • 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. • Gitanyow Comm~nily Hall 
Hazer~n, February 2, 2001 • 1 p.m. - 5 p.m. • Gitxsan Trealy Office 
the plannlng, tsb e's land use recommendalions are available for review. 
)rlor to the ;nlormatlon session and :an be obtained from: 
Eamon O'Donoghue, Process Coord;nalor 
Minlslry of Forests . 
Room 200-5220 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L1 
Phane: (250) 638.5115 Fax: (250) 638-5176 
All public commenls must be received no later than February 121h, 2001. 
#1 DATEL INE moot  men.  
EXCIT ING WELL  PA ID  women,  couples, gay & fallen. 
1-IS00-:230.2:2:2:2 code  84:2. oaroere  In oomputer  
S l  .eg/mln. TCIeO/Cal l  24 hal.  Pr° isrammlng/ Intamal  Webslte 
1Be. vwyw.. , l lndanxxx.com" 
BUSINESS dea i i sn .  Home Study  
OPr~OETUN T IEs  D ip loma proBram.  
PAYDAY LOANal  "'BAI~ R°is leterod/ ispprov6d Pr ivets  
Crod l l ?  NO Orod l t?  NO Vocat iona l  Ischool, 8 tudon l  
Prob lem.  Bor row up IO $00:2 
unln payday.  Have a tob? GISl loans ,  #oaner compulera / Job  
u loan  Guaran laed l  1 hour  p iaoomant  Ioo le  ava i lab le .  eeey Phono Approve l  1-888- 
3 .PAYDAY 24 hr l l . .  ........ I - :2 D D - 4 7 7 . 9 8 7 13 
MAC TOOLE.  vvww..cm~tra .nl._nE ode  
D IETRIBUTORSHIP  
Ava i lab le .  In var ious  EO . .  CDM|NG EVENI~B . . . .  
locat ions,  Appl loanl is  shOUld CANADIAN . ADVENTURE 
have  8a le  exper ience .  TOURISM Indua l ry  
lechn loa l  ap l l tude  and  the  
des i re  Io own end operate  Cents ,anDs "Got l lng  Beyond 
their own business. MoC TOOls Surv iva l  * So lu t ions  for the  
18 a non-franchise opportUnlly. 
An I nveetmenl  In requ i red .  Next Daoeda."  Fisbrusry l(3- 
Conlacl Meg TOotS RecnJIl lng 18.  :2091 , Kamloop l .  BQ* 
I l l  1 " IS:20-Meo-TOola 
ix1 .  2703?  or  weba l ' la  www.oar lboo ,bo .o l l .  E -malh  
www,maolOola.conl ,  adv isoon iG  ae r lboo ,bo .ca  ' 
EPORTB BUSINESS Ph :  (:2150) :271o5:24IS, Fax :  
OPPORTUNITY I  In l rodua lng (280) 37)-isis82 
t l l o  l l ra l  end Only IsUlOmaled . . . . . . . . . . .  
IsportS Wais~lng Sya lem thel  EDUDAT ON 
v /eahes  Isnd dr ies  hookay  
equipment.  Great oppodunl ty  CQUNBELLQR TRAIN ING 
In (=onJun¢tlon Wllh ex is t ing  INET ITUTE,  Aoarod l led  by  
bue lnaae  
Independent.  ~r  r rlt o~ye Rig~ln PPBEC,  B . . . . . .  
Ava i lab le . investment  pro fess iona l  counse l lo r  
R • q tJ I r e d , 
enon . t  h leenen O a lpor to ,ce  through on-oamous  or  
1.800.is81.7781~ cor ra i spondanoo ooureisa.  
CASH IN • OAEH OUT/Coke .  Free o l l ie lo isu  e 1.800-EELS0 
Pe lo l l .  Hoateeis.  M&M,  OlD. 7044. 
Re-nil Combo vonderis In your . . . . . . .  
a rea .  NO l le l l lng .  F I T ,  P/T ,  A NEW CAREER? Train to ba 
Mln .  I nvee lmen l  $1:2*EISg, 
1 .IS ISS-IS77.5:27:2 (:24hra),  en  Apar lment /Qondomln lum 
Member  A.V.A,  and g).& B. _ Manager .  Many  Jobs 
BUBiNEBS LOANE $100,000 avel lablel .  FreD Job placement 
Io S mnl lon ,  EUl lnea l  P len l .  
e l l l l lOnoo .  Oovernment  Management  Qonau I t ing  
Sarvl©se. Farm loans or new reg is tered  program,  For  
bua lnss i s  a lar tuo  aarv los is  In lo rmal lon /broohur l  Ca l l  
lalvelfebla. Cl l l l  toll fries 1-~IS.  
4C2~4S4.  ($04)  :2:21-66885/l.:ais0.Eisa. 
AOBOLUTELY  FREE INPOI 1~13~)..www,~m~_a~oa, 
l ln le rne l  users  Wen led l  - BB  A SUCDEEEFUL 
Sg ,O00 . I s¢ ,000/month .  
vwt~,Pevltaflzo411fa.¢om. WRITER, . .  Write for money  
INVENTORS . FRODUCT end pleasure wah our Unique 
iDEALS Wenlad l  Prea home- istudy oourais. Y0U Oat 
In lo l~.a l lon pa0kaise ' DeVelop 
sad  Pro fs0e iona l ly  P rese l l  I r td lv idua l  tu i t ion ,  f rom 
your  ne~ prouuot  Idea  to prd feaa lona l  wr i te rs .on  a l l  
manuteo lurera  Ih rough 
Dev isa l ,  an award  w inn ing  aspaola o# Wdtln:2. romisrt~ea. 
I l rm.  Pe lent  e l l l l l l noa  Ishorl I to r l l l l ,  rad io  and  TV 
eval leb ls , ,+ 1-BO0:$TT.~3IS2 ....: ' . IOr lp lO,  + adk=lais end  ohlldren'a 
CAREER TR,AI N NG~. . .  " "Stor laa ,  Esnd i oday  fo r  our  
PR~E 1=.8 page  "Career  
OpPodUnl t les -  Guide ahowis 
you how to irein Ot home for 
lop  pay ln  E l obs ,  E lm Mare.  
Cal l  Oran lon  In l lnu le  Ioday al  
l -e00-aEt . lDT!  for your Ires 
guide. 
PSYCHIATRIC  NUREING. In 
EC,  there  #e • OOnl~nulng 
demenc~ for .  Reis ist isred 
Psyoh la l r lo  Nurses .  This 
Psychfelr lo Nur l lng  Program 
e l  Doug loB  Co l lege  in  
aaedemlCa l ly  =ha l ieng ln i s  ' 
b lend ing  c lassroom iisisrnlnis 
With rea l - l i fe  o l ln loa l  
exper ience  to a l lu re  you  
have the  knowledge Isnd skills 
you need to alert your career 
r ight after graduat ion.  If you 
have s l rong  oommunl0a i lon  
Isklilll ariel  0are IsbOul ha lp ln i  s 
people, PeYl=hlistrtc Nursing Is 
a per feo i  carder  cho ice l  
Doug las  Co l lege  In NoW 
Wiss lmln l tor  g i r l i e  BG' I  only 
PeyOhlistrla Nueelnis program. 
Al l  e graduate-of Ibis program, 
your  sk i l l s  WIll ba  In hl ish 
demand f rom hosp i ta l s ,  
re l l idant le l  Isnd communi ty  
©are facilities. You also have 
the opt ion of oonl lnu lng your 
8 tUd lS l  With this Advanced 
• D ip loma In~ Payah le l r lo  
Nuralno e l  DOUISiisl College, a 
Unique,  d iS tenDs .educat ion  
program equiv is lent  Io th i rd  
and  four th  year  
undergrodua la  ooureisa.  A 
final year OI aludy through Iha 
Opan UnNln l r ty  wil l  allOW yOU 
10 obta in  a ,Bischalor OI H isa l th  
Science (Paychlislrlo Nur l lng) .  
Cel l  (ISIS4) e;lY*is4?is today to 
• l ind  OUt how tO app ly  for the 
Fa l l  semester  a le r t ing  
Gept i smbar  g001.  For  more  
In lo rmai lon  on Douislais 
Co l lege  V I l l i  our  wabsnis a l  
www.douolaa.oa,  Apply now - 
epeooa a l l  I lmlled. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNIT IEB 
gET  A ORIP on your Career 
w i th  KO# T i re ,  Western  
Oened la l l  Oppor tun i t ies :  
Ma n iger ia  Aa l ia tant  
Managis l i :  Cuatomisr Eal~lno.* 
Teohn lo lane l  Dera i l s  I t  
Winneris Clrola Employmenl  
hllp://wlnJoba.lnsemk,oom. Pisx 
:20S-.saA:o978 . . . . . .  
"MOBILE"  SUBSTANCE DF  
Abuse  8po01man Col lectors  
Urissntly RaqUIredl  Medical  
p ro leaa lono la  preferred;  wi l l  
oon81der  Other l l .  Veh io le  
nociseeisly. Trislnlnis provided. 
Faa /omal l  re lume to:  
7 :20 .40E  • IS IS IS IS 
i th l l l o f l .~ la+Ml+p .ana! ;ne  . _  
FULL 'T IME • LOG;  HOME 
F~ao Book,  t.eis0-EO?.le, ' ,g, Bu l lder l .  min imum IS y r l ,  
.~ . . oxp l l r lonoo . In  i I a reas  of 
www.quS l l tyo loouree .som,  ~ bi . i r td lho.  Eoma brans  
QUality o l  Cour t i ,  eis0| - 38 O'p*rstlon and  Grapple Work. 
MoAr lhur  Ave . ,  OIIOWIS, ON - P41nllOlon, SO. Call (2IS0) 4ISE. 
RIIS8~ fax I l i l uma {Sis0) 482. K i l .  ISRg, -'- a lg2 .  !.' ; 
EMPLOYMENT 
I~PFORTUNITIES 
FOOD MANAGEMENT 
opportunities for a luccesaful  
dynamic  orgnn lze l lon ,  The  
Oo-opera l lve  RaleHInis  
Eye lsm (CRS) Is a mulU billion 
dol lar enterprise Ihisl includ08 
more  than  :300 re la l l  (:o- 
opsral lv08 end our whole l lek l  
Federa led  Do-operat ives  
L imi ted  (FCL)  With 
approx imate ly  11S,IS0IS 
ompIoyee l .  The  CRS I I  
. cur rent ly  reoru l t ln :2  Ior  a 
Genera l  Manager  In Felher,  
Alberta and Bel le Doola. BD. 
A l l  Oan is ra l  M lna iser  yOU 
must  aa lume ful l  
raePOnslblllly for 811 Isepeole of 
euooeeafuUy oporat in is  the  
rood  a lo re  Ino lud lng  
market ing ,  msrchand la lng ,  
cont ro l l ing ,  and  human 
resourose maneisement,  You 
must  poe le l i s  a min imum e 
yearis re let l  inanaoomenl  
exper le f loe  In a food elora.  
COmbined With IIl(q=ePliOnel 
SkShs In aUl lomar lervlce and 
misneglne people, if yOU have 
the skills end eb l l l l la l  tO meet 
our expatiat ions,  forward your 
re lume IO: Res lonnl  Human 
Rseouraea  Man isger ,  
Faderisled Do-operallvall  Ltd,, 
PC Box a2eo, Edmonton, AB, 
T B J  :1p:2. PaX ?IS0-452-3gO?. 
D lo l lng  Date  February  :2, 
g001 
EQUIPMENT 
JOHN DEERE D IESEL  
enis lnee,  {3. 4 & 0 oy l lnder ,  
Runners ,  rebu l ld l  & eng ine  
kite, John  Daero  c rawls , s ,  
loaders ,  ak ldder  par le .  :250. 
838-0B:23 or 25S.832*ISfOIS, 
fisx 2EIS-804:RO4IS. 
F INANCIAL  SERVICES 
MYDEGTEOLUTION.COM.  
Debt  so lu t ions  On l ine ,  
HEALTH PRODUDT8 
BUY QUAL ITY  V ITAMINS 
an(~ Herba l  Supp lements  
D l reo l ,  No midd leman.  
Who lesa le  P r i ces .  
Guarpn leed  Home Del ivery.  
Cisll today  for your  free ful l -  
oo lour  Canad ian  oa la logUe.  
To l l  f ree  1- is77-isois.4isTa 
or  o rder  on l ine :  
www.moonherb .com,  
M~J81c., 
MUSIC  for  YOt JNO"  
CHILDREN® la I ra ln ln i s  
leachers  In ae le0ted erase,  
Share  Iha Joy of muelo w th 
oh l ld ren  In smel l  g roups .  
P r ivate  l i saohsre  or  adu l t '  
planlal is mul l  have  Grade 8 
p iano  Io app ly ,  l oisOIS-Eg:2- 
4:234, www,my~=.com. . -  
PAY TELEPHONE 8ERV.  
CALL THIS EXCLUSIVE 24~1r 
Oa le l lne l  1-ISgo-4IS 1-2SIS4, 
1-Oisis-:217.:28gg. $3,isg per  
minute,  mult i  be 1 Is t . . . . . .  
EXPERT PSYCHICS, . .  
Discover l i ,  e Truth. A¢¢urale 
a , td  Deta i led  Read ings  by  
Canada 's  Moist Popu lar  
Pisyohlol l  . 24 ~lours. l-eis:2- 
Bier*glaD. Sis.go/rain. 18+. 
PEREGNALB 
:2EXUAL ENHANCEMENT for 
men a l l  ages, I r l c rae le  B i le .  
Per fo rmisnce ,  overdoes  
decl ine. Free risporl. Over 70 
r)roduota, Da lh  Pub l i sh ing ,  
BEes4 Rogei.e Reed,  Vernon , '  
BD,  V IB  ISMT. i -egg .2gg-  
5407. 
PBYQHID MIRACLE8 by  
Lung, 2 a inu  • Free p lyoh lo  
read ng en lwor8  all quel lnona 
on love ca,ear & hearth For 
ull mad rig, SeE, Major CDR'a 
s teep led.  1- ISeis-EISIS*0t~)4. 
REDREATIONAL VEHICLE8 
RV BALE INDOORIS ,  
www'voy is i sarRV.aa ,  1.BOg- 
8G8-1447, . 
BTEEL  BUILDING8 . . 
Anyl lme,  FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Durab le  Dependable ,  Pra-  
FO-fl. ,EALE MIISC. eng ineered  A l l -S leet  
EAWMILL  II4ISISIS,O0, All new :2tructures, Custom.meade to 
su i te  your  need and  Super  Lumbermala  g0go .  raqulr ismen i .  Fea lory . r l l r l l  I I s , la i r  oepaot t lae ,  more  
IS lordabie prtoisa, Call  I.ISO0- opi iona,  Norwood Indulrtriea. 
ISles-IS1 11 ext ,  1:2:! for f ree  manu lao lura  of SaWmi l l s ,  brochure. 
adisers and  Ik ldd is r l .  F ree " " -  • . . . . . .  . . . . .  ; .  
• ....~ITRAVEL information. 1 -isoo.eis:2.isagg. T IMEEHARE F~B~qAL~8 ( e xl. 4og,ot. 
• " World's Lar08lt  Risseller. Era INDORPORATB,  $4IS I 'pI01nl 
for a BQ Ltd, Compisny. V I l l i  
US .on the  wsb  a l  
WWW. leE I Id i IdB .oOI11  
to do  It on l ine  In mlnu le l ,  
Lege lD Isda  ecru .. 
gRAY MARKET la ta l l l l s .  
DEE and  Echo 8ter VIe r~lrda. 
:20:2.S00 0h isnn i l  peckaisise 
, ava i lab le .  Ne month ly  false. 
Pn l *ord l r  new D88*HU Pard.  
De l l  fOdSy,  7:20"E14-G77EI  
. .wv.~_,ang. t l _m,~/ds8  ' . .  
I BUCK A OA'Yq no  money  
dawn,  no payments  fill Apr i l  
: !001.  700MHZ ,oomputer ,  
$1ISOO, 8Ot lws l ;e ,  l im i ted  
quant i ty .  EgO a month  
O.A .C .  1.eEEJ:2BE*$ISISTI 
www.  l .buokedsy.0om; 
:2 t romal l  I I Inao 1IS79, De l l  
Nowl  Buys,is Dell 1-E00-E18. 
?987. Emile.s Dell 1-800-gOt.  
08E:~ www,a  ~man,~ql~q ' 
"IS DOWN O,A .O, "  
OuOrenlead ©radii" ; 'pptovala,  ' _ - 
Truckle, .  4x4*a,  0 raw aab l l  b 
d la ls la ,  aport UU aS, RIpO'I i  
b roken  19,asia ' heavy  duty  
equ lp lnon l ,  TRka  OVal; 
P_aYmanta,ri~re8 dallver~. G i r t  
Lawror~e 81o©11= BG'e IIs~ea( 
t lesn©e broker .  1-:2OO~gE$- 
=e~.3_~.Va.i)0ouvisr Sg?-e~??o .~, 
K0 APEX: ." L, j . . .£;V 
Peokagea 1tom sBg,00, Phone 
:1 -$e is -ESg.4 '4e4 Of 
oheok  ap IO l I l i  - • I t  
www.epsaraaor t  Doe ,  I~C 
Wise,, ' ,' • • -: 
sARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
ROB BROWN 
Tracks & Trails 
T he plow had reached a point just past Webber's fence line then turned back. I could have skied to Baxter's Riffle, but 
I wanted to go farther - to the tailout above 
Twin Towers and from there down to Blackie's. 
The trail runs through woods now carpeted in 
deep snow, so I took the snowshoes instead. 
The tracks of two snow machines began 
where the tracks of the plow stopped. They were 
packed hard enough to support me even without 
snowshoes. But when I reached the head of the 
trail, I was forced to strap them on 
I entei'ed the woods leaving wide impressions 
in the snow behind me. The going was good 
until I reached a recent deadfall which forced 
me to take off the snowshoes and slide over an- 
I other bank to a high water channel. On my way 
I to the edge of the river, I came across two pairs 
i of tracks made by one man. 
l One doubled strand pointed upstream. A pair 
I roughly parallel with the first, but with the toes 
i pointed in the other direction, led the other way. 
i Since they were an icy blue with their edges 
rounded by rain, I put the passage of my prede- 
; eessor at two, possibly three, days earlier. At 
'one spot orange peels surrounded the second 
pair. I assumed that part of the track was set 
idown at lunch. =.  
,~ The mystery angler wore size 11 boots, and 
must have been about six feet tall, for my tracks 
fitted neatly into his and our strides matched 
too. I traced his path half the distance up Black- 
.;ie~'.s Run, then. foUowed it out .onto the ice .until 
my left.foot.mom~ntarily, sunk.:a little dee[3er 
thaii ;'the; right, 'i~t6!tiipiing ' the trance~iike 
rhythm into which I'd slipped. 
I stopped and followed the tracks to the edge 
: of the shelf with my eyes. They ended where the 
rotting ice was floating on more than a metre of 
water. The ice was obviously much less firm 
than it had been when my precursor walked over 
it. Though our shoe sizes and strides matched 
there was no guarantee his girth did.. 
This particular snare may be peculiar to win- 
ter steelheading. I knew it from first hand exper- 
ience. Years ago I made my way to the edge of 
a much deeper and larger ice shelf on the Skee- 
na in order to peer over its edge and see if the 
water was shallow enough to wade. It was spring 
just before the return of songbirds. The sky was 
clear and brilliantly blue. At night the valley 
was a freezer, but from mid-morning to late 
afternoon it was warm enough to melt ice and 
snow. It was noon. 
I was almost at my destination when I heard 
a crack that sounded like .a rotten hemlock 
snapping in a gale. The plank of ice slumped, 
angled toward the Skeena, and sent me sliding 
for the icy water like a penguin slipping down 
an Antarctic ice floe. 
I f  the water had been just a little deeper, I 
;would have drowned. It was deep enough to give 
me a cold soaking. I clawed and clambered up 
the slippery slope. After pouring the water out of 
my waders, I raced back to the ear. My teeth 
• were chattering so vigorously when I got there, I 
worried 'my partial plate might snap. 
Unwilling to make the same mistake again, I
gingerly backtracked to shore and plodded to 
the head of the run where Blackie McConnell 
landed the largest fish ever to come from the 
' Copper River: a 26 pound male caught late in 
the year many years ago. 
Blackie loved to fish. Jim Culp told me re- 
!i ceatly that he'd spoken to Blackie a few years 
ago, just a short time before she passed on. "She 
showed me a picture of that fish," said Jim, 
:"went back to her room to get it. When I left she 
said, ,Next time you see that Gene Llewellyn, 
you tell him to come up and see me sometime.' 
I asked Gene about that," said Jim, "It turned 
out that Gene had visited a number of times, 
/Blackie just forgoL But, she didn't forget about 
:ili!'~at big steelhead." 
: : ]  took a tin of sockeye and some crackers out 
o f  my pack, watched the cold water spilling into 
the head of Biackie's Run as I ate, then chased 
the meal wRh a jar of orange juice and a sip of 
,pO i ' t , i  . , 
Lunch done, I tied on one of Webb's Hal- 
: lowe'en flies and sent'it out into the froth wash- 
~Jngup against he jagged road rock on the far 
side; Mindful of the fast sinking tip on the end 
o f  ray line, and I large rocks in the relatively 
:shallow water in front of me, I stripped in, On 
the  second pull the line stopped. A rock, I 
thought. It wasn't; it was a male steelhead half 
i the size of Blaekie's trophy, but strong and 
:,handsome with a hint of red on its pearlescent 
f lanks,  A fine steelhead, the first fish of the rail= 
i!efinlum caught on the first east of the year. A 
:guy can't top that, 
i I released the fish, Then I ~reeled in and made 
my way home atop the tracks of my phantom 
, guide. : ~ . . . .  : . . . .  
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Hoop bruisers poised tobe 
powerhouse at All Native 
Spirit Riders 
get a rep for 
tough play 
2001 1S shaping up to be 
an exciting year for Ter- 
race's all native basketball 
teams. 
Both the Terrace Spirit 
Riders women's team and 
the intermediate boys" 
team, the Predators, have 
advanced to the annual 
tournament to be held next 
month. 
The Spirit Riders in 
particular are developing a 
reputation as a tough team 
to beat and also for being 
just plain old tough. 
"Basketball is a contact 
sport," said Spirit Rider 
Carol Stevens. "If I get hit, 
I just run it off." 
Getting hit seems to 
happen 'an awful lot for 
this team who play very 
aggressively particularly 
under the net. 
CAROL ANN Stevens shows off a bruise she acquired in a rough game against Canyon City last week. 
"We're a very physical 
team," said team captain 
Pamela Campbell. "Some 
teams get mad about how 
we play. I get slapped up 
in the face quite a bit." 
And the evidence of the 
hard playing is obvious. 
Last week Carol Ste- 
the one position, which 
makes it difficult to tell 
what these women might 
do next. 
For example, 29-year- 
old Amanda Campbell 
plays both point guard, for- 
ward and centre. 
"We're always rotating 
positions," said Stevens. 
vens was sporting a deep Switching positions 
dark bruise on her upper . . . .  
tdd,lfrom.a,recent.,gamej other teams but .it also) 
against Canyon City, . keebs ;the~SpiriiRiders~6n 
• their toes. But aggressiveness i n't 
the only thing separating 
this team from other 
teams. 
The Spirit Riders game 
plan keeps their opponents 
guessing. 
Each player plays more 
Challenging the oppo- 
nents is important but. 
challenging themselves i
equally important, said 
Carfipbell. 
Amanda Campbell 
"We all work together. • said. "We 
We are finally getting to clicking." 
know each other," she 
Pamela Campbell 
are really feated at the All Native 
qualifying tournament'and 
The team went unde- 'they have been winning 
the majority of their games 
so far this season. 
Not bad for a team that 
has been playing together 
for just under a year. 
However, the team was 
a little disappointed with 
their recent performance at
the Christmas Classic late 
last month in Prince Ru- 
pert. 
The team placed fourth, 
• overall, but it gave them a "' 
lot to think,about . . . .  . ,, 
The losses at the tour-  
nament have given the 
team the chance to evalu- 
ate what went wrong and 
to work on the problems, 
said Stevens. 
"We lost, but we 
worked on it and made it 
better," she said. 
R-40 ends losing strea 
home tuff. 
The only guest team that was able to 
penetrate any of the top spots was the 
Smithers Elks, who placed second in 
• tournament play. 
The Terrace Elks won this very close, 
well-played game by a score of 2-1 with 
both "Terrace goals coming from Lee 
Muir. 
Terrace Elks' goalie Garrett Muir also 
played exceptionally well, lotting only 
one goal slide by him. 
The tournament was marked by an in- 
credible showing of team spirit, persever- 
ence, finesse and dedication on the part 
timat, and one each from Smithers, Ha- of all the players. 
I Wildcats are on the prowl 
A SKEENA Wildcat takes a ~hot good for two points as the boys basketball 
team takes on Mount Elizabeth (left), The match was the first of several games 
played In a two-day ptayday hosted by the Wildcats dan, 12-13, Fans spilled 
off the bleachers on to th6 floor as they cheered on their team (above), 
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ACTION AD RATES 
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DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp lay ,  Word  C lass i f ied  and  Classif ied D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a slat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all dlsl01av and classif ied ads, 
,TE~RRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Slandard & Advertiser) 3~! .~(~.  OST) 
~ we0ks  (Slandard & Advertiser) $25 ,68 ' (m aCT) 
"Additional words Lover 25) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) ~ c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ ~ per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
ROBBIE BURNS NIGHT Chris- 
ty Clark, MLA and Roger Harri~ 
BC Liberals, Skeena Ridin~ 
Friday, 7:00 pm January 21 
2001, Skeena Valley Gc 
Course. Tickets $50, can b 
purchased at Carters Jeweller., 
I Six Io seven weeks after,~*~;~, 
c0nceplian l[ your vii01 ~f I~ 
0rgnns were presenl. ~t1~/ 
Choose Life, your M0m didi ......... 
Terrace Pm-t~e Education ASS~, 
Box 652, Terrace 
t 
Operat ions  as  o f  
January 8th, 2001, 
are going to be 
Sunday - Thursday 
5 - 9p.m. 
Saturday 
11a.m.- 11p.m. 
Sunday 
1 l a.m. - 9p.m. 
A PERSONAL Trainer can help 
you make the most out of your 
gym experience. Have less than 
an hour? Try the 1/2 hour, pay- 
as-you-go workouts. Mark- 250- 
639-9185 
ANYONE WITNESSING an ac- 
cident at the comer of lakelse 
and Emerson, Nov. 20 at 11:30 
am between a taxi and a Honda 
Civic, leave message for Eu- 
.clene at 250-635-7177 
BUY VITAMINS Wholesale. 
canadian-wholesale-direct.cam 
NOT JUST HOUSKEEPING 
What do we do? Call usl 250- 
635-0177 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMEN/$ 616 COMMERCIAl. 
105 ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR ~ OR RENT 
I IO ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 M~SC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 646 ROOM & ~OARD .
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDOINGS ACCOMMODATION 
| 45 IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 KEGAL NOTICE5 668 TOURIST 
155 oBnuARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
16S 1HANKS 660 WAREHOUSES 
PERSON4X ~EAZ ESTATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 705ACREAGES~tOTS 
230 LOST & FOUND . 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
MERCHANO/hE 735 HOUSF.5 
315 AUCTIONS 745 MOBILES 
330 COMPJrERS 755 OPEN HOUSE • 
355 FURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUToMOnYE 
365 MISC. FOR SAlE 610 CARS FOR SALE 
38011MSER 815 TRUCKS FOR GALE 
395 WANTED 820 VAN5 FO6 SALE 
ms / F.~u~ ~V.SmON~ ' 
410 FARM EOUIPMENT 
425 UVESTOCK 854 AIRCRAFT 
435 PETS 85S ATV'S 
INDUSTRY 862 BOATS / MARINE 
460 EQUIPMENT 866 MOTORCYCR:S 
470 LOGGING/TI~ER 870 RV'$ CAh'~ER$ 
480 MACHINERy ' 87 ;~ IW'S 5TH WHEELS 
878 RV'$ MOTORHO~5 
EAU~OYMENT 882 RV RENT,~MS 
510 BUS~NE~ 890 SNOWMOBILE5 
OPPORTUNITIES 
520 CAREERS 5ERVI~ 
530 EDUCA31ON 910 BUILDING SERVK:ES 
540 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
570 1UTORING 914 CHILD CARE 
590 WORK.WANTED 920 CON~'RUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARTMENTS 936 JAN~ORIAt. 
608 BASEMENT SUFFE 944 h~SC. SERVICES 
612 CABINS/COTTAGE~ 
IB 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advartisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not" picked up wllhin 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received.. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publicaUon. 
It Is agreed by the advartiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the portion of the adverllslng space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid tar such advartising. 
Name. Address  
Phone Start  Date  # of Insertions ~Ter race  Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card  No. Expiry D a t e ~  
Q VISA Q MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 i 
6 
11 
lS . 
• 21 
13.e4 
25.95 
Cl ip & Mall Th is  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Luke 2'49 and he said unto them, how IS It that ye sought me? wiii'iye • 
not that I must be about my Father's business? :: ~i~.::il 
• ." .' .'r ::,~'~ 
There weren't any goodbyes when You lef~ us that da~ 
When the Lord called you home with him ever to 
But we'll say hello when we meet in the sky, f(~: 
At the shout and the trump call for the sweet b~ 
For we have a blessed hope that the world~dbes 
Which Is the first resurrection anc't .thelma.rrlagei:i 
On that beautiful shore we know.yoi~i:~tiently'~ 
To greet one and all who arrlve,.t~r~olg~'i.t~a!:i:~a~ 
With your crown of pure goldand:.~Q'ur:robes~ 
And your brand new body filled:~i~:c.~d~s';IJigh ' 
A manslon and a new name Written down In glc 
Slnglng praises to God for all everlasting eternity(: 
Your loved ones are coming to join loved ones thei 
Yes, there's going to be a meeting in the air. ::ii~i 
! Thessalonlans 4: I 3-18 *'= 
But I would not have you to belgnorant, brethren~i~;~ 
asleep, that ye sorrow not, even as others which have n( 
For If we believe that Jesus died afi'd rose again, evenso 
Jesus will God bring with him. 
For thls we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we whl 
unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent hem which are asl¢ 
For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout,:'Wlt 
archangel, and with the trump of GOd: and the dead In Christ shaii ri 
Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together 
clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the 7 .. :.'. 
Wherefore comfort one another wl!h these words. : :  :,. ~:~iii: / ~!;i!!.: 
I Codnthlans 15~S1-58 . :" , . .~ : 
Behold, I shew you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, but we shall.all'be r~g~: l ,  in'a 
moment, In the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound, 
and the dead shall be raised Incorrupt b e and we shall be changed ;:~i ,~. ! : / .  ' ~'. 
For this corruptlb e must put on ncorruptlon, and ths mortal must put on Immdrtality~ 
So when this corruptible shall have put on Incorruptlon, and this mortal shall have put 
on Immortall(y, then shall be brought to pass the saying that Is written, Death Is swal- 
lowed up In victory. 
0 death, where Is thy sting? 0 grave, where Is thy victory? 
the sting of the death is sin; and.the strength of sin Is the law. 
But thanks be to God, Whlchglveth us the the v ctory through our Lord Jesus Christ. 
Therefore, my beloved ~ brethren~ be ye stedfast, unmoveable, always ,~boundlng In 
the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labour Is not In vain in the Lord. 
Until the Shout and trump call holding fondly your memory, your family and ~ends. 
Survived by his loving wife of 45 years (Oct,. I I, 1955) Jeanette LIIIlan (Nee Ryan) 
Children: Patdck, Allan, Gilbert, Debra, Llnda, Ronald, Dorcas 
Grandchildren: Michael, Julle, Sheldon, Kalne, Crystal, Krlsten, Tyler, Tlana, Travls. 
Psalm 12713-5 
.o, children are an hedtage of the Lord: and the ~it  of the womb Is his reward. 
% arrows are In the'hand of the mighty man, so are the children of the youth. 
-lappy Is the man that hath hls,quli/erfull of them: ;they shall not be ashamed, but 
hey shall speak with the enemies In the gate. 
: • and hls%is"ters, Lena and Julle - ,- ~ 
Numerous nieces; nephews, Inlaws and ouilaws;' i 
Predeceasedb~ 'i~hi~s::father,Wlillam andh S ' "  '< : " . . . . .  mother Ellen (Nee Rae] NEW YEAR,  NEW LOOKI  NW 
painting '& decorating can By his brothersRomleiArthu!.~ Ernest and Gilbert. By hls sister Jadde. 
brighten your  New Year .  250-  ' . :~ ,  ':~L!.:;', r~ ~ r*.. ' *  ~ " ' ' ~: ~T ' " " ~ : ~ ' '  ~'~" • ~ 
635-0177 . .  0 . & . . • 1, `  ~ "~"~%"~';r~'~:: rOo~dr~ I n  the  Sand:  : :-'*;;: ' : ' : .  : ::'t~::i:~'i/ , r " '  ' " ' 
I I  nemghta man nacta dream:Hedreamed hewas walldngaohg/h, L~ach~wth e'L,d~.A~:.i0ss , l l  
DOG TRAINING NW Obedi- I I the sky flashed scenes]r0m his It~e..F0r each scene.he nottcedtwo sets offootprints~ln the sand : 
ence Training can help make I I  one belonging to him, and the ether'to the Lord. ~'  : : / ; : '~ ;  ;::;:i . :;:,,~i 4;:,;~SL:; %, . : ,  II walking your dog a pleasurel I |  When the fast scene of:his 1lhe flash~ hefoie Nm, he Iook~li~ck at the f0o~rint~: h the ~a'nd, H~ q 
250-635-0177 , , I1 noticed that many/tlm~ :al0ng',the path 0~ h s fl~ there, was,~ly 0ne set of foo~dnts. Healso | |  IEVANL 'Za S[ " notlcedthatffhappenedatthe,e~i,we,fandsaddesi;tmes~[n, htsllfo,.~ .;, ; ,~ . . i i~ :~) t -  il , I I  Th~s really bothered him andhe~q~.Sfloned theLoid"about)t.= Lordl you said that once] derided to.; J |  
| |  follow you, you'd.:waflC~vlthi~ a/i/the way:,, But I have noticed :that during.the tnost trouble_~me I [  
I ' rated ~,  servko end m0sl~curste I !1 times In my li~ei:'th~ere'is?on y b'~;set Of rootpril:ds;, ldon't understand:w~y; when I needed ~y0u~, |1 
I l~y,hksln Con=loin 19¢0 +1999 I; I1~ most, youw~ld'leave'~;t:)%i;,/5~;~,: :.17, ,; ,:i,.:,,;,::, '::{ ~,.::,'-+i.f ~ ,;:;:~;( ~:::!" !,!!,,~;t ';., : ' 
• Career ~ I I  ~ .~e Lord..~pIi~.;.!My pr~Ous;i~ous Child, Hoveyou ~dl~'W~Ta n~er'l~,e~,ou:'D~rih;~., I I  • Relationships ~3~!~F/ , , | i '  t'm"°rmaran° s ufrerlng,)k.henYoU"w.&n~y one'el of~tp;in~, t,*~ t~:tha(j ;~~,~,;:~i::: I I  
. . . . . . . . .  ~ Repent for the kin darnel ', ~ ~ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , '  II • Picking Lotto #'s ~ ' " ~;~X ~ ~Lrd G6di~i~ merdfulito'me a ~inne~:'~; :~ ~ ¢:;~i~ ~:~; f : ; :  ";:!;*~ '~ 
,. . . , . . . .  ~.~.t  ~ ,~.i~ ~.~,~.~ ~.~:~  ], ,:~. .~f .  ~ ' :~ ",.,~',. ~'~ .~,~" C~ , roe .  ;,*. ~¢~ .;~ 
1-900-45 i ,4055 v** ~- , :  : ~ ,~ ' ;  ,~  ::, , * - '~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,' , : ,~ .v :  .... , , , : , . . .~:~, '~' , , , : ; , '  
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For  longer ad. )lease use a 0opar(lte sheet 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
Born November2(), 1973 
Passed away Dec. 26, 2000 
Survived by husband J. Peter Bottam 
(Talkwa, B.0.), parents Ei/een and 
Henning Pug6 (Terrace, B.C.), and 
brothars Kelly Pug6 (Terrace) and 
Kdslian P'ug6 (Terraca).,i /~ . . . . .  
Our lips cannot ell how we miss hat, 
Our heads cannel tell what o say, 
God alone knows how we miss her 
In a home that Is lonesome today. J 
Funeral services were held Jan. 2, 
J 2001, at the Reformed Church of Telkwa. We would like to thank everyone who showed their supped and sympathy. 
• In Loving Memory • 
of 
Cameron Keith 
Simon 
April 22, 1935 - 
January 18, 2000 
He was not mine, but 
Chrisls's alone. 
He loved you best, 
and took you home. 
Sleep on Dear 
Husband and take 
your rest. 
For God has called, 
when he thought best. 
The loss is great that 
we sustained, but in 
Heaven we hope to 
meet again. 
Your loving Wife 
, Molly & Family 
Katrina Haw 
Born: May 20, 1947 Rocsland, B.C. 
Passed Away:. 
Jan 04, 2001 Terrace, 8.C. 
Donna has now joined her doughier 
Lisa, Left behind to mourn are her 
Daughters: Llan'ne [Mike) Funk & Janet 
Haw. Son: Daryl (Jody} Haw. 
Grandchildren: Brendan Veafe, Kobe 
Funk, rCrystal & Emily Rablnoou. 
Mother: Polly Richards. Brothers: 
Wayne & Gregory. Sislers: Germalne 
& Jonlce and a lifetime o[ m/atlves &
friends. 
Memorial service took Fdace on 
Tuesday, January 9, 2001 at the 
Evangelical Free Church, Terroce, B.C. 
Officiating Past= Mike Roseneau. ' 
I Cremation took place ~t the Terrace 
Cremalodum. I Our family would like to express 
tEolr oppredotion toev~ feel ~s 
shown tEelr kindness Ihrough Ihought~ 
deed or sup.p~_, and for your Often- 
dance at Doona s memodal , s~ 
The family of the late Joseph Chapman would like. 
to express their appreciation to all of the 
B.C. Ambulance Paramedics, 
Terrace Fire Dept., 
Mills Memorial Hospital, 
Dr. Redpath, 
Art Erasmus, 
McKay's Funeral Home, 
Pastor Arnold Miller & family, 
Church of God Members, 
Pastor Ted Ryan ~ 
and 'many other friends and family who shared 
I care and support during this ~.tesi :6f: faith,, and to I 
* those wl~o couldn't be withi~:~s but uplifted us byan~ ~ 
! through their prayers and condolences. " 
Mrs. Jeanette Chapman & family 
¢ 
" °~~~PauI ,  Amanda 
~/~ '~ & newbabyboy 
~.  .~ DomlnicJoe 
] " - "  Barbosa 
l January 2, 2ool s81b.13oz, 
I Thank Grandmother F0¢ker 
I and Grandmother Barbosa 
' as well as family and 
friends for all their help. 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. ' 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
DREAMS ARE REAL Discover 
how to link your inner, outer re- 
alities. Expenence it for your- 
self. For free book, ECKAN- 
KAR, 1-800-LOVE.GOD. Ask 
for book #F18. www.eckan- 
kar.or.q 
LOST BLACK EDDIE Bauer 
pack sack, containing address 
book, bank bead, bathing suit 
and towel. Reward offered. 250- 
635-5021 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pro at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
TO THE two young people In 
the small dark coloured car, 
who stole my Xmas candle dec- 
orations on the night of Dec, 
29/00, this theft has been re- 
ported to the RCMP. Just to In- 
form you that when this hap- 
pened last year the person re- 
sponsible spent 3 months m Jail. 
Please retum same, no ques. 
lions, asked, You know my ad- 
dress on A.qar Ave. 
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-8122 
from $2.00/mln. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-870-7647 $3.99/min 
Webslte: www.discreettalk.com 
GENTLEMEN NEW to area, 
clean sut, would like to meet 
lady 45.55 for fdendshlp possl. 
ble 10ng term relaUonshlp, Rep- 
ly to Box 8g, Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton Street, V8G 5R2 
GOOD NEWS: Do you want a 
new and ever-lasting life? Then 
get to know God through a fire 
Bible Study Course and Bible. 
For more information write to: 
Good News Bible Study, Box 
349, Telkwa, BC, V0J 2X0, or 
phone Rick collect at 1-250- 
846-5219 
"VERY ATTRACTIVE fit gentle- 
man who Is financially secure 
seeks that special lady, single 
or otherwise for romantic geta- 
ways/get-togethers" Enquiries 
to alex_tavIor71 @ hotmaiLcom 
A new era for I 
Northern BC J 
Phone 635-6565 for i 
membership J 
COMPUTER HELP IN PLAIN 
ENGLISH For seniors or an- 
yone wanting to learn in their 
own home. Call Wayne 250- 
635-7665 
HP 250C color printer, E size, ; 
16 MB of RAM, metal stand. 
Will print all media types up to 
and including 34" x 44". Must 
Sell $1500 ORe. Extra set of 
cartridges included. Contact 
Dou.cl at 250-635-6295 days, 
FACTORY DIRECT SALES, af- 
fordable easy to assemble 
kitchen cabinets, Murphy beds. 
10 year I:)roduct warranty. Free 
estimates. Teh250-561-2240 
www.murphybedsbc.com Fax: 
1-888-553.2343 
www.kitchensbc.com 
SATURDAY JANUARY 20th, 
9-3pro, moving out sale, every- 
thin.q .qoes. 5035 AaarAve. 
tu~ WIIIrE snowblower, 13 
hp, 33" clearing width large 
frame, electric start, folding 
handles, steerable wheel ddve, 
halogen head lamps, snow hog 
tires. $990,00. 250-638-7291 
NEW tires - American 'G-45 
general tires P205/70 R15, 
$200 abe. Chlldrens car, yellow 
perego Volkswagen ~,a~, runs 
on battery $230:3 piece Wall 
• unit :enterta nment, centre, 
Black, gold color trim w/glass 
doors. $650. 250:635.3440 
530 EDuCA~ON " 540 HELP 
WANTED 
NEW-TON-TEK Satellite Sys- 
tems. DSS Sales & Installation. 
Card programming. We also 
buy used DSS systems and H- 
cards. Phone 250-846-9762 
SKATES LIKE newl Boys size 
12 $20. Girls size 4 $20. Just in 
time for school skating pro- 
grams. 250-638-0985 
PALLETS 
FOR SALE 
The Terrace Standard has 
a collection of pallets. 
Suitable for 
kindling, small fences, etc. 
$2eOO each  
Available at 
3210 Clinton SWeet, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 
i i 
WANTED FREEZER burned 
meat, bones or fish for sled 
dogs. Will pick up 250-635- 
3772 
~l 4 2 5 U VE  S IOC k '~ 
• L ~ ' 
BULLS FOR sale. 100 plus 
yearling bulls. Hereford, red and 
black angus, charelais, belb- 
vlehs and limousin on test at 
Lazy B Ranch• Please call 
Cahrlv 250-690-7226 
DAY OLD variety chicks for 
sale. Vaccinated at day one. 
For more information call 604- 
859-7925 (Abbotsford) Monday 
to Friday. 
EXCELLENT GREEN dry hay. 
60 pound sqare bales. $3. per 
bale in barn, Local delivery pos- 
sible. Call: 250.845-7867 
Open till 
9 pm 
LARGE ROUND bales of hay 
for sale. Alfalfa grass mixture, 
" 1200 Ibs. $50/ton, last years 
hay $40/ton. Phone 250-690- 
7431 
MINIATUIRE SHORT haired 
daschund puppies. Ready to go 
end of February. Red, first 
shots and wormed. $350.00 
phone: 250-964-6850 
REGISTERED GERMAN 
Shepherd puppies. First shots.. 
Wormed, vet checked. Hip and 
health guaranteed, Parents may 
be seen. 250-635-4084 
WANTED PURE bred yellow 
lab for stud service. 250-849- 
5557 520 CAREERS 
1995 LOG processor, 2800 link 
belt with 3000 Denis stroker, 
butt saw, cable drive boom, 
control plus computer, Forestry 
cab with riser. 250-992-2765 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able, Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
1993 WESTERN star: 450 De- 
troit; 18 apeed; 46 rears; w/log 
truck rigging, ~o bunks; 5th 
wheel & Iowbed ramps. 
$40,000. also 1994 erotic tridem 
log trl; good condition. $22,000. 
Call 1-250-845-7202 
1993 WESTERN Star; 450 De- 
troit, 18 speed 46 rears; w/log 
rigging, two bunks, 5th wheel & 
Iowbed ramps. $40,000. Also 
1994 Arctic Tddem log trl; good 
cond. $32,000. Carl: 250-845- 
7202 
"leARN UP to $500+ weekly part 
timel Exciting now work from 
home opportunities1 Send a 
SASE for FREE details to Pap- 
pus.Investments #23 - 1833 
Coast Meridian road, Port Co- 
¢luitlam, BC V3C 6G5 
SMALL YOUNG Business in 
food services industry, less than 
one year old withi healthy reve- 
nue. Must sell. Call 250.635- 
3940 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
Ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
'experience; able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
8,00-663.0099 
• 
Z SAFETY TRAIN ING 0 
WCB OFA Level ! 
Sa., January 27 Tues., January 30 
~c n., February 5 Sat., February 10 Tues. February 27 
WCB OFA Level 3 February 12-23 
C~REY BOGART, Instructor March 19-30 
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun.. Jenuarv 21 Sun., January 28 Wed., Jonuury31 
Sun, Februni'y 11 Wed., February 28 
n i l  V, l~ l l# , l~ l l ,  V~'rV I  l i ' l l l ]  I I  f r i l l  l V 
a Technology Support Specialist 
with Experlencel 
This 8 month, full time Help Desk program 
will provide you with: 
i Workplace/Communicat;on Skills . 
A+ (Computer Technician) Official Certification 
Microsoft Office User Specialist Certification in Word 
Microsoft Office User Specialist Certification in Excel 
Certification in Windows, Outlook, and the Internet 
In addition, students will have a TWO MONTH 
PRACTICUM with a local employer! 
Program Start: February 26th, 2001 
Drop by the Skills Centre today for an 
information package• Seating is limited• 
Register as soon as possible. 
Choosing a professional career? 
Are you of Aboriginal* ancestry? 
Status, non.status, tnuit, Moils 
ENGINEERING CAN BE 
IN YOUR FUTURE 
The NATIVE ACCESS PROGRAM FOR 
ENGINEERING (NAPE) at Lakehead University is 
looking for mature, dedicated and hard-working 
individuals. 
, Application Dea=dli/~e is March15,  ,?.00i ..... 
• Women are;encouragedto apply. 
• NATIVE ACCESS PROGRAM FOR ~' 
ENGINGEERING LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY, 
Thunder Bay, Ont., P7B 5E1 
Tel: (807) 343-8399 Fax (807) 343-8013 
E-Mall: nape@lakeheadu.ca 
Website: wwwJakehead.ca/~napewww/home.html 
designed for Native students 
by representatives of the Rest Nations and 
Lakehead 
U NIVERSITY 
Foodsafe Level I $99 
='Jan 27-28 
Intro to Accounting ......................................... $79 
~r Jan 30-Feb 1 
Financial Planning for Women free 
~r Jan 31 
Grief Workshop ....................... ; .............. $49+gst 
. r  Feb 3 
MS Word - Level I Feb 5-14 l . . ' ' 011 ' '  . . . . . . . .  $169 
: $184 Simply Accounting , ............. 
~" Feb 6-15 • " ' :~ "~' l l l . . . .  
Childsafe .... $73 
,~ Feb 10 
OFA Level I I I  $639 
~" Feb 12-23 (Instructor: Fred Adair) 
Building Service Worker - Level I $265 
=" Feb 16-18 
Building Service Worker - Level I I  ............ $299 
=" Feb 16-18 
MS Excel - Level I . . . . . . . . . . .  $169 
=" Feb 19-28 
Leadership Development Program . . . . . . .  $250+gst 
=" Session I -  Feb 20 
Leadership Development Program ....... $250+gst 
lr  Session I I  - Feb 2! 
Computer Starter Course $69 
Feb 27-Mar 1 ., ,  
Global Positioning Fieldwork ......................... $149 
.r Feb 27-Mor 3 
i II I I I Ill II 
~lld[*llld,."I'4Ei~Iel],"t r'~";"~ll][,lil,ltI'*] [-.,m l":4,1e.)l,'11;k"~','l,1 l i r~ l$ ]P , [ l~ :  
, kills for S# ssinl'if! 
 afftl in the W0rkplace Series 
• . . . . .  
Feb 6 & 8 Communication Skills,6 ['tt~. 
Feb 13 Coping with Ch,'mge 
Feb. 14 Communicating Effectively in the Workplace 
Feb. 15 Budgeting ona Sinai! Income 
Feb. 20 & 22 Building Self Esteem, 6 his 
Feb. 21 Problem Solving & Teamv~0rk 
Feb. 27 & Mar. 1 Exploring Healthy Relatiot~hips, 6 h~ • • 
Feb. 28 Employer Employee Expectat i0~ 
Mar. 6 & Man 8 Anger Malagenlent, 6 hrsl 
Mar. 7 Setting Goals 
C~aiing ttealthy Efiioti0ns 
Mar.Mar" 1513 Stre~s Management " ~  
Phone 638-8108 toregister "~ " 
All worksltops are FREE and available toeveryone! 
SponsoreaDevelopmentbY Hu a csaeaaReSources ~ NORTHWEST TRAIN ING LTD. I 
~,%,,%~,n~C~da ~ #201-4622 Grelg Ave• ] 
Terrace, 6C [ OOvelopp~ment dos  
. . . . . . . . .  h . . . . . . .  Canada (250)  638-3108 I 
i 
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 
Interested in a Teaching Career? 
Simon Fraser University is accepting applications for entry into 
NWTEC (Northwest Teccher Education Consortium), the 
ProFessional Development Program (PDP) in the Northwest hat 
begins in January 2002 and results in a B.C. Teaching 
Certificate. 
An INFORMATION SESSION will be held at the following 
campuses of Norlhwest Communily College from 7-9 p.m. 
Prince Rupert Campus Tues,, January 23 Room #230 
Terrace Campus Wed.) January 24 Room #2001 
Smithers Campus Thur., January 25 Room #2 
For more information please call the student advisor at any of the 
campus numbers: Rupert at 624-6054 
Terrace at 635-6511 
Smithers at 847-4461 
or the NWTEC office at 638-5427, 
Application forms are available at: 
• NWTEC Office, 5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4X2 
• NWCC student advisors 
• External Programs Office, Facully of Education, SFU, Burnaby 
VSA 1S6• 
Deadline for receipt of applications is APRIL 1st. 
i i 
Y~ 
a FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY:: ..... ..Jz 
SHEFIELD & SONS TOBACCONISTS * 
• Skeena Mall 
• Great New Store 
• Established Chain. 
• Great Lease 
• Established Lottery Centre, Sales J. million + 
• Excellent Return 
• Full Training & Support 
1-800-6634213 
weekdays 8 am - 4 pm (p,s.t.) 
'000 SQ ft home 48X34 shop 
1eludes compressor and hoist, 
assorted tools. 2001 Western 
• Star truck rigged for off hwy 
with excellent job with Wesl $300, $500.00 or more per 
Fraser Sawmills, inquiries: 250- week assembling jewellery at 
699-6828 home no experience needed. 
DELANEY'S FAST Food in Sent a self addressed stamped 
Skeena Mall, 20 years estab- i envelope to: Bucci 6-295 
fished business. $28,000. 250- 
635-2661 
WEEKLY NEWPAPER in Fed 
St• James, PC. seeks a junior 
reporter/photographer for Its 
one person newsroom. Musl 
have car and camera. We are 
part of the British Columbia 
Newspaper group, Contact 
Mark Warner 250-567-9258 fax 
.250-567-2070 email: 
express@hwyl 6.corn 
Queen Street East Suite 274, 
Ref 3800 Brempton, Ontario. 
L6W 4S6 
$300.00, $500.00 or more per 
week assembling jeweltsry at 
home no experience needed. 
Send a self addressed stamped 
envelope to: Bucci 6-295 
Queen Street East Suite 274 
Ref: 806 Brampton, Ontario, 
L6W 4S6 
ABSOLUTELY FREE Into• Are 
you connected? Internet users 
wanted. $350 - $800 per week. 
• www.path2c-biz.com 
  WILP WILXO'OSKWHL NISGA'A P.O. Box 237, N~w Aiyansh, B.C. V0J 1A~ 
Phone: (250) 633-2292 Fax: (250) 633-2463 
JOB POSTING 
DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE 
TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL 
PROGRAMS 
The Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl Nioga'a Society (WWN) is accepting applications for 
Director of College Technical-Vocational Programs. Among other duties, the 
successful applicant will provide the WWN Board with strategic education plan- 
ning, program designs, implementation stralegies, and time lines, -these pro- 
grams will be designed for Nass Valley adults pursuing these types of training. 
Dutle= 
, Meet with the WWN Advisow Committee, Village Governments, and other 
Naas Valley institutions 1odetermine appropriate programming in ell WWN 
Nass Valley locations. 
° Design technical nd vocational programs. 
° Develop implementationa str teglee and time lines. 
° Seek funding to support the technical and vocatR:,nal program, 
Qualifications: 
° Preference will be given to candidales inpossesaicn of a university maslers' 
degree in Natural Resource Management orworking towards uch a degree. 
• Familiar with NIoga'a Language and Culture, 
• Possess a valid BC Drivers' License, 
• Resident in the Nass Valley or willing to relocate to the Nasa Valley. 
• Maintain confidentiality. 
• Willing and able to travel as requested by the WWN Board. 
Background in College TechniCal nd Vocational training Isessential. Salary is 
commensurate witfi education and expedence. The appli~tion deadline is 
extended to January 30. 200L The stad date Is as soon as possible, 
Please submit your Curriculum Vitae, supporting documentation, and at least 
two (21 referencea to: 
Deanna Nyce, Chief Executive Officer 
Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl Nisga'a 
PO Box 237 
New Aiyansh, B0 V~ 1A0 
Telephone: (250)633.2292 
Facsimile: (2501633•2463 
i i 
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KITSELAS Band 
Housing Coordinator 
Responsibilities: 
Under the direction of, and reporting to the band 
Manager, the Housing Coordinator is responsible for: 
• Managing the Kitselas Social housing program, 
• Managing the Kitselas Band housing Program, 
• Managing and Directing the Kitselas housing Repairs 
and Maintenance Program, 
• Promoting and increasing understanding of the Kitselas 
housing policy and Procedures, 
• Encouraging and improving access to housing services 
for the Kitselas membership, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• Promoting issues that directly impact the Kitselas 
housing program, 
• Promoting, encouraging and developing Tenant's ability 
to carryout minor repairs and maintenance, 
• Informing Kitselas Band Members of the Housing 
Eligibility and Criteria, 
Qualifications: 
The following qualifications would be desirable: 
• Post secondary education in Business Administration or 
Commerce with a minimum of three years e~pedence in 
Housing Coordination and Management on Indian 
Reserves is desirable, 
• A good knowledge of the Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation and Indian and Northern Affairs Canada 
programs, regulations and procedures as they relate to 
funding arrangements with the Kltselas Band, 
• Knowledge of and experience with use of Microsoft 
Word, WinWord, Microsoft Excel and Database would be 
an asset, 
• Good working knowledge of financial accounting 
principles, full-cycle bookkeeping, budget development 
and budget tracking, 
• Ability to communicate well with Band members, 
• A reliable vehicle and valid B.C. driver's Ilcence Is 
required, 
• Must be Bondable. 
Please apply to: Kitselas Band Council 
4562 Queensway Or.; Terrace, fl.C. VgG 3X6 
Ph: (250) 635-5084 Fax:(250) 635-5335 
Toll Free: 1-888.777-2837 
] Emall: kitselas.village@osg.net = 
,.~ .= 
SENIOR ACCOUNTANT POSIT ION 
Rural{ and Wholesale Company with sales exceeding 
$30,000,000 operating 30 retail outlets in Northern BC, 
Alberta, Territories, and Yukon is seeking a dynamic 
individual possessing excellent people skills with a 
commitment to a quality team environment of 265 
employees (14 of which are in Administration). 
Professional accounting designation or at least 5 years 
of recent public practice and a knowledge of NT 
Systems are requirements. Computer skills are a 
necessity; a working knowledge of Great Plains 
Accounting Systems would be an asset. The recipient 
will receive an excellent benefit package and 
opportunity for advancement to Controller position• 
Please state salary expectations when.apply.fag i 
Our small mountainous northern communffyo 10,000 
offers an excellent family envtronment'~wtth various 
recreation facilities available, including swimming, 
tennis, fishing, and downhill and cross-country skiing 
only 20 minutes away. 
NOTE: Closing date January 26th. 
Only accepted applicants will be contacted. 
Interested Applicants please apply to: 
Laura Stanton 
Istanton @awgassociates.com 
AWG Northern Industries Inc. 
Box 850, 3424 Highway 16, 
Smithers, BC. V0J 2N0 
Fax: (250) 877-7610 
I,ICa=aOo,=, , oo.0o.ouan. Canad  
and Revenue Agency et du revenu du Ca.ada 
CUSTOMS INSPECTORS 
WHITEHORSE, YUKON 8< NORTHERN BRfflSH COLUMBIA 
Permanent, Temporary, Seasonal, 
Full and/or Pad-Time Positions 
$39,874 to $43,747 annually 
The Canada Customs ,and Revenue Agency invites persons 
residing or 'working in the Yukon Territory, in the Nnrthem 
B.C. communities ofCassiar, Dease Lake, Fraser, Lower Post, 
Pleasant Camp, Stewart, Tdegraph Creek, and within the 
geographic area cuvered by die Queen Charlotte Islands to 
Smittlers and Atria, m Pdnee Rupert, to apply for p<|sitions as 
Customs Inspectors. 
Your l~:tles Will Include: 
• Ensuring that goods and individuals, crossing our border, 
comply with Canadian regulations', 
• Providing quality service and Custnms infnrmation to 
Canadians thnmgh responsible enforcement and education; 
• Assessing the appropriate dudes and taxes un lmimrted 
g(~vJs. 
Qnallflcatlons: 
You must be proficient in the English language, have 
stlcccssfully completed secundary school nr a CCRA approved 
,alternative and possess a valid driver's license. Yuu must have 
experience pnwiding advice and guidance to the public. 
Preference may be given to applic,'ants who have post 
secondary training in Psychology, Law and Enforcement, 
Criminology, Sociology or Business Admintstratlun, 
llou, to APpO': 
You can ,lpply on.line, searching by selection pnu:ess number: 
2(XXI.CCgA.PAC-3961-7nis; or ynu c~,n leeward your r~sumr2 
,and application form, quuting the same selection process 
number, either by fax, by mail or in.person to: 
Chief of Customs Operattnns 
Canada Customs anti Revenue Agent% 
Suite I In. 3(x] Main Street, 
Whitehorse Yukon 
YIA 2B5 
Fax: (867) 668-2869 
All applications must be received by February 2, 2001, 
A comldele Statement r~QuallflcarlOt~g and Job I)escrtptlon 
fs awdlahle on.IDw or upml request by calling Genc,rM 
eltqttfrles. 
~e  ('(.'HA Is dedicated to Employmet# I:'qulO P aim 
entwurages all qualified #tdlvlduaL¢ toapldY. We Ibank all 
applicantr for tltetr Interest. however, only those selected fiw 
fitrtl~er ctmstderatlott will be conMcletL 
Apply on line at: 
www.ccra-adrc.gc,ca/careers/ 
General enquiries: 1 800 571-7150 
TrY: 1 800 465-7735 
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1,2, 3, bdr apt. Availlmmd. On 
site management• Ref reqd. 
635-6428 or 638-0015 or 615- 
0345 
e ' oa~_  
Infant Development Program Consultant position is 
available. This position involves working with a learn of 
therapisls providing education and support to families. The 
consultant assists families in planrling and providing 
experiences which encourage the growth and development of
infants at risk or identified as having special needs. 
Aoplicants hould have a degree related to the feld of early 
development (nursing, education, lherapy) and pract ca 
experience in working with families and young chi dren. 
A full job description and details regarding salary and 
benefit package for Ihis part-lime position (25 hours per 
week) are available at the CDC. Must have a BC Drivers 
License and own lransportalion. Please send resume to: 
Terrace Child Development Centre, 2510 South Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 2X3 *Atln: Margot Van Kleeck. Closing 
date: January 29, 2001. 
e ~ e r  the Aet-and I
A b ~ d e  specTa~. '
ized consultative and technica I support for field see al workers, I '  
regional supervisors and management staff in a geographic region [ 
dealing with serious, complex cu rural context end while meeting the I 
legislated and policy requirements. Directly accountoble forthe qual- I 
ity of service for clients. Band Council and the communities, NIFCS | 
Board of Directors and the Director. Assessing teams and their dele- [ 
gation, setting and monitoring new workers or those handling par- I 
ticularly difficult eases. Works in close cooperation with other special, l 
ized assessment services while working alongside t ams to promote 1
strategic priorities in support of increased capacity building af rural l 
communities. I 
Qualifications.. Bachelor of Social Worker degree or equivalent is [ 
required. A Masters is preferred, 3 years recent experience in ch d 1 
welfare social work requires with emphasis on child protection e d at 1 
least one year ecent supervisory experience. Travel may be required 1
in the line of duty and transportation arrangements must be meet l 
operational requirements of the Agency. / 
Preference will be given to applicants who are Aboriginal or 1 
visible minorities. | 
CLOSING DATE: JANUARY 26, 2001.4:30 p.m. | 
ATTENTION: Sharon Bryant - Executive Assistant / 
FAX: (250)638-8930 • PH: (250)638.0451 • TOLL FREE: 1-888-310-3311 / 
T H E ' R E A L ' C A N A D I A N  
WHOLESAL  
We currently have an opening for a full-time, career 
minded 
GROCERY SUPERVISOR 
in the Real Canadian Wholesale Club located in 
Terrace, B.C. This hands on position involves all aspects 
of staffing, scheduling, training and budgeting in a fast 
paced environment. ~11 applications will "be considered, 
however, preference w i l |  be given to those with 
experience. 
We offer an earning potential of up to $50,000 per 
annum with a comprehensive benefits package. If you 
feel you are ready to join our dynamic team, you are 
invit~ to either mail or fax your resume to: 
Mike MacDonaldl < .. . .  i 
4524Feeney,Avenue ~i: ~ ~ • * . . . . . . . . . .  
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1J2 
Fax: 250-635-0917 ~ 
Please note, only those candldafes short listed wil be 
contacted for an interview. We thank you for )'our infer- 
est. 
I 
Our commitment tosuperior products and exceptional customer 
service has made CIBC a recognized leader in the financial 
services industry• Right now, we're seeking a results and service 
oriented person to join our winning service team• 
Providing administrative support to sales people within the 
branch, you will process paperwork and assist with various 
activities including documenting customer information, 
conducting credit reporLs, registering securities, and responding 
to general inquires. 
Bring your Mutual Funds License and mortgage, can and 
investment expertise to this challenging and rewarding role. 
Financial sales experience and a great deal of ambition are 
essential for success, as are an outgoing manner and exceptional 
interpersonal skills. Computer literacy is also required. 
We offer an attractive remuneration package together with 
opportunities to broaden your career and professional scope. 
To apply, please send your resume, in confidence, by January 
24, 2OO1 to: Crystal Thlessen, Client Service Manager, Box 
340, 4717 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 4Bt or fax to: 
(250) 692-3084, CIBC is committed to diversity in our 
workforce and equal access to opportunities based on merit 
and performance. 
No agency solicitation will be 
considered. CI8C thanks all applicants C I ~  
for their interest, however, only those 
under consideration will be contacted. 
www.c ibc .com/careers  
CHILDREN & FAMILIES: Respons b e for recruiting; developing and 
I maintaining a range of resources in wh ch to p ace Children in Care. 
This position men tots services provided, supports the resource pro. 
viders and liaisons with staff in providing child protection services. 
Conducts adoption home studies and making recommendations for 
approval and liaisons with non.residential contract resources may be 
required. Extensive job description available on request. 
QUALIRCATIONS: Bachelor of Social Worker degree or equivalent is
required, experience in child welfare social work is required. At least 
one year working experience is requ red In working with First Nation's 
communities• organizations and families. Must be willing to train and 
travel is an asset. Applicants ubject o criminal record check. 
Preference will be given to applicants who are Abodginal or visible 
minorities. 
CLOSING DATE: February 2, 200.1. at 4:30 pm 
LOCATION: State preference for Dease Lake or 
North Coast Office 
ATrENTION: Sharon Bryant. Executive Assistant j 
FAX: 250.638-8930 
PHONE: 250-638-0451 
TOLL FREE: 1-888-310-33:L1. 
JOURNEYMAN WELDER re- 
quired. High Prairie Alberta. Fax 
resume to 780-523-4460 or 
phone 780-523-3784 
ATrENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
Drivers training program for 
long haul trucking. Job place- 
ment available for those who 
qualify on highway training. Call 
1-677-763-8040. MJ Bloomfield 
Contractin~ Ltd. 
CASUALS REQUIRED. Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
abckground and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. Ve- 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720 
Haugland, Terrace, BC, 250- 
638-4013 
CPL LOGGING -Mackenzie di- 
vision requires an experienced 
feller buncher operator. Camp 
work. Contact Norm or Janet at 
250-962-8365 or 250-614-4512 
DEPENDABLE, HONEST, hard- 
working, established sales 
agents needed to represent a 
growing Kamloops Company. 
Exciting new exclusive pro- 
ducts• Many regions open. Call 
250-376-4871, Fax: 1-877-933- 
7225 
EARN $200, $300, $500 OR 
more per week, assembling 
products in the comfort of your 
own home, Send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to 
O.P•H. 6-2400 Dundas St. West 
Suite 541, Ref:683, Misslssau. 
.qa, Nt. L5K 2R8 
for well established fast food re- 
staurant in the Quensel area• 
Salary based on experience• 
Please forward resume to Box 
K c/o The Quesnel Cariboo Ob- 
sewer, 188 Carson Ave, Oues- 
nel. BC V2J 2AB 
EARN $200.00, $300.00, 
$500•00 or more per week, as- 
sembling product in the comfort 
of your own home, send a sell 
addressed stamped envelope 
to: OPH 6-2400 Dundas St• 
West Suite 541, Ref#683, Mis- 
sissaucla, Ontario L5K 2R8 
EXPERIENCE LOG house 
builders required. Must have 
experience in Post and Beam 
construction and joinery. Send 
resume to: Dalzen Lot-tech, 
1285 Spdnghill Rd., Parksville, 
BC VBP 21"2 250-248-0294 
OKANAGAN AGGREGAT, YE 
Ltd has the following positions 
available: Estimator co-ordina- 
tor; Project Supervisor; Junior 
engineer, or CET; Paving Per- 
sonnel- Highway and City' Pi- 
pelaying Personnel: Crusher 
Personnel• based in Vernon, 
BC Ckanagan Aggregates Lid, 
specializes in Asphalt Paving, 
Road Construction, Site Devel- 
opment, and Aggregate Pro- 
cessing. Relocaton allowance 
~and benefit packages are avail- 
able•Resumes may be taxed or 
mailed to: Box 7, Armstrong, 
BC, V0E 1B0 250-546-8955, or 
email to: don~lilowskiokaff.com 
OUR CLIENT requires an em- 
ployee to handle accounts re- 
ceivable, daily deposits, organ- 
ize timesheets, and perform 
stock control. Experience with a 
"One-Wdte" accounting system . 
Is an asset. Work schedule is 
approximately 22 hours/week. 
Wages commensurate with ex- 
pedence. Please send resume 
with a hand-written cover letter 
EXPERIENCED BOBCAT Op-"to: Carlyle Shepherd &Co•, 
erator required for snow remov- ~ CA's , Second Floor, 4544 
al season. Wages negotiable. Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
Resumes to File # 79, Terrace 
Standard, 3210,C nton•St.,Ter- V8G 1P8 
ra.ce, BC, V8G 5R2 ..... WANT TO live ~in: the Okana- 
gan? Vernon taxi needs lease. 
EXPERIENCED2PROFESSIAL car operators=~Great 0pp~uni. 
Food service Manager required tyl Serious inquiries write to 
GET PAID to go shopping: Oc- 
casional Work. Are you atten- 
tive to details and enjoy shop- 
ping. Join our nation-wide team 
of mystery shoppers. Inemet is 
a must. Apply via Intemet only 
at www.thecrg.com Fill out ap- 
plicaton form In Mystery Shop- 
E!ng pa.cle• 
IMMEDIATE OPENING for as- 
sistant real estate executive. 
You should be an organizer, a 
positive person, a good commu- 
nicator-both written and verbal. 
experience with computer/word 
processing, have a good sense 
of humour, be a fast learner 
with a quick mind and be willing 
• to work hard and smart. You'll 
work in a fast paced real estate 
office in Terrace. We offer an 
exciting atmosphere In a peo- 
ple-oriented business. This Is 
NOT an entry-level position. 
Please Indlcatl salary desired• 
The first step Is to send or deliv- 
er your resume to: Royal 
• LePage Terrace, 102-4644 La- 
zelle Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 
156, 250-635-2404, fax 250- 
635-2161. Email Into 
@ RoyalLePa.qeTerrece.com 
Vernon Taxi Inc; Box 788, Ver- 
non, BC V1T 6M7 
WANT TO live in the Okana. 
gan? Vernon taxi needs lease. 
car operators. Great opportuni. 
tyl Serious inquiries write to 
Vemon Taxi Inc. Box 788, Ver. 
non, BCV1T 6M7 
WORK FROM Homelll No stuff- 
Ing envelopes, no craft assem. 
bly. Earn $1,000-$5000+ 
• PT/FT• Computer an asset. 1- 
877-419-0710 or www.cashonli- 
nebiz.com 
"FANTASIA" Lucrative. No 
start up fee. Home based busi- 
ness. Sensual products. Call 
Denise 250-562-8523 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
638-8526• 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis• 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products• 
EXPERIENCED PAINTER its 
smart to call smaff paintlngl 
Residential and Commemlal. 
winter Interior painting• Add 
some new colour, Good clean 
LOSE FAT, Inches & Cellulite.. quality painting, Reasonable 
Wanted 18 Serious people who rates, seniors discounts, free 
want to lose up to 20 Ibs in one estimates Call Karl 250-615- 
month. Guaranteed. 1.877-389- 
O311. 0199 
BUYER 
EXPERIENCED PAINTER It's 
smart to call Smart Painting• 
Residential & commercial, win- 
112 DUPLEX, 1 bedroom unit 
available Feb 1, 2001. 
$500/mo, heat and hydro. Small 
pets welcome. References re- 
quired. 250-635-3042 
2 BEDROOM Apt. close to 
schools & hospital. Laundry 
facilities. Gym & raquet ball 
courts. $550 month + dmg de- 
posits. 250-638-0404 
2 BEDROOM in Summit 
Square. Close to hospital and 
• schools. 250-624-5824 after 
• 5:00 pm. 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT 
available immediately, no pets, 
no smoking, secudty entrance, 
rec facility on site, references 
required. $550/mo plus deposit. 
Call 250.635-6824 
400 sq. ft. 5008 Pohle Avenue 
2BEDROOM SUITE in town, 
available immediately, No pets 
250-638-1902 
3 BEDROOM apartment. W/D, 
F/S, dishwasher. Downtown. 
Available immediately• Refer- 
ences required• Sec. dep. $350. 
No pets. $710 month. 250-635- 
5954 
BRIGHT NEW, clean 2 bed- 
room strata apartment• 5 ap- 
pliances ground floor, adult ori- 
ented, no pets, no smoking, pa- 
rle'door and parking for two. 
$750/mo, references required• 
N,W. Prope~y Management. 
250-635-0177 
FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
apartment suite. 2 floors, very 
clean 8. quiet area. Comes with 
fridge, stove, washer & dryer. 
No pets pleasell Available Im- 
mediately. Phone 250-635-4571 
FOR RENT in Thornhill one 
bedroom furnished apartment, 
single occupancy only. Refer- 
ences required. No pets. $360 
+ $180 sac dep. Ph. 250-635- 
2065. 
'CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPUCATION$ 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pod. 
No Pets, references requlmd. 
Phone 635-3475 
. .  - . . .  
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
: Bedroom suites 
Cle'ah; qulet refi~¢ated ~uit6s: 
,Ample parking 
, Laundry facilities on each floor 
, Close to schools & downtown 
* On bus route 
• Security antrance 
• On site management 
. NO pets 
References required 
To v iew call 
i 
638-1748 II 
FO R" F~El~l'l:ne~y- renovated 2 
bedroom apartment, plus den, 
New carpet and lino. Available 
Immediately. Located in town. 
Phone 250-635-2360 
FURNISHED ONE bedroom 
apartment in Thornhlll. $380/mo 
plus damage deposit $190.00• 
Utilities not included, no pets. 
250-635-6851 
NEAR NEW, bdght, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/month. 250-635. 
6248 
ONE & Two Bedroom economy 
apadments on Braun's Island. 
Pets welcome• 250-635-9102 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please• 250-615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM upper suite in 
the horsehoe, freshly painted, 
new vinyl flooring, heat/hydro 
Included. $500/mo, 250-638- 
~639 
QUIET AND clean, 2 bedroom 
ground •level apt. available Feb. 
1, 2001. Laundry facilities, on 
site manager, no parties. Refer- 
ences and damage deposit re- 
quired. No pets Ph• 250-635- 
Pope & Talbot Ltd., a progressive and successful forest products 
company with three manufacturing facilities in the Southern Interior has 
a challenging opportunity at our Castlegar Division. We are seeking a 
buyer to join our team of maintenance personnel. 
Reporting to the maintenance Superintendent, he successful candidate 
will be responsible for overall function of the warehouse facility and 
purchasing all maintenance and operational supplies for the Castlegar 
operation. This position works closely with Purchasing, Accounting 
Managers, Supervisors and operations personnel• 
Qualifications for this position include a minimum of 5 years buying • 
experience in a manufacturing operation, solid understanding of MRO 
(Maintenance Repair and Operations), excellent negotiations kills, 
good interpersonal and communications kills, sound knowledge of 
freight and transportation, strong computer skills and a solid 
commitment to safety and production, Enrollment in the PMAC CPP 
Accreditation program would be beneficial, 
Pope & Talbot Ltd. offers a competitive c0mpensatlon acka~e and relocatlnn 
ass'  " . . . . . . . . .  • mtanee. Interested candtdates hould ' respond by January  19; 2001 to: 
Human Resources at 250-443,2401 or • 
Emaih  HR_GF@popta l . com request ing  an P&T app l i ca t ion .  
~ N~ We thank all Applicants in advance, however only those 11 Selected for an interview ill be contacted. 
/ ~ Visit our webstte at www poptal corn 
ter Intedor painting• Add some 
new colour. Good, clean, quality 1;2,6• 
painting, reasonable rates, Sen- PARK: MANOR APTS" 
Ior's Discounts, Free estimates/ 
Call Karl at 250-615-0199 
HONEST, DEPENDABLE 
woman looking for'house clean. 
ing, weekly or bl-weekly con. 
tract in Terrace area. Please 
phone: 250-635-4724 
PART-TIME work wanted, work 
experienced, Public relations. 
Wanting house or office clean- 
ing, kitchen helper, store clerk, 
etc. 250.638-1325 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING, 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, and new 32' trailers, will 
protect your goods across town 
or across country. Will assist, or 
load for you. Reasonable rates. 
Terrace at 615-0002 or 638. 
69d9 (cell). 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
Immed• On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635.5136 or 
635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM apartment down. 
town on Lakelse Ave, Just reno. 
vated $450/mo. Heat included, 
securtity enlrance. Phone: 250. 
6.38-!702 after 6pm. 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 ruth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
• Ph. 635:3475 
Summit  Square  
Apar tments  
n_tJ z 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospltsl 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager' 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
• ASk for Monied Warner 
• Call: 635-4478 
Of f ice  Space  Avai lable 
First and second floor office space available at 
Terrace & District Credit Union, a centrally located 
building In Terrace's down town core. Second floor 
has elevator access. Flat rate lease Includes all 
utilities excluding phone. For more information, 
please call Val or Chris at 635-7282. 
951 sq. ft. 
7,450 sq. ft. 
1,280 sq. ft. 
1,920 sq, ft, 
5,200 sq. ft. 
1,735 sq. ft. 
5002 Pohle .Avenue 
4820 Hwy 16 West 
5110 Keith Avenue 
5110 Keith Avenue 
2709 Kalum Street 
2905 Kenney Street 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities• 
$525/month. Ref reqd. 250-615- 
7665 or 250-635-5653• 
We treat our tenants as 
valued customers! 
Available immediately. 
3-Bedroom Suite. Bright 
and Clean. Washer/Dryer. 
Beautiful fenced yard with 
fruit trees and garden. 
$650/monlh 
Call 635-4261 
1 BDRM above ground Base- 
ment Suite suitable for single 
person• Utilities incl. N/S, NIP. 
1&2 BEDROOM duplex for 
rent, Close to downtown. F/S. 
250-635-3796 
2 BDRM house in town on 
southside. Fridge & stove in- 
cluded. Completely renovated. 
$725 month. Avail. Jan. 1 . . . . . . . .  
2001. Call 250-635-4858. Ref. 
erences & damage deposit re- 
• quired. 
2 BDRM townhouse• Clean 
quiet. Fridge/stove. Suitable for 
professional couples. No pets. 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635. 
3796 
3 BEDROOM home, large ga. 
rage shop. f/s, dishwasher . . . . .  
large fenced yard, quiet neigh . . . .  
borhood, close to school in 
Thornhill. $1000/mo, references 
a must 250-615-9983 ~;  
3 BEDROOM home, southside 
large yard, 5 appliances, 
700/me plus damage deposit, 
Available Feb 1,2001.250-635. 
5291 
3 BEDROOM house on bench. 
No pets. References required. 
$875/mo• 250-638-8753 
3 BEDROOM townhouse with 
basement. Close to shopping 
centre in Terrace, References 
required. No pets. Avail irn'me- 
diately. $750 month. 250-638- 
Ref Req. $500 month. Phone 7140 0r250-632-5918 
250-635-5081 . • ,3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
~ 1 BEDROOM b..~er~e0t~uite j~:~quse ~.i~b~sement on Molitor 
• a 3 ye,~r 0id hornb; iocat~d rl"~: St' n Yer~'ace'~ ; 'Fi" di"' :: .... ! • , . .. ,, ~,. ~ ge, stove, 
quiet neighborhood, Veryclean blinds, Inc No pets. Referenc- i 
• and bdght. Must see• $450/mo. es and security deposit re- 
250-6"38-1456 quired. Ask $750.mo, phone 
1 BEDROOM basement suite, 250-632-2261 
' new carpet, recently painted, in 5 BEDROOM house, 5 ap- 
good condition. $450/mo 250- pliances, references required. 
638-8544 N/S• damage deposit. $750.rno. 
2 BEDROOM above ground ' 250-638-8403after6 pro. • 
basement suite. $450/m0 F/S COUNTRY HOME, scenic view, 
included. Available immediately. 2bedroom w/porch, f/s, w/d 
250-635-5070 or leave mes- hookups. $600/mo. Phone 250- 
sa.qe• 638-8772 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. FOR SALE or rent. Appraised 
Fully furnished, all util., cable, at $98,000 will sell for $89,000 
parking, Suitable for single obo. 5.6 acres with 4 bedroom 
working bachelor. $550 plus ref trailer 250-635-9233 
+ dep. Small petok• New Remo FULLY RENOVATED 2 bed. 
- 5 mln to Terrace Hwy 16 west room mobile w/ 10'x40' addl- 
250-638-1413 tion• N/G furnace, woodstove, 
new carpets, good size yard 
2 BEDROOM suite available w/garden area in quiet secluded 
immediately. F/S laundry faciti- area of Thornhill Bench. Ref. 
ties close 10 downtown. Coy- Req. $615/month hydro includ. 
ered parking; No pets, $550 per 
month. References requded & 
damaqe deposit. 250-635-2921 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
available Immediately. Couple 
preferred, close to downtown, 
big backyard, separate en. 
.trance, no pets, no smoking. 
references raquired. $500/mo 
ed• 250.635-2839 
NEW CLEAN 2 bedroom / 3 
bedroom townhouse 1/2 block 
from downtown, W/D, F/S, DW 
Blinds, Security, f replace;a~ail. 
immed. 250-638-0046, 250- 
635-4852 eveninqs 
NEW PROPERTY Manage- 
ment, professional manage- 
plus deposit.Call 250-635-6824 ment at an affordable rate. 250- 
FOR RENT clean and spacious 635-0177 
2 bedroom basement suite suit- TERRACE: DUPLEX.Upper 4 
able for 1-3 persons. One block 
from college• Available Feb Ist. 
Very reasonable rent. Call: 250- 
638-1164 . 
• I=OR RENT: one bedroom sen- 
lore apartment at Cadboo Sun- 
set Manor, Williams Lake, BC 
must be 55+. Available imme- 
diately. Phone 250-398-6020 
bdrm unit. Includes n'~tural gas 
heat. $850 month. References 
& deposit required. No smoking. 
Phone 250-798-9554 
THREE BEDROOM hoiJse 
Agar ave, appliances included, 
natural gas heat,, wood fire- 
place, large fencedbackyard. 
Available dan 31sL Phone D,a~e 
ONE BEDROOM suite. Country 250-638-7662 
setting, own transportation a TWO BEDROOM dupleX, Lquiel 
must. Available framed.• Hydro street in Thornhill, w/d, cats o.k. 
and access to W/D Included. Referenced required $500/mo 
Ref. Required. 250-635-4084 plus damage deposit. 250-638. 
SPACIOUS ONE bedroom su- 8503 
Its, newly redecorqtsd, ut ities TWO BEDROOM duplex. 
Included, non-smoker. Available 
Immediately 250-635-6062 " $475/mo• One bedroom house 
$395/mo In Thornhlll. No pets. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- References required. Damage 
Ite In. Thomhill. Close to deposit. 250-635-9530 
schools, laundry facilities on " 
premises, no pets. Recently TWO BEDROOM rental suite 
renovated, with new appliances, available Immediately. Damage 
$500 month. Phone Rob: 250 deposit required. No pets. 250- 
638-7290 
FOR SALE or rent to own: 
Newly renovated three bedroom 
mobile home in quiet downtown 
Terrace, Sunnyhill Park Avail- 
able now. $560/mo Call 250- 
635-7189 
2 BEDROOM duplex, F/S, W/D 
large back yard, ng heat 
$585/mo. Available Feb let• No 
pets. 250.635.2556 
635-2932 
UPPER LEVEL of house, 3 
bedrooms, near college, red. 
sonable rent. Call 250-638. 
1164 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates• 250-635- 
7777 e-mail kinsmen@osg.net. 
Badending Services Available. 
3 BDRM upstairs, close to 
town, no pets, no patios, 1600 2 BDRM Mobile home n town. 
sq•fil, dmg,, deposit $ ref req• Suitable for couple, $525 month 
• Avail. Immed, 250-638.8874 plus damage deposit required. 
250-635.4378 
730 FOR SALE :BY 
:OWNER • 
2HRVSLEI 
~916 H~f, ]6 WSSt635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLR, 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
CHRYSLER 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid I 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Loc~, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'99 Jeep Cherokee Classic 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cyl., Auto,Air, C~Lse, 
"flit, Pwr Windows & Locks, more 
Was $24,99S 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'98 Chrysler Concorde LXI 
Auto, Leather, V6, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
'g6 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, 4 Door, NC, Tilt, Crutse 
Was S11,995 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cyl.,Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'g7 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Umited, Leather, NC, Sunroof, Tilt, 
Cruise, Windows, Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
'96 Jeel~ Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'96 Dodge Grand Caravan 
V6, Auto, A/C 
Was S11,99S 
NOW ONLY $10,995 ' 
'93 Dodge.Da~aV~ ~ Cab 
• L ~ ~ r  
N0~2,995 
'86 Jeep Cherokee 
4x4,Auto 
Now ONLY $4,995 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, V8,Auto, 4Door, A/C, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
Was $28,995 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
'98 Ford F250 XL 
4x4, ReD Cab, V8,A/C, 5 spd 
Was $24,9~ 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'98 F150 XLT 
VB, Auto, 4x4, 3 Door, Loaded 
Was $26,99S 
NOW O~LY $26,995 
'g7 Ford Taurus 
4 Door, 6 Cyl.Auto, 
NC, Tilt, Cruise : " :  
NbWONLY$13~995 ".' 
. .  ;. U : 
'93 Ford Tempo 
4 Cyl., Auto 
Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $4,995 
• GM • 
'99 Pontiac Sunfire 
4 Door, Air, Auto 
Was $13,995 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'97 GMC Sierra SLE 
Ext. Cab., V8, Auto, 3 Door 
Was $25,995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
"g6 Chevrolet Camera Z-28 
T-Top, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass., pw, pl 
WaI $31,995 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
• '96 GMG XCab 4x4 
VB, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Wa, $16,995 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
'95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
VB, Auto, 4dr, 4x4. 
Was $29,095 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
' • Wl l  ST,~DS 
NOW ONLY $6,995 
'87 POnl lac :~m 
iMPORTS 
'98 Honda Accord EX 
V6, Auto, Leather, 
Sunroof, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'95 Honda Civic I 
4 door, Tilt 
Wal $11,995 
NOW ONLY $1 0,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Wet $16,995 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
'g3 Subaru Legacy AWD 
4 Door, Auto 
NOW ONLY $8,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Locks, Windows 
WaJ $14,995 • 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
TERSE 
1-800/313 7187 59ss 
www.terraceautomall,com 
3 BDRM Mobile home no pets 
or smokers, very clean; low 
heating costs. References. 
$700 month + Sac. Dep. 3921 
Simpson Cres. Calt Ron 250. 
635-6128 
FIRST MOHIH RENT FREE 
2 & 3 bedroom mobile homes In 
1995 SRI home on nl0ely land- 
scaped lot. Has 2 bedrooms, 2 
baths, mountatnview, patio, 
dog.run, fenced storage, close 
to schools, 3511 Clore, 
$104,000 250-635-3440 
MUST BE seen 1250 sq tt, 
3bdrm rancher In horseshoe, 
large living room, french glass 
doors, wood stove, fenced yard, 
Pine Park, washer, dryer, garage, many recent renova- 
fridge, stove. Fenced yard, very Lions. $119,900. 250-635-5510 
clean, available Immediately..: 
$550/mo and $600/m0. 250-.  
635-2126 ~. 
FOR RENT: Newly renovated 2 '." FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral 
bedroom traler Ini Thornhil modulars. Discounting display 
Bench area. No pets'. $550 per homesl Factory tours, custom 
month, damage deposit re- designs, park models. Only at 
quired. Available January 1st. ) SHELDON CUSTOM HOMES, 
Phone 250-635-1172 - 3075 Sexsmith, Kelowna, Toll 
THREE BEDROOM mobile on " free 1-888-765-8992 
Braun's Island. Washer & dryer ' SRI HOMES now on sale at '  
hookups. Pets welcome. 250- "' Pine Ridge in Burns Lake. Dou- 
635-9102 :ble wides stading at $58,9001' 
TWO BEDROOM mobile in Lira!ted time offer. Call Leon at 
Thornhill. Newly renovated, w/d, 250-692-3375 
f/s, natural gas heat. Serious in- 
quiries only. References and 
damage deposit required. 
$625/mo. 250-635-1393 
ROOMATE WANTED to share 
3 bedroom house (master bed- 
room) in Horseshoe with single 
parent. On college bus route. 
$3501mo includes utilities• Call 
250-635-1296 anytime. 
PENDER ISLE Oceanfront Bed 
& Breakfast. Relax on 10 acres 
In own private deluxe suite with 
hot tub, ensuite bath, fireplace, 
deck. 1-600-663-6962 or 
www.alicesocean frontbnb.com 
PENDER ISLE OCEANFRONT 
Bed and Breakfast. Relax on 
10 acres in own private deluxe 
suite with hot tub, ensuite bath, 
fireplace, deck. 1-877-629-6555 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC 45 
rain. from Kamloops. Fully 
equipped hotels, condos & cha- 
lets. Hot tubs, ski In/ski out. ski- 
Ing, snowbarding, cross coun- 
try, skating snowmobiling, sno- 
shoeing. Kids 12 & under 
w/adult full price ticket FREE. 
Call Sun Peaks Online at 1- 
888-578-8369 or visit our web- 
site at www.lgobc.com (sonde 
restrictions apply) 
PROFESSIONAL WORKING 
Couple with 2 children l ook ing  
to rent 3 or 4 bdrm house for 
Feb. 1, 2001 phone 250-638- 
0103 
2832 JACKPOINE ROAD. Cus- 
tom built executive Rancher on 
very private treed, one acre lot. 
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, quality 
oak cabinetry, hardwood floors, 
vaulted ceilings, double car ga- 
rage. asking $198,000., To view 
• call 250-635-1655 
3 BEDROOM house on bench. 
1090 sq. ft. Newly decorated. 
$129,000.00 250-635-8469 
A WORKING person's truddcar 
lot. Are you self-employed (or 
not)? Is no proof of income a 
problem? No dewnpayment? 
Declined by your bank or your 
dealership? We can hdpl No 
payment for 90 days. We will. 
lend you our money from 0.9 for. 
Fords, Dodges, GM"s. Western 
Canada's only straight forward 
dealer grouop. We will make it: 
happent Catt now for further In-': 
formation. Jeanne or David 1-' 
800.310-2346 
WANTED: 1928 - 1934 ford 
coupe, Call Jason at 1.604-466- .;
0618 
1980 FORD F150 Pickup, 
2WDR Reg. Cab, 6 cyl, 4 spd, 
$3800. Locking ski roof rack for 
import car. $40. 250-635-6608 
1991 GMC suburban 350 auto, 
2wd, GC, one owner rust pro- 
tected, seats 8. $139,000km, 
$12,500. 250-635-7006 
1997 F150 6 Cylinder. Automat- 
ic, 2 wheel drive. 71,000 km. 
'Whilte in color. ERC. Asking 
$13,500 OBO. 250-632-7285 
1990 1 ton, 16It cube van, aez- 
sel, well maintained. Rebuilt 
motor and transmission, good 
rubber, good running conditon. 
• $6999.00 Phone 250-835-5485 
1994 DODGE grand caravan 7- 
passenger, all wheel drive, V-6, 
4 SP auto OD, NC, cruise, 
PDL. 4 new studded tires, Bob 
: 250.638-8856 
~FOR SALE! chevrolet~Astro- 
i ;  v p. 
All wh~[ ~r vi~;Bpas~e0ger '~&: 
" pacity. White, very ':: 5iSanl 
$18,000. Call Barb at 250-635- 
8731 
1999 ARCTIC cat 500 Atv, like 
new, low mileage, heated han- 
dle bars and thumbwarmers, 
warn winch and snow blade. 
$8000. 250-635-2126 
THREE BEDROOM house on 
30 acre hobby farm, In Jack- 
pine. Asking $189,000. 250- 1993 SKIDOO Salad short 
638-8809 track, $1500 ODD. 250-635- 
, 2198 
r: -x , I II II II I 
ViEW PROPE Y I 
! 
/ 
2.8 acres - 1,700 sq. ft. 3 bedrooms, 1 112 baths, fu l l /  
walkout basement, 3 car garage, forced air heat ing /a i r /  
cond., alarm system. 2 nat. rock fireplaces, paved dr ive - l  
way and much more. This home could have many uses/ 
such as daycare, bed and breakfast or a home business, l
ASKING PRICE $249,000. I 
TO VIEW CALL 1-250-766-0205 or 635-1543 
i mmrn  
1997 Honda Civic LX-6 
5 spd,NC,Tilt 
$15,995 
. 1997 Chev 314Ton 4x4 
Diesel, Automatic, A/C, Cruise, Tilt 
$24,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton SiIverado 
Ext, Cab, 4x4,Auto, Full Load, Inc, C.D,, 
Power Drive, Seat &Towing Package 
$27,995 
1992 Mazda MPV 
~1x4, LX, Full Load 
WAS $9,995 • 
NOW $7,995 " 
1995 GMC 1 Ton ReD Cab 
: Diesel, 4x4 
$19,995 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
Sedan, AWD,Auts, CO, Only 40,000 k
WAS $24,995 
NOW $23,995 
1999 Pontiac Transport 
Montana 
7 Passenger Van, V6, Full Load, 
Auto, Factory Warranty 
$24,995 
1989 Ford F150 Supercab 
2 WHDR., 5 Spd:, 8 CyL, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$7,995 
1996 Chev 314 Ton L Box 
Diesel, 4x4,Automatlc,gC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Towing Package 
$24,995 
1996 Chev Silverado 3/4 Ton 
ExL Cob, Long Box,Turbo Diesel 
1999 Honda Accord LX 
Auto, 4 cyl, Low Kms. 
$23,995 
1992 Honda Prelude 
4cyl,5spd 
$9,995 
1999 Honda Civic SE 
4 Dr., 5 Spd.,NC, 4 CyL, 
Cassette, Low km's 
$t 6,995 
1994 Pathfinder LE 
4x4, Leather Interior, Auto, V6 
WAS $22,995 
NOW $18,995 
1995 Honda Accord EXR 
V6, Fully Loaded, Automatic 
$19,995 
1987 Honda Civic 
Sedan, 4 Door, 5 Speed 
$4,995 
1994 Pontiac Sunbird LE • 
5 Spd., 4 Cyl., NC, Cassette 
$6,995 
1991 Ford Escort GT 
5Spd.,4CyL 
$6,495 
1993 Dodge Camperlzed Van 
Low I~s., One Owner 
$16,995 
1988 Mere GR Marquis LS 
4 Door, Auto, Full Load, 6 Passenger 
$6,995 
1996 Honda Accord EX " 
4 Cyl,,Auto, Fully Loaded, 
$17,995 
.............. ~J!l.L0ad,Automatic .... ' :., ~,. :~ ~ ;,, $27,995, :x~ .... 1983 Ford El50 EconolineVan 
i- ,4 997~Honda c!vIG,F.X ~,. . $5,995: !~: o ;,.! L ~,,: 
5 SAd., NCI, ASS, Fully Loaded 
WAS $17,~s 
NOW $15,995 
1999 Honda Civic SE 
Sedan, 5 Spd., A/C, Low Km's, 
Power Locks, Keyless Entry 
$16,996 
4838 HWY 10 W, TERRACE 
i 
1995 Honda Civic Hatchback 
5Spd.,4C~, 
$9,996 
2000 Honda Civic DX 
5 SAd,, 4 CyL, CO Player, Low Km's, 
:: 11nted Wind~s, 15" Alloy W~eela 
$17,995 
1981 Ford Econoline . ~cm.~ g~rd~..~ 
Van 5 S ~ n e r  
$3,995 ~ $8,995 
 NmmE]   
a,~w ~.~z 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
PROTEGE LX TOURING EDITION 
or 
' I 
i.8 titre Power Windows/Locks A.nti-teck Brake System I 
I i 22 Hp, Engine Cruise ConIrol A,I Conditioning I 
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SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN  CLEAN, ING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
*BOILERS •CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES • REST. GREASE TRAPS 
*ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL ~" ;ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS •FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS •VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1 1 32  
1998 700 RMK, excellent condi- 
tion, low miles, twin SLP pipes, 
clutch kit, too many extras to 
list. $6,600 no tax, Call Tyson. 
250-846-9062 days, 250-846- 
5998 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
ATV Snowblades 
Avuiluble For All 
Makes And Models 
1999 YAMAHA EXCITER "FX" 
fastest ever built. Mint condi- 
tion, 1-1/4-inch long track, cov- 
er, saddlebag, low kin. $3,200 
no tax. Call Tyson 250.846- 
9062 days, 250-846-5998 eves. 
r Looking fo"r ''~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options ond on 
choosing child care, 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCl~8 is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by U~e Ministry of Social 
i~velopmant and Economic Secure/ 
2OO1 Yamaha 
BR250, Long Track 
s3,999.00 
1998 Yamaha 
Mntn SRX 
700cc 
s5,500.00 
494!; GreigAve: 
Ph:635;29091 
NADINA ENTERPRISE wood- 
working: T&G lx4- 0.34, lx6- 
$0.39, 2x6-$0.59. Log cabin 
siding 2x6 $0.69, Aspen T&G 
lx4 -$0,45, Dfir flooring lx4 
$0,60. Prices per fin. ft. Call Al- 
bert 250-695 6954 
A WORKING person's car/truck 
lot. Are you self employed (or 
not) Is no proof of income a 
problem? No down payment? 
Declined by your bank or deal- 
ership? We can help] We will 
lend you our money from 0.9 for 
Fords, Dodges, GM's. Western 
Canada's only straight forward 
dealer group. We will make it 
happenl Call now for further,in- 
formation. Jeanne or David .1- 
800-310-2346 
FREE 3-nights stay, 5 star re- 
sort, Fairmont Hot Springs, 
must be 29 with credit card. Call 
(208) 265-5412 Leave name, 
address. We will mall you.a:glft 
certificate. 
i 
I BuslnessStrategies 
I PracffcalTaxAdvice 
[]  Rnanc ia l  P la#it lng ' ? ' 
I Tmst'&'Es~e'~/Ebs 
., ; ~ '~ '  ..~ ~-i ~ ' ; ' l Y " t f  *t 
@R Demers & 
 il'mlie 
CERTiRED GENEPJ~L ACCOtlNTI t*NTS 
Ct~ffRED RN/~CIAL PLANNERS 
(250) 638-8705 or : 
www.de mersa ndbmdle.bc.ca 
201-4716 IAz~lle kw., 
l~m~e.. S.C, VSGIT2 
MORE LEGAL 
NOTICES - PAGE B4 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Wednesday, January 31, 
2001,  at  the Thornhil l  Communi ty  Centre,  3091 Century .St reet  
commencing at 7:00 pm to receive representation from all persons who deem their 
interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: 
Thornhill Zoning Amendment  By law No.  480 ,  2000 
The purpose of this bylaw is to rezone land described as Parcel B (PP 36995) of Block 2, 
District Lot 370, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 3482 from the R 1 (Single Family Residential) 
zone to the RMH (Mobile Home Park) zone. There is an existing mobile home park on 
the property, which predates the Thomhill Zoning Bylaw, Successful rezoning would 
provide redevelopment and expansion potential. The RMH (Mobile Home Park) zone 
allows 15 units per hectare. 
The property subject to rezoning is approximately 2.2 hectares and is located between 
Old Lakelse Lake Road and Sande Avenue in Thornhil] as indicated on the sketch below, 
Pten s44e j ' /  ¢'~ / 
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i Plan 4418 
\ Property subject to rezoning 
The public hearing on Bylaw No 480, 2000, is to be held by Directors Les Watmough, 
Bob Cooper and Rich McDaniel as delegates of the Regional District Board. A copy of 
the Board resolution making the delegation and a copy ol tI" e proposed bylaw may be 
inspected at the office of the Regional District of Kilim~ d-~tikine, 300-4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, BC (V8G 4E1) between the hours of 8:30 am and 4:30 pm, Monday 
through Friday, except statutory holidays, .~  
: i .~ .  Regional District of 
• .> ; ;  " ~ Kl t imat -S t ik ine  
:!i; , Phone'. (250)615-6100 
;:; ;{ :, 1-800"663-3208 
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I I  Touch those toes! 
ADAM DEROW, 8, warms up during soccer camp last Saturday, Local soccer 
coach Nick Kollias has been teaching Terrace kids the finer points of dribbling 
and ball control. The kids' camp runs every Saturday for two more weeks. 
Sports Men's Soccer 
menu League standings to Dec. 21 
GF GA GP W L T PTS 
SuperBM 25 8 7 26 21 
To get your game, event Azorcan 25 21 8 4 4 12 or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports i Falcons 18 19 6 3 2 1 10 
Menu or Sports Scope, t Internationals 25 19 8 3 4 1 10 
fax us at 638-8439, or Jock's Pipers 10 28 8 1 6 1 4 
you can e.marl us at NorthernFC 2 10  3 2 1 1 
standard@kermode.net 
Jan. 19-20 Top Scorers 
[] Caledonia Sr. Girls' Corey Trogi - Azorcan 8 
i Nilton Praticante. Azorcan 7 , 
host the EXtreme Bas- Percy Fowler-Falcons 6 " 
ketball tournament. Free John Krisinger- Internationals 6 
admission and door 
prizes to be won. Corey Waldie - Super BM 5 
Duncan Stewart - Pipers 4 
Jan 20-21 
[] Shames Mountain 
hosts Greys on Trays, a 
weekend of guided in- 
struction for older new- 
comers to the sport. 9 
a.m.-noon. 
Jan.21 
II Terrace Bluebaoks 
Swim Club host a deve. 
morning from 6:30 to 
11:30. 
Jan.26-28 
[ ]  Terrace Legion Open 
Bonsplel takes place at 
the Terrace Curling Rink. 
Jan. 26-27 
[] Caledonia Kermodes 
host Prince Rupert for a 
doubleheader. Games 
6:1.5 p.m.: Friday and 
10:30 a.m. Saturday. 
den. 26-27 
[] Terrace Youth Socce 
Registration. Kids ben 
!983-1995 are eligible 
Call Bev st 635-3719 fo 
Into. 
SuccessfUl operclti6n of this club requires parent VOLUNTEERS 
Women's Soccer 
League standings to Dec. 31 
Northern Savings '. 
Flower Power 
Northern Motor Inn 
Blessings 
~Oison 
Almwood 
'31 . . . .  
30 
28 
16 
TopScorem :•,; :: : 
Adrienne Williams, Flower Power 16 ~ : '  e eeeeee®e.eeee.eeee . e~..~.~ .e~'~eee 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER ~ 
<'~ ASSOCIATION SELECT ii 
~'TEAM COACHES FOR 2001~ 
l The Terrace Youth Soccer $, 
Association is accepting ¢~ 
..... applications for qualifiea ! 
Provincial B level' Select 
Coaches for the 2001 ~: 
; Season. Coaches are rD g 
® required for both Boys and g 
g . . . . . . . . . . .  Girls from U-12 to U-18. 
.~ If you are interested in participating in the 
development of our youth by being a Head 
Coach, Assistant Coach, or Manager of our g 
Select Teams, please submit your application by g 
February 4' ,  2001. 
NOTE: Prior to submission of your application, ~ 
contact George ~ulta.s (select team 
i~ coach coordinator) at 635-3719 for 
application information. ® ® 
UanneFunk, Northern Savings 7 .  ,I 
' | 
Kaliopi Kolllas - Northern Motor Inn 7 ~i., I 
Diana Woods, Almwood Royals " ' 6 ~ ' 
Nina Peden- Blessings i 5 i , , . . .  
Ms!,Denomme - Molson " ~ 4 ; :  
Jan. 27 
[]  Terrace~ Blueback.= 
host a regional Invita. 
tional swim meet at the 
Terrace Aquatic Centre. 
Jan, 28 
[] Snow Valley Nordic 
Ski Club hosts Men's 
Da~/~ A full day of skill 
building, food and fun 
with the guys at Onion 
Lakes. Register at All 
Seasons 
Feb, 2-3 
[] Caledonia Kermodes 
boys  basketball team 
host :  Wh i te  Rock 
iChristlan,i Games 7:30 
p.m. Friday and noon 
Sat. 
Feb.4 • 
i Annual $nowarama 
100 km snowmobile ride. 
Call Jayne at635-5232 
for information. 
Feb. 6 
1[] Caledonia Kermodes 
host Kltimat's Mt. Eliza. 
beth, Game time 7 p•m. 
Feb. 28. Mar. 3 
[] AAA Sr. Boys basket- 
ball zone championships 
at Caledonia $r. See. 
Game one 7:30 p.m, 
Feb. 28i Game 2 7:30 
p;m, Mar, 2, ~ Game 3 (if 
6cessary) 1:30 p.m. 
Mar. 3', . ~,,.: 
Sa. a. 
i | c i r£1 ,~ IN ,~I  SU I I "E I  
(250) 635-915 t, Toll Free 1-8O0-SANDMAN 
4828 Highway 16 West, Terrace 
(250) 635-6855, (250) 635-7369 After Hours 
Tell-Free 1-800-227-736B 
i i , , ,  
, i 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
Skeena Valley Golf & CountlT Club 
A notice to the membership of the Skeena Valley 
Golf & Country Club, an Annual General Meetin~ 
will take place 
Sunday, January 21, 2001. 
7 pm at the Clubhouse 
The purpose of the meeting is the election of 
directors, authorize a new certificate issue for 
memberships and restructure finances, 
II I 
r " .~. , , : ,e , , .or  ~oe.ke.~,..,,.. 
P.O. BOX l l l ,  TERRACE B.C. V8G 4AI 
THANK YOU! 
The Terrace Minor Hockey Association would like to take this 
opportunity to thank the many businesses and Individuals that 
have sponsored our teams, our tournaments and our assocl~- 
tlon in any and all ways. Without you, our association would not 
be as strong as It Is today. 
Anwwller Ent. 
Bargain Store 
Centennial Lions 
D.R. Holtom Ltd. 
Farwest Bus Lines Ltd 
Ikon Office Solutions 
Ken's Trucking Ltd. 
Re/max 
Skeena Sawmills 
Trim-Line Signs 
Fountain/ire 
Your Decor 
All-West Glass 
Nlno's Ark & Spark 
West Point Rentals <" 
Lawrence Stella 
Royal Lock and Key. 
All West Trading Ltd. 
Mr. Mike's Gdll 
Long's Logging Inc 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
Terrace ~ta~ SpeeDee Printers & Office Products 
Come out ~d . . . .  ~':"": ......... ~ ' '  ~''~ ' . . . .  celebrate Minor Hockey Week, Janua~ i4th- 
ZOth, 2001, Our Pee Wee and Bantam teams will be playing 
home ~annes on Fdday, January t9th, beginning at 8:00 p.m. 
and I0:00 p.m. and Saturday, January ZOth beginning at I0:00 
a.m. and 1Z:O0 noon. We'll see you at the arenal 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
Excel Transportation I c. 
Kinsmen Club of Tefface 
Terrace Builders Do-It Center 
Terrace Co-op Assodatlon 
P. Bradford & Sons Ltd 
Lazelle MIn! Storage Ltd. 
River Industries (Terrace) Ltd, :< 
Trevor Hendry Roofing 
Dedlluke Land Surveying Inc, 
Randy Heaman Truddn 8 . . . . .  
Inland Kenworth Parker Padflc 
All Seasons Source for Sports 
Dave Armstrong & Sons Contracting Ltd, 
Western Seaboard Transportation Ltd. 
Aim-wood Contracting Ltd. 
Twin P~ver Electdc and Power 
Nechacko Northcoast Construction Services 
Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
Terrace Elks BPOE Lodge No.:425' 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13 
• ~;' ~:::L '.: :~' : : '  "•~< : ~'~,t'~; 7'i~<~:f~!~;.-";~i~ ~+- <~s'~:,'Ti~<~+;~ • ;': '. : "~ ~,"~ : : : .  : /, ~'~'~ ~,~'~:'~"<.~",'/>"~,~ +~,<: "~: ' 
kes Terc  , , 
2001 is the 
YEAR OF THE VOLUNTEER 
~ We going to 
~ Showcase Terrace's 
HARD WORKING 
/ '  VOLUNTEERS. 
~ _ .  ~lliF I You all know 
who they are! |! 
• Your business can 
SPONSOR A VOLUNTEER 
' Just let us know who it is. i 
~' : i iiiiiWe will photograph and.highlight that person in a 
Supplement. Your Investment is only$75 .GST, i i i 
• TISTIME TO LET THE PEOPLE WHO WORK SO HARD 
~,:L KNOW THAT WE APPRECIATE THEIR EFFORTS, " : :  
L ;i• L~ ', ' ¢ 
~ . • •please contact 
~ i  For more information, 
~ ~  Terrace Standard ~ '  
